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THE ONLY LIMITS ARE YOUR OWN” 

Prepare to immerse yourself in the ultimate online 

fantasy world* Create and customize your character 

like never before, with 19 races and 15 professions. 

Follow your true calling, be it adventurer, crafter or diplomat. 

Own your own land and build the house of your dreams. 

Broaden your experiences as you travel in a world without 

boundaries sail the seas in your ship or soar across tKe 

highest peaks on the winps of a drai^on. With each new 

quest you will discover that Vanffuard: Smg^a of Heroes is 

more than a world of freedom and adventure: it is the path 

to your chosen destiny. 
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The XPS 710, featuring the 

desktop processor. 
Want to build a gaming system to epic proportions? Look no Fu rther 
than the highly expar^dahle XPS 710. The new Intel*’ Core"'2 Extreme 
quad-core processor delivers mind-boggling speed and stutter^free 
performance. This true gaming machine features NVIDIA* GeForce* 
graphics For intensely realistic gameplay and support For dual or quad, 
graphics cards. Plus, with room for up to four hard drives and up to ^ 
4GB* of memory, you can tweak this beast to be exactly what you want 
it to be. The XPS 710. Performance to the fourth power. jUMWillMMIIilll* 
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Starting at Starting at 

Both the CD tray and back panel have their own tights, so installing 
games from CDs or plugging In peripherals Is easy. 

See this powerful gaming machine at 

detLco m/wort... 
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Dell recommends Windows® 
XP Media Center Edition. 

Core™ 2 
Extreme 

inside' 

Hard core. 
Quad-core, 

B^nlofidd 2142 

5i:U:A073mB6 

30" Deir UltraStiarp™ 
Widescreen Flat Panel 

(iiiri sifStmn f wclwvp 

Dell'^WL^OOO Surmund 

Speaker System with s.SGHz 

Wireless Rear Channels 

and Subwoofer 

Ugilech*G7 Cordless 

Laser Gaming Mouse 

SKUiAOUJDlJ 

Logitech Gis Gaming Keyboard 

Ready to unleash the quad-core power? Call 1-800-232-8542 
(for hearing/speech impaired: 1-877-DELL-TTY toll-free) 
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WE DON’T JUST 
‘KNOW’ MUSIC, 

WE GOT ITS 
DEMO TAPE OUT 

OF THE TRUNK OF 
A DATSUN. 

UR®E 
m m CMT 

MILUONS OF SONGS. UNLIMITED DOWNLOADS. URGE.COM. GET MUSIC FROM PEOPLE WHO GET MUSIC. 
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SEAN IMOUOT 
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AT L^ST! 

Or, 101 more reasons not to buy Jawi Unteashed 

U ther« B better word im the English Uingud^e than ’free"? WeJI, 
ICJ' yeah, there are probably a bunch of 'em, but don't argue with me. 
Certainly, 'free" rankj way the heck up them. 'Which U why H'm always 
happy when wtre phnt our annual "101 Free Games.' feature, because get- 
tinig games for free, like getting anythirtg for free, is better than paying 

W f ' , j y forthem. W hat's always arrazhg to me is how good many of these free 
I / ; 'i l|i * games are. Yes. some of them are just goofy a nd/DfamBteurish versions 
f , ' ’ i I of better, older;: or more professional games. But many are far better 

y i than you'd think, proving at least a couple of big points: Ij You don't 
^ / rreed a millton-dollar budget and team of 100 to make a game that 

I I B people will want to play, and 2) gamers don't need to spend S49.99 a 
” li pop to have a good time fee at least as far as videogames go). 

“But, JefT you ask, 'why run an article on this, when we can just Google it ourselves?" Good 
question, grasshopper^ The reason is that Google, as lovely as it is„ has no quali^ fitter. Go ahead 
and type ' free games" into your browser and see whal happens, ^e? You need us. Or, more 
specifically, for this articler you need The Freeloader, our resident expert on afl things free, who 
worked ove-rtime this month sorting through hundreds of games to bring youths year'sdefinhrire 
list This is what I keep teiling you people We're merely here to serve you. Your happiness is our 
reward. The paycheck, accliaim, and adoietion of babes everywhere is merely king on the cake. 

And now, if I may switch gears, a little public housekeeping is in order My heartfelt thanks 
to the GFW gang here for powering through yet another very short cycle to make this 
issue, and extra-special double thanks to our newest staffer; artiste extraordinaire Rosemary 
Pinkham, whose happy face has brightened up this office full of cynical gamer dudes (though 
we'll see how happy she b after a few moire months of deadlirres like thisi Ha-ha!}. All 1 can say 
s, thank goodness we have a female on staff again. Ryan, you can stop wearing that dress to 
work now. Please. 

J«H Gfcen 
Editor-in-Chief 
Games for Wimtow^: The Offtemf Ma^ozfne 

Now Playing: DffCDK JitUff QuetK Finaf FtmiQsy IfHU'miBudo DSl Vivtt Pihata (Xbox 360) 
lURcom Biog: GFWJeHlUP.Eorn 
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THE GRAND STRATEGY GAME 

Immerse yourseU in centuries ot 

striitegy gamephiy: 

Start any time between 

1453 and 1789 

Open-ended gamepLiy with 

complete player control 

Thousands of leaders, monarc hs, 

units and countries 

Various multiplayer modes 

rmich more! 
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Letters 
Random missives from schools* jails, and asylums 

LETTER OF THE ITIONTH 

Or^nd Tii«ft people with holy eneigy »^slch them 

I enjoyed your "Plsy to Pray” article on fall to their knees^ in repentance. The world 

Christian gaming (GRV pg. 44). Speaking sees Christianity as lame—because, frankly 

as a Christian myselt I often find the Christian Christians are often stale aifd hypocritical, 

culture to be annoying. We are called to it's hard to be a Christian gamer, because I 

bo the salt of the eartK We are to engage cannot support many amazing games thanks 

culture, not avoid it Instead, we oftert take to the amount of things in them that God 
secular things and make mediocre, Christian does not approve of. I call everyone to nuke 

versions of them. A problem with video- an altern^ative—not to make a Crnod Theft 

games that all gamers are starting to notice At/to clone where the objective is to throw 
is the lack of decision-making: The basic plot Bibles at people and watch as they become 

is "this person Is bad, so we must kill themT saved, instead of d^rowing Molotov cocktails 

This is often not the case In real life: we have and watching them ex^plode. Life is precious, 
to live with people we do not like, and often and God alEows for recreation along with 

people are not murderous and evil. We all work. As Christians, can we come up with an 
sin; the question is...what do we do with that alternative that rock5...or are we stuck with 

sin? God calls us to repent and sent Jesus sayirtg, "Well, at least h isn't secular"? 

Christ to die for our sins. We cannot zap Jimmy V. 

Gf IV LOVE/HATi 
Good job on the seamless tranation from CGW 
10 GFW—Hi still the some great mag. i espewiiy 

appreciate your bringing back the ratings for the 

same reason as many other readers: A high rating in 

a genre t generally skip over usually piques nriy inter¬ 

est. I hereby authorize you to give yourselves a raisel 

Rkh Fought 

When I saw the magazirw on the newsstand. I was 

a mazed...especially when J noticed it was the first 

issue pnamoting PC games with the ‘'Games for 
Windows" loga I have only one concern, though. 

Recently, I have only seen a few games bearing the 

'Games for Windows' logo [mostly Microsoft Game 

Studios tides and a few other thiid-party garripes). 
Why is this? Are other publishers against the idea? 

Robert Bojorqi^z 

"Look, a new PC games magi' I say to myself as 
J buy anothef of those craefc-filled coffee drinks I 

don't read it t3t t get home, yet the little coffee drink 
doesn't ever make it past the first garbage can in 

the parking lot. Two dollars in 10 seconds. Gotta quit. 

Now I'm kickin' it in my little smoking room, leaf¬ 
ing through GFWitl. ] turn to Jeff Green's editorial 

which tips me off to 
the fact that this is 

Cornputer Gaming 
Wofid in a deverdis¬ 

guise! "These guys?!' 

I shriek. 
Now I'm steamed, 

as Me Gneen rubs in 

the fact that I got 
tricked into buying 

a CGWnaag with 
a new name. 'To 

spite him,' I think 
'I will read this rag 

ccjver to cover, then 

tell him what l thinkr 
So now. Jeff Green. I say to you., .nice jotu Can't say 

1 eyed for CGW, but that hypnotic symbol of evil 

shining on the top-left of the cover must've made 

me bve the new mag. E wOultfve already Subscribed, 

but all the little subscripticxii cards that are designed 

to fall Out of the magazine fell out,,and I can't find 

one! Keep up the good work. all. i'll give you guys 

my money just like the little logo tells me to do! 

Anonym DUS 

It's a bit early but this hsjj to be an April Fool's E>ay 
joke, right? I mean, what marketing genius vrauld 

decicle to change the name of a magazine that has 

been known and trusted for decades to something 
as innocuous and boring as Gomes fpf WjfmAnvs? 

I'm sjre you know the percentage of your sates that 

come fiom newsstands^, but I predict they're going to 
plummet For your own sake, change it bacU 

Nathan 

LtNUX4LYFE! 
As an avid Liouji user, I always hoped for platform- 
neutral gaming coverage from you. Now that you 

appear to be platform-exclusive, l guess TIE have 

to see what the other magazines offer for game 
reviews. I asked for "games," not "Windows games,' 

Gregory Harris 

Seriously, when's the last time you saw us cover 

Linux? We hate to-break it to you. but—as much 

as we love emuFating games in Wine at half the 

SpeerF—we've aSnroys focused cyi Wkidows as a 
gaming platfonri. Wejust haven't spelled it out 

on the cover before now. 

We cruve opprsTvo// E-maii gfwietlefs@ziffdavf^ com. • 

mAIL BVTES 
l\e i Iways apprec iated CGW i honest writeups of 

o-veHoek^d gant^s. GFW's debut-issua coverage 

□f DEFCON did not ga unnoticed. Thank you for 

uncovering this gem. 

Martin A. Mendez 

You thought you vnere clever, didn't you? Slipping 

those ratings rtuinbers back into the reviews. But 

it's OK, 1 only Ipve ycxi a little bit less. 

Sean 

A great Noogie of Disapproval to your marketers 

Ibr painting your magazine into a comer. To see 

what Imean. imagine rfyour magazine were caMed 

Gomes for Tf^-SO; The <^frciof Mege^ne. 

To-rsten Phil 
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Immortal 
Throne 
Hiarbd&-on time the 
first TiTj^rt Qwest expan¬ 
sion pack. 

PREVIEW 

Jaw with Enemy Territory: Quake Wars 

lead designer Paul Wedgwcod. and return 

Fortress place-narnes pop up. He says “ramp 
roomr’ I say Taasertnent' or "spiraror "bridge’' 

tlanctmarfcs tagged ^o^ lickety-split tael ics chatter), 

and we smile, because—him in England, me in the 
Slates—we somehow grew up in the same spots. 

(Side note: Wedgwood hypothesizes that Splash 

Damage might not have developed Woifefjsteh: 

Enemy Te/rHay in 2003 had Valve shipped the 

not-to-be Team Fortress sequel it unveiled four 

years beforeGood game geometry is like that: it 

SMls the other end of experience as lived-in geog¬ 
raphy. Similarly, if Wedgwood has his way, Enemy 

Territory: Quake Worr' acreage (12 maps total} will 

expand our spatial awareness this sumnr>er. 
Yep. you read that right Summer sirKe posi¬ 

tive press at the last (and last ever) Electronic 
Entertainment Expo afforded Wedgwood ar>d 
family (he platform to ask publisher Activision for 

an exlerision. Summer since "done when it's done' 

is how engine-provider and partner id Software 
does iL However, if time gives, it takes, too. We 

talk Feanr rortress as though it were eons old: DICE 
fielded Its own objective-based tomorrow battle 

(read: 2142] after £TOWs debut and during its 
profonged war-room phase; and, as Wedgwood 

kids, other developers are already adopting "Wars' 

05 official Suffix for FPS frarKhises slanted KTSIsee: 
Ensemble's Haio klArra). I have to ask—'wfll fussy 

play testing work « an ar^ti-aging formula? 

OPENING SALVO 
As multiplayer maps ga Canyon gets the "'la- 

da1'“ unveiling. Postcard-pretty, its river carves 

a channel through steep-sided sandstone and 

sedinseniary rock, big mesas and red-streaked 
buttes. Power lines and a paved road trace 

their course across a landscape that seemingly 

stretches miles and miles...without trickery. Even 
on a flythrough. it's evident that fTQIV isn't til¬ 

ing textures or placing a pattern over muttiple 

surfaces in order to save memory, i wondered 
aboul that Will id's 'meg at ex tore' tech, which 

removes resource restrictions, make a discernible 

difference—especially when you have no idea 

whats under the hood? I think so (For what it's 
worth, Wedgwood never mentions it as he hop¬ 

scotches me across his map's objectives—mean^ 

ing he's not nudging the observation.) ^ 

Writers Block 
Video game scribes 
sound ofi on the art 

of storytelling. 

Play for Pay 
Ten ways to turn 
gaming into green. 

PUeuSHEft Activbl'fifl DEVELCf’ER: Spluk Duni9*/1dl CiEhRE: Multlplay*f Flnl-PkniOfi Shaettr REIEASE DATE: SummH 

ENEmV TERRITORV: 
QUAHe WARS 
Evasion of the body snatchers 

GFW lup.com * £3 



V Territory: Quake Wars 

r\ I REANimATE A STIFF. BOLTING 
HBACH line FRANHENSTEIN'S 
L/ LIGHTNING-BLASTED mONSTER. 

i Player rank Is perstdent; unlackafate amu and 
abilMiei least net after yeu leave a 

server., (Th# Idea i* tn prevent top dogs frotn 
frag^ng novices with top gear,] 

Global Defense Force's goal is the Strogg bioreac- 

lor bciried in a sheer-walled cliff. To infiltrate the site. 
GDF troops reed first build 9 bndge. permitting their 

MCP mobile command post to take 0 forwaid posi¬ 

tion—and later, frazzle thesiibtenarean lab's sNelds. 

Secondary objectives, highly hdpful thcrngh not 
necessary, entail securing a pair of spawn porrsts situ¬ 

ated in a bunker and trashed building. Togethefr the 

serial! order of operarions, elevation twisty and con^ 
verging traits embody Wedgwood's conviction that 
prime multiplayer maps must conform to shaping 

principles. To "fairness" and 'spawn timing," he adds 
“territory with a focused front line"—this in opposi¬ 

tion to X\^^ Batttefieid series' seesaw-prone network 

of victory nodes. Cover, conoealnnent and fortifica¬ 

tion tailored tofitveNde- and fbolpathsare vital, 
he says, and similariy, terrain should underpin the 

deployment of defense Wislers and field batteries. 

A rT>eat-and-metal Strogg. I dig in for the delaying 
action. Wedgwood—or is it one of the QA-testing 

team?—^unbutfonsan antiarmcr turret nearby, while 

other friendlies set up PsiBlade intelligence and bal¬ 
listic missile defense stations to track enemy move¬ 

ment and shield the front rrom GDF fire support. 

The game deliberately decentralizes command and 

control, "Success or failure shouldn't sit on a single 
player's shoulders," Wedgwood says, “so we never 

put a per^n in that position.“ Instead, airdrops 

are autonnated. whereas rank-and-file units work 
together to assemble, maintain, and manage assets. 

While league types will nonetheless adhere to 

playbooks and appoint feaefers. £7iC?tVcoaxes lone 
wolves into the pack, whether they're aware of it 

or not- Qur BMD, for instance, acts as an umbrella, 

blocking Out GDF field operatives' big guns. A 
covert op's radar array picks up its placement, 

and an engineer has the tools to hack into it but 

here's the things The field op doesn't have to ask 

the covert op to ask the engineer to take it down. 

A nnissiofl manager automatically completes the 

chain, telling the one 

where his talents are 

needed, and notifying 

the other when defens¬ 

es are down. Lastly, 
since public-server 

*T*rTal7t dian jjts 
dramatically ovar the 
CDurie of a map. In Ark, 
Arctic wrhirt* twCOnHi 
troplcai gracn as the 
battle moves Into a 

itias9lvt N<odom«, and 
In Cuyan (shoHm here), 

Colorado iHateau tumt 
to ./onmey to tht Centrr 
of the Earth. 

players so often serve only themselveSv the system- 
awards points/XP for closing each link. 

PARTING SHOT 
Strogg or man, the difference is more than skin 

deep. Watching me siphof) 'stroyenf from human 
hamburger {Strogg lubricant and lifeblood), 

Wedgwood says to convert the corpses to spawn 
hosts. I do, and when I die moments later, I'm able- 

to reanimate a stiff, bolting back like Frankenstein's 
lightning-blasted monster. We're ornery, we're 

nasty, we lay low and steer bumblebee bombs into 
infantry who try to zap them before they blow. 

We teleport and pop tactkal shielcis. Forum-going 

kncw-it-aHs will type iheir rngers dowrv to wel 

Sharpies trying to prove that one or the other side 
is overpowered, but you ha,ve to har>d it to Splash 

Damage; HQs* character classes, deployabfes, and 

ordnance alt demonstrate each faction's individual¬ 

ity. ( have a few nib, however. 

Three things slick out 1) It's difficult to deler- 

m in# whan you 're in dan ger, as well as who, i n 

a world of 1,000 possible deaths, is pulling the 

trigger. (If all goes well, we won't need to scan 

onscreen text to work out iwhat ought to be obw- 
ous.) 2) Air power isn't powerful—SAM silos and 
fir#-and'forgei infantry rockets strip the skill from 

the kill, 3) Ifsa bird it's a plane, it's sprinting faster 

than a speeding locomotive in a Bofffe^eW-sized 
shooter! Some "va-room" is good for the game- 

breaking the sound banrier, not so much. 

with more than ample opportunity to finesse 

and future-proof frQW/ in the months ahead, 

none of this worries Wedgsvood—no t when 

I'm saying “hnidge'' and ''hioreactor" before the 

game's gone beta,*ShAwi<i Elliott 
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^lbU,UUU INSURANCE POLICY 
AGAIMST HARDWARE DAMAGE TO YDUR SYSTEM 

SEE WEBSITE OR PRODUCT PACKAGING TOR MORE DETAIS • 

the battle because 
you lost power 

Whether you're gaming at home or on 

the roadn the very Hast thir>g you need 

is an intenuption. But all too often, 

bad prtHver^ or ladt of power, comfis 

betvveeiT you and saving Uie world 

from destruction. If you're in an MMO, 

the stakes are even higher - when you 

go down, it affects everybody. And if 
there s cash at staker the losses go far 

power threats like 

bro^vnouts, spikes 

and surges, tJie 

Back-UPS XS has 

arrived ju$t in time 

to save your gear 

from imminent 

Hdestruction. 
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beyond just embarrassing yourself. 

Powerful protectian for your gear 
With this in mind, APC presents the 

Back-UPS® XS, which provides battery 

l>ackup and surge |3rotection for your 

gear. With the nation's power grid 

being run into the ground, coupled with 

Stay In the game 
With the APC legacy of Legendary 

Reliability* and with over 30 million 

satisfied users, trust us to keep you in 

the game. We'll prevent interruption, 

protect your progress, points, cash bids, 

and exteiTct your runtime - guaranteed. 

* il 50K Equipment Proteclicn Pbl by and 3 year ™rT3niv. 

Mobife PawEf Pack Urem 
* PKHfltfeis Attended 
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A GfW roundtable with some of the best writers in the biz 

ROUNDTABLE 

Sit through so many boilerplate character^ 

SO much ham-fisted storyieJtingi and stiff 

dialogue, and the majority of game writing stands 
cut as on^ sNghtly better than that of lop-quality 

porno. A-yup, the •'errierging art form" of the 

interactive story is stilt in its embryonic state, to be 

sure: its language is still provisional its Citizen Kane 

unwritten. We spoke to several prominent game 

writers to gel their thoughts orr the art and science 

of penning videogames * Evan Shamoon 

G FW: What obstacles impede qualfty writing? 
Put another way, why does 99 jaercent of it iuck? 

Frank O'Connor: The only o'bstades are the same 

as in any discipine: habit and talent The former 

is, counterintuitively, the hardest lo overcome. 
Thousands of talented writers are floating around 

out thene, but they're probab^ not writing the 
neift big game. Bluntly speaking, a game—unlike a 
movie—usually doesn't depend on story. In games, 

story tends to be a literal afterthought or worse, an 

awkward obstacle that busy and distracted develop¬ 
ment teams navigate later on. Ninety-nine percent 

of game writing, to use your statistic sucks because it 

doesn't have to be good. 

Orson Scott Cardi We need to keep in mind that 

people mean different things by 'good writing,' If 

you think 'good writing' is oblique, postmodern. 

Cjbscure, Of any of the other virtues too rrsany Eng¬ 

lish professors praise, then I sure hope we never get 

'good writing" in computer games. Sul if you mean 

characleriiation, relationships, and genuinely witty 
or at least believable dialogue, then we ore getting 

it and always have. Here and Ihene. Now atKl then. 

And it makes a difference in the success of 
the games. Maniac Mansion and Monkey isfond 

were brilliarttly funny, and players responded. 

The iroubte is that good writing won't save a bad 
game. Playability comes first. And now, when 

graphics are terrific, we have to have great graph* 

ics, loo, or people won't stick around long enough 

to see whether the writing's good or not. Here's 
when the writing will get good; when advances in 

computer technology no longer make a striking 

visual difference. 
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Brian Go mei: few devdtopment teams would 
everconader stafifng a pf^ect without their lead 

pdcjgfanmrier and lead aftist, but few ptcducers swm 
to think twice about starting prcKiluctk>n without a 

writer In many casej^ members of the development 

team handle the writing; and they m^y not have 

the skills or ejiperierce to craft a Strong narrattve, to 

develop charactefj beyond wokie-cutter archetypes 

or to instill their games with a sense of pacing or plot 

development Ever when professional wnters are 

brought they're typicalliy underutiliied or brought 

in far too late. Instead of making them a part of the 

cor# crealiv# t#an\ they're a line item on the produce 

tion schedule to be filled in at a later dale, usually 
long after they can be of much use. In essence, they 

end up ‘polishing turds" instead of helping develop¬ 

ers craft a cohesive story and world. 
Marc Laidfaw: Sturgeon's Law states that 90 percent 

of everything sucks. I believe there was a later ad¬ 

dend um to that adding nine percent more suckage, 

Inevitaby, in a field this ffooded with product, a lot of 

it is going to be subpar But at the same time, the in¬ 

creased volume of games has meant it's possible to > 
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ElStartXWhy Do Videogame Stories Suck? 

Tir. 
find plenty of gocfd writing in g^m^s. I lifter 

out the reel^ bod stuff tang before I actually bother 

plying it but I'm oftert imptessed by the quality of 

writing in the games I play. Of course. I also appreci¬ 

ate and even treasure a certain brand of objectively 

bad game writing of the sort often found m games 
translated fnann lapan^e. 

GFW: [>oes user interaclion unauotdabfy disrupt 

narrathre flow? Should videogames even attempt 

tightly wrought narrative? 

Jon Paquette: Writers have fo take off the Aristo- 

tdian handcuffs and start to approach writing for 
garner as an opportunity to learn different tools 

and get to know an audience [that] has much dif¬ 

ferent needs and wants than your average passive 

TV?i™vie audence member. Players want to disrupt 
everything.... When we play, we test the boundar¬ 

ies of the worlds presented to us. The best games 
turn that “disruption" into satisfying gamepfla/y that 

brings us deeper into the wrld of the game. I ride 
an emotlondl roller coaster all the tinrie when I play 

games—but my ride as different than yours, hence 
the beauty of the experience. As a writer/designec 

any time you find yourself saying. In this part of the 

game. I want the player to feel Tsiank,’' you're setting 

yourself up to lose the player's interest. Rayets don't 
like being force-fed content—we w^nt to discover it. 

F& Glaringly and embarrassiingly games tend to ape 

movies and jam little ones in between their levds 

Partly that's because were a gaggle of frustrated 

auteurs but its also because we can't think of a 
better way. Persorally speakings I don't think there's a 

secret undiscovered method to mesh gamepfay vwiih 
narrative though. 

If we concentrate on innovating new storytelling 

techniques but neglect simple, good writing, then 
we'll continue to see clunky dialogue and tough^guy 

one-liners we thought we'd left behind with Schwar¬ 

zenegger and Van Damme. 
The fact is> a gaime on have a senseless story but if 

the gameplayis fanrtastic, all is forgiven. And perhaps 

that's OK. But we wouldn't neglect graphics or audio 

in our game, and nor should we neglect fiction 

GFWi Are publishers and developers likelier 

to pay for fulhtime, talented writers nowa¬ 

days? Is this 

even the problem 

at this point? 
William Harms:Over 

the past couple of years; it's 

become more of a prionly. Gas 

Powered Garnes hired me full time 

to do thii and other places like Valve 

and BioWare have wriEers on staff I think 

the challenge isn't hiring a writer it's hiring the 
correct wntet someone who understands how 

games wckfk and who appreciates those mechanics. 

FO: Yes. I think publishers and developers are smart 
enough to know that a good story can bring back 

players, and that means franchises^ and franchises 

mean new BMWs for everyone! Thafs the cynical 

view. The realistic view is that g ame writing is not yet 
as well-respected as engineering or art disciplines, 

but it should and will be. 
But to your point—nnafiey's not the ct^ecL The 

art is the object It needs to improve and it needs to 
evolve. We've already seer^ exam ples of “real" writers 

applying fiaion to gameSy and the financial results 
vary—from Orson Scott Cards lovely but ill-fated 

Advmi to Eric Nylund's work on GeofS 0/ VHtrr. 

And hey Tom Clanr^ is tho eponymous emperor of 

writers-wbo-make-games. He almost certainly has 
some real input in that stuft even if It'S ony from a 

business perspective. 

05C The user's actions in a good game do not inter- 
rupt the narrative ftow—they cfi the narrative flow 

The real problem is that out-scenes intemjpt narrative 

flow. The real art of great game writing is to incorpo¬ 

rate important dialogue into action scenes—to have 
that dialogue going on during the gameplay instead 

of stoppirrg the action to make the player sit and 

watch it like a movie. 
You only need to stop the player from doing things 

with his avatar that will rermove the avatar from the 

scene. Think a nrinute: How many activities do you 
perform during the day that you do while talking 

to someone? Hint iust today a guy in a sports- car 

rear-er>ded my rented tank of a car on Hollywood's 

Bewriy Boulevard because he was talking on his 

cell phone. We can have expository dialogue while 

characters are in a car driving through a city or while 

waiting for a meal and watching for bad guys in a 

dangerous restaurant. If the player is stilt in danger 

(just not as much danger)- durirg the dialogue, 

and Es still required to take action (just not as much 
action) during thos« scenes then we will be writing 

games—not movies that interrupt gaimes. 

And when exposEtbn has to be in a furnp. then let 
the player decide when he wants the infomnation. Let 

the player decide when to interrupt the game to get 
it. Right now, we force the player to stop when we 

waul him to—he feels power and choke being taken 
away from hinriL He loses the thread of the game be¬ 

cause we want him to watch cur little movie. Let him 

decide when to take the key voicemail message or 
e-mail or video (or examine the magic stone or read 

the scroll or mind-meld with the bird-eating alien 

monkey) arta leam what Et has to tell him. And leave 

him free to interTupt that process whenever he wa nts. 
BG: In itiy 10 years as a designer and writer. I've 

been- lucky to work with people like Orve Barker. Sam 

Raimi. Joss Whedon. and others so I definitely see 

willingness from publishers to bring in profes&onals 
from Hflilywoad and literature. This is not so much 

the case on the part of developers where budgets 

are tight and tinte dangerously short. I have heard of 
development teams hiring full-rime writers; but that's 

still quite rare 

I think a bigger part of the problem is the tendency 
to isolate the writer from the rest of the development 

team Professional, working writers are rarely game 

designers, and vice versa. Forcing these two disci¬ 

plines to work independently from one another is a 
cecEpe for disaster: Writers are great problem salvers 

because they're forced to find creative solutfons to 

ptoWems of plot, character, pacing, and logic in just 
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Why Do Videogame Stories Suck?\Starts 

V\ ■ [WRITERS] END UP POLISHING TURDS 
H INSTEAD OF HEUPING DEVELOPERS 
L/ CRAFT A COHESIVE STORM. ’ 

they write. These serne gJ^tllE can 
be very useful to a developmeril tea m but a ne atl 

too of ten underutilized, 

GFW: What's the hardest thing about writing 

for uideo^ames?^ 
WH: On the rnoit bask level, (approach it the sarnie 
way I do any of my other fetion wribng—create 
conripeiling characters and place them io dramatic 

situations. What makes writi'ng for games challeng¬ 

ing is the limited amount of space available to you. 
There is very Irttle time for exposition, and if you use 

dialogue to deliver the exposition, it needs to sour>d 

organic and not forced- Not only does the dialogue 
need to help move the plot forwand it must also 

deliver characterization. That's a pretty tight rope 

to walk, 
FO: Working with preexisting designs and scenarios. 
It's a rare case wherii the slory comes frst—that 

would present problems for the game desigrrers. 

It has to be collaborative—and, of course, writing 

by committee is a recipe for disaster, balance s 

healthy process of coHaboration and you Can 

overcome the hurdles. 

BG: There seems to be a feeling in game develop¬ 

ment that, because it's "just woidsr it's easy to chop 

sections of the story, eliminate characters, reorder 

scenes, el cetera as the schedule or budget dictate. 
A good story ts a compW organism and arbitrarily 

removing a single element can have repercussions 

across the entire thing. Cutting a key scene or 

character might seem like it's solving a producer's 
imnnediate problem but more often than not. the 

story suffers or it causes other problems elsewhere 
that no one but the writer could have predicted. 

GFW: Is user-entered, text-driven dialogue 

a relic of the past? 

FO: It'S an interesting tool, i reineinber playing 
the first adventure game with what seemed like 

an intuitive parser—The ftiwn orv ihe Atari &T. it 

would hardly pass the Turing Test, but at least it 
didn't answer every in teraction with, "You can't do 

that here' Interactirrg with a computer in a natural 

way works* but I think speech is a belter medium 

for that—although Moss ffl'eef {on the Xbox 360J 

is doing intriguing stuff with muftipfe-choice 

responses. But give the player infinite choices and 

input, and he'll break a story very quickly—like a 
heckler at a play. 

BG:Typed-input and lext-parsing adventure 

garnes were enterteining in their day, but I don't 
think games like Obimon would have been better 

if players had been able to type in their own dfa- 

logue^ust look at the player chat that pops up m 

the typical World ofWarCroftor Battiefieid 2 seiaon. 

and Tm Sure you'd agree. I'm ter moie interested in 

the use of voke commands; vDice-recognition tech¬ 

nology is getting better every day. and il think we're 
going to see a lot more of it in games, especially 

as the technology for evaluating stress level and 

emotional slates gets better. 

OSG; Text-driven dialogue is e 
dead end precisely because 

computers do not 

understand human 
language and never 

will, Ciamputers 

don't “understand' 
language—they 

recognize codes they've 
been p rogrammed to 

nespo nrJ to. The person who 
learns a language is the player. 

Ifou aren't typing English to your 

computer; you're leamirg Computerese 
and typing in statements in that foreign 

lang uage. What's fun about that? Typing in 

verbal comrrkands—or even speaking them into 

a voice-recognition system—is a cocitstant reminder 
that the player is not in control, because he can't 

just say anything and get a meaningful response 

from the computer. Why burden the player with a 

tedious task that also breaks the flow of garneptey 

and reminds him of his powerlessness? 

ML: It may be one of those reservoirs of archaic 

genetic n\3tefial. currently insulated from the nest of 
the industry, waiting to be tapped by future genera¬ 

tions of Heirioom Storygame Famners- 

GFW: How well are Hollywood and the gaming 

industry working together? 

BG: Anyone in the business of creating and markeH 

ing intellectual property needs to take games very 
seriously. Videogames are a permanent part of cur 

culture, and as our future writer^ directors, and 
entertainers grow up with gatT>e controllers in their 

hand^ it is only natural that these same people will 
want to branch out ar>d explore games as a medium 

for expressing their creativily, 

ML: I don't find this to be a very interesting area el 
all, whether it succeeds or fails. Gaimes are interest¬ 

ing to me on a creative level, because there are stiU 

fuidamenlal challenges being solved...an endless 
succession of new problems^ U's been a long time 

since movies were in this zone. However, I don't 

th ink movies a le goi ng to sudd enty g et fresher by 
trying to skim off sorne of the excitement attached 

to games. The opposite happens. They just took 

more pathetic. I lespect movies that are pure^ cin- 

emaliCr not pretending to 'hang wit da noo kids," 
FO: We've signed an agreement with Peter Jackson 

and Fran Walsh with WETA Interactive, Together, 

we're planning to shake the storytelling and video- 
game industries to their very cores! Or at least have 

fun in a creative collaborative process and try to 

ma ke all the innovations and evo lutions I promised 

actually happerii. Andt again, tell really cool stories 

GFIV: What are the best bits of media—games, 

Web. rruchlnima. whatever—that you've come 
across recently? 

[>ona]d Mustard; Losf is the single greatest enter¬ 

tainment experience ever and has had the biggest 

impact on my work over the past two years. What 

JJ. Abrams has done on that televisron show is 
incredible—the way that th^'ve developed charac¬ 

ters, moved the plot along, and tied it all together 

Within a huge story arc they have hundreds of little 

sub-arcs that are all wearving together, and I think 
that is so applicable to designing gam«L I think we 

get caught up in saying, "Let's take 2Q hours to pace 

our rifstiperson shooter,' when we should be saying. 
'Let's figure out the ZO-hour arc along with several 

sub-arcs' For every four or five hours of gameptey, 

you should be getting big moments and revetatious* 

WH: I absolutely loved Cormac McCarthy's new 
novel. The Rood. He says more with one sentence 

than most writers say with 10, and that's something I 
definitely try to learn from, especially because- of the 

brevity inherent to game writing. In terms of games, 
I can't wait to pfay the new ^piinter CefL I love the 

idea of moral ambiguity in games, and I want to see 
how they handle it. 

M L McCarth/s The Road. Phoenix Wright on 

Nintendols DS. 

GFW: Are there toob. that would $u?t the very 

specific art of game writing better than, say, 

Microsoft Word does? 

OSC Microsoft Word doesn't suit any writing 

purpose. Real writers use software that doesn't 

dictate to them; they use software that gives them 

more choices and contro!, I write novels (in fact, 
everything except screenplays.) in WordPerfect, a 

Hue writers' word-processing progranx MS Word 

Is for people who enjoy being in slavery to a really 
dumb overseer. 

The iesources t actually need—besides the word 

processor of my choice—are the ones the game 
creators provide me. Give me visuals! Show me the 

leveh! Let me see the woid we're moving through! 

Ideally, during the early creative stages, the writer 

would come up with scenes he'd like to diow and 
the artists would sketch them out—creatively ad d- 

ing cool stuff that woutd be fun to play with. 

ML I go through a Hot of steno pads. • 
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SUPRBmB 
COmmANDBR 
The existential interface question 

PUBLISHER' TH{» DEVELOPER: Poirtf*d GENRE; fival-Tlin* Str«t*gy RELEASE DATE Nbnofy 2007 

EXCLUSIVE PREVIEW 

QDqwti the beach, destroy^^rs pOui>d 
rvaval construction yards with missiles, 

disrupting & crisscrossing loonn of Ir^ht thst will, 
given a few seconds more, weave itself into a 

radar'jamming cruiser. Gunsfiips lift off the sand 
and hover, kicking up clouds of silica in their 

wake, prep ping to storm a hydrocarbon energy 

plant, A iwarm of bombers circles liko vultures, 
while a grant mech (the '‘Supreme Commander” 

it self J and a wedge of escO'rt submarines wade 

beneath the shimmering waves, half-visible 
through the rippling distortion—beautifully 

detailed stuff, but I'm staring at green dots, red 

triangles, and blue haJf-dreles. 

Playing around with an early version of Gas 
Powered Garmes' RTS SupriejTO Comurwrtder expos¬ 

es a bizarre, unexpected existential dilemma: Can a 

user interface be too useful? Certainly SiipCom's Ul 

allows you an unprecedented amount of control— 

pull in tight to check out the detail on your missile 

launchers and smpke trails, or take a satellite's- 

eye-view (.just spin the scroll wheeO of the entire 
theater and follow your units as icons—dots, more 

or less—on an interactive megannap. Sufiferm 

Commomfer's scale pits a thousand units against 

one anothec and processing the game's multiple 

battlefronts while also managing fts multiple bases 

15 simply fof, far easier when eyeballed from outer 
Space. Strategies become dearer, objectives are 

more obvious, and armies are more manageable. 
The game is rendering Arnnageddon in painstaking 

detail, but Tm too preoccupied with the Atari 2600 
version to notice. 

THE BEST-LAID PLANS 
Just when you think some other RTS has thought 
of evejrything. SupCotn seems to have thought up 

some more. The right side of your screen contains 

a simple, graceful collectiion of dynamic buttons for 

selecting engineers and groups of units (assigned 

in the traditional Control-Number way)—when an 

engineer finishes a construction, recfamation. or 

repair task, it appears as a button on the right. If 
the engir>eer's busy, the button simply disappears 

out of sight and out of mind. Transport flyers can 

set down "landing beacons" that allow you to shut¬ 
tle entire armies from Point A to Point B in multiple 

runs with no supervision—Just move a group of 

units to a beacon, and shuttles will automatically 

load, transport, unload, and repeat until the entire 

group makes it to the other side. The game's 
shrewd queue system lets you lirw up dozens of 

building instructions and preplan complicated base 

fayouts while you leave the builders alone—drag 

a line of power stations form a square of mass 

converters, set up a trip to a far-off island to install 
a complex sonar array, and turn your gaze away. 

It's micromanagement, ■yes-—but it frees you up for 
largie-scale macromanagement. 

Like Gas Powered four>der Chris Taylor^ landmark 

Ariin/hiilnfidn. players need only manage nnass 
and energy, and otkc a mass extractor or power 

station is constructedl there's no additional upkeep 

costs, depletion risks, or harvester units to manage. 
And just like Total A/jnihifathn, the game encour¬ 

ages producing units by the hundreds, expendable 

and 100-percent replaceable. 

PROPAGANDA AND 
THE SEEDS OF SELF-DOUBT 
Supreme Commaf}det'$ UEF campaign ('the bfue 

teanr^’ and one of SupCcwi's three warring sides) 
follows familiar multrfacteon RTS structure. Talking 

heads in military regalia bark orders, parrot advice 

("Having trouble with that base, soldier? Try a dif¬ 
ferent unit combinatic>nrj. and repeatedly question 

your manhood. Meanwhile, agents of the Cybran 

(faction two, ha If-robot humans looking for Cylon- 

styfe freedom and/or revenge) and Aeon Illuminate 
(faction three, hypnotic New Age mystics who fol¬ 

low "The Way" and preach inner peace via external 
violence) take turns sowing seeds of doubt even as 

you wear down their shield generators—you can 
only be called a fascist so many times before you 

begin to believe it. The concept is high-tech, but 
the execution is grounded: There's talk of interstel¬ 

lar warp gates^ and each mission takes place on a 

new planet, but the forests, tundra regions^ and 

island chains look remarkab ly like modem-day 
Earth—and ihe three sides' units don't spin too far 

off into the extradiitiensionally odd. 

As you achieve objectives in each map [recover 

the recently killed captain's black box, send a 

convoy to a 'safe' scientific outpostj. a computer 

voice anrvaunces that your theater of operations 
has expanded, and suddenly the playing field 

doubles (or more) in size, revealing new islands or 

valleys—and making your previously impressive 

base feel suddenly, embarrassingly inadequate. 
A single mission gc^es through three or four such 

theater expansions—nvore roonn for my dots, 

triangles^, and semicircl'es to shuffle, replicate, and 

disappear.* Sean Malloy 

r\ SUPQBmB COmmANDBR EXPOSES AN 
H UNEXPECTED DILEfTimA: CAN A USER 
(-/ INTERFACE BE TOO USEFUL? 
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PREVIEW 

Nd diagnaiis n»ded^lil^«'s 3 lier ^nd 

death « definite. No vacoioes, no antiviral 
agents, no undoing the undying. Got chewed? 

Get chewing—because nobody begs 'do me 
now" in Left 4 Deod, not when one o-f four faces 

of undeath lets online losers lash out with a 40- 
foot tongue. 

"The germ of a co-op game centered on 
surviving a zombie epidemic evolved out of a 

playtest experiment we conducted with Countef- 
Stfike; Conditfon Zero bots back in 2003" says 

producer Michael Booth. "We found that a few 
counter-terrorists arnned to the teeth against 20 

to 30 Slash'and-stab terrorists was a hell of a tot 

of fun.' The genre Jump from headline grabber 

to zombie-horror was obvious, he says, merely 

an 'a-ha!" irument preceding an R£D phase 

concerned with shaping co-op mechanisms for 
the 'Survivor' team and procedurally generat¬ 

ing a brain-hungry, though far from brain-dead. 

"In Fee led' population. According to fiooth. 
'Although gamers take an A.i.'s ability to walk, 

run, crawl, jump or climb from Point A to Point 

6 for granted, the coding can be complicated. A 

mob of Infected isn't so intimidating if It sticks 
on a truck and stops moving. So we're enhanc¬ 

ing our A.I. navigation to ensure that the r>eck- 
biters not only gq everywhere the Survivors go, 

but that they get there in fast and fluid fashion 
by leaping, scaling, loping—whatever an enraged 

person would do in a similar situation to reach 
the object of his anger" 

Once defiled, players determine the variety 

of bogeyman they devolve into and taste tit- 

for-tat vengeance by bird-dogging onetime 

teammates who didn't defend them. Smokers 

disintegrate in blinding billows when downed, 

and lasso prey with long prehensile tongues^ ("If 

he's high above, his tongue acts as a hangman's 

noose," Booth says.) Tanks—gorilla-huge masses 
of hate and muscle—pulverize walls and hurl 

wrecks; Hunters leap from building to building, 

shoving Survivors off ledges before lunging in; 

and Boomers projectile-vomit a pheromone that 
baits nearby Infected. 

Better off dead? Maybe,, but definitely more fun 
for it. • Shawn El tioR 

VACCINeS. 
UUm ANTIVIRAL 
AGENTS. NO UNDO¬ 
ING THE UNDVING. 

NOW SHOWING 0 
From official promos to original content, gel it all atGameVideos.com. See these viral vids and more atwww.GameVideos.com/GFW. 

COUNTER*STRIKE CLUCKS LEFTSPEAK EXPLAINED HOP-AND*BOP HAMSTER 
Guy goes ballistic when a pair o-f counterterror- Pear-prone parents, take note: network news Real-life hamster replaces the mole in 

ist pranksters blocks his escape. anchors demystify "dangerous" leetspeak. Commodore 64 platformer Monty on the Hun. 
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Is professional videogaming a viable career path? 

CULTURE 

Over the nejrt three yeeri:, David Walsh, 

aka 'Wdlshy," will nnake at least S^SO.DOO 

playing videogames. A recent addition to Miajor 

League Gaming's competilive roster, Walshy 
also standi to make an additional SlO.DDD per 

tournament win, not to mention e^rtra cash 

through product endorsement Barely in his 
twenties. Walshy brags that he now makes more 

money ihan his parents. 

Mice work—if you can get it. But for ntost 
videogamers, becoming a tournament player is 

about as likely adjoining the NBA's Los Ange¬ 

les Lakers. Nevertheless, thousands of people 

do make a living^or at least some spare 
cash—playing videogames. If you're senous 

about play for pay. there's probably a way to 

make it happen. 

But it turns out that the really big money in 

play for pay isn't in tournament competition. 

Independent gaming consultants who advise 

game companies on a game's market poten* 

tial can earn upwards of S2O0,D00 a year. And 

while they do spend time meeting with game* 

Comparry executives, independent consultants— 

by the nature of their work—spend much of 

their time playing unreteased games. 'It's a lot 

more fun helping game companies make their 
games better than grousing about them after 

they've been released,' says Mike Salmon, part¬ 

ner and cofounder of the Big Solutions Group, a 
leading game-consulting group. 

Unfortunately, the only way to become an 

independent game consultant is to first become a 

respected game reviewer for a national media out¬ 

let That's going to require something more than 

just a steady hand at the joystick. "Ifou have to not 

only be a strong gamer but also have a feeiirsg for 

what consurwers want, and be able to write enter¬ 

taining prose,' says Tom Russo, editorial director 

at the 64 network, which subcontracts reviews to 
freetance writers. If you make the grade, the pay's 

not bad, Russo claims that reviewers for G4 can 

earn up to $120,000 a year. Meanwhile staff writ¬ 

ers for game magazines can earn salaries ranging 

anywhere from around SIQ.ODO to SBO.ODOayear 

depending on experience and the publication. 
An alternative is writing strategy guides. The 

pay is adequate^around a SlO.QOQ flat fee for a 

two-month project, which includes both gaming 

and writing. However, there's an undeniable 
glory to being the gamer who literally 'wrote the 

book' about a hit game. "What could be a better 

way to prove that you're the ultimate gamer?" 

points out Steve Escalante, marketing manager 

for BradyGames, a strategy-guide publisher. 

Not much of a writer? Another potential 
source of income is trading objects inside an 
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MMO. Anybody wttb patience ^nd an index 

firtgei^ can join an MMO and lovel up a cha^ac* 
ter until it collect virtual itenns that can be 

sold to other gamers lor real-wrorfd cash. The 

challenge here is that, like day-laboring, the 
pay sucks, Vbu might spend all day killin.g your 

200th megaboss only to get an object that's 

worth 3 few pennies on the open market 

Of course, there's always cyber-hooking. Con* 

sidering that a large segment of the videogam- 

Ing community is male, its no surprise that 

leather* dad. dirty-talking, big-breasted avatars 
are in demand. The pay runs about $T an hour 

per client, which can really add up if you're able 

to type fast enough to keep multiple clients 
"occupied" at the same time. On the other hand, 

when you considered playing for pay, this might 

not have been the kind of "play"' that you origi¬ 
nally had in nnind. 

If you're serious about making real money in 
an MWlO, the only way to go is to buy low and 

sell high. The trick here Is to know more about 

the value of virtual itenns thar^ the sbg-festing 
day laborers. The money that can be made this 

way isn't to be sneesed at, A 17-year*old trader 

with the handle 'Ogulak Da Basher' recently 

earned a college fund of S3-&.000 trading inside 

£f}tfopio iJftiverte over a three-year period. 

Mone of the above appeal to you? IWelLyou 

might find a couple of fringe jobs more your cup 

of tea. Machinimists who produce videos using 

computer games have been paid as much as 

S 10.000 for a single project, according to Ingrid 
Moon, program director for Machinima.com. The 

challenge here is that for every paid fnachinimisi. 
there a thousand amateurs doing similar work for 

free. "There's money to be had,* says Moon, "but 
only for the best of the best' 

You might also become a demo dolly, like 
Morgan Romine. aka Rhoufette. who represents 

Ubisoft at gaming events as a member of the 

Frag Dolls demonstration team. "We play games 
all the time, we obsess about games in forums 

and blogs, and we hang out with other gamers 

at live events—so we're essentiaUy professiotnal 
game gwks,' she says. According to Ubisof L a 

Frag Doll can earn as nnucli as 535.000 a year, de¬ 
pending on how much she writes and how many 

events she's willing to attend. The only limitation 

here is that this career path is pretty much Ctosed 

to gamers who couldn't also be lingerie models. 

In short, it's possible to play for pay even if 
you're not tournament grade. The one hitch is, 

unless you have some complementary skill, like 

writing talent, sales experience, or the ability to 
took hot in a tight T-shirt, you'd best keep your 

day job, ■Geoffrey James 

\;\ VOU miBHT ALSO BECOmE A DEfTlO DOLLV-THE ONLV LimiTA- 
H TION HERE IS THAT THIS CAREER PATH IS PRETTV fTlUCH CLOSED 
L/ TO BAmERS WHO COULDN’T ALSO BE LINGERIE mODELS. 
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vCaplurv n scwr^ expend your collected iiHifad and 

uarfle* ynur unit to become a hyperpomrful 

HdlMim for a diett time. 

HumAnt Can build prlc^ (1*11* 
ur»pofls—luKeriiig! rwm and 

'stcambuchcfts^—te bke down 

Hord* »tructur*f< 

eCoiwnanrftr'j-ayovlaw; Build a gprrljon, pfKl yOM tan fpawn other 

and substructuref next to H to cutttvale minIbases. 
vBotk'papensdfforK BJ«h a nulck attack to aft*" th* attacbur; strong'attack 
a blo^ to rtun die blocker; qukk'attadk a sbong atfaick to i:fajn the stronger. 
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Savage 2: A Tortured SouIXStartEl 

> ▼ 

• Why dlgiH«l dlftributioni? S^t nude ii»f« p<4fft 
fnirn th# rouglMy 10 pcrcHit of gBinen who 
dowidmdvd Sava^ t than lilt OO pvrctrrt who 
I>omoM It It nrttIL 

• Hty thtrv, StOirt—your CdnHnandvr thinks h'd b« 
hcen H you stoofl In the big: green beam. 

A TSk^H QF CLA^S 
LEGION OF,MAN 

HunWiily's units spawn directly 

from dass^based shooterL 

Savage 
The ineice master and universat soldier. 

Legiofiiiairv 
The heavy lighter that wields a rocket launchec 

Builder 
Construct buildings, aim mo ckfpots, 

shield generators. 

Scout 

Sneak, snipe, and sur^. 

Chaplain 

A priest or medic by any other name. 

The "Horde" in Ihb facifon's name isn't 

the only reason we're thinking WOW. 

Conjurer 

Make foes wither and buildings giow 

Shapo-Shifter 

^mow in the dirt or disguise yourself 

as the enemy. 

Sumnw'ner 

Summon pets to do your biddln'. 

Predator 

Sharper claws for better berserfeing. 

Shaman 

Dowd-contio] jinxes, and heating rites. 

SAVAGE E: 
A TORTURED SOUL 
Lessons from the wolves 

FUBUSHEFT S2 fiaiMi DEVELOiPElI: E3 OinHfl GEN4t£ Rui^'niw SbiUgy/ThilnPirHa SbooUr SLEASE CA1E: Sprtag 20DT 

D<CLUSIVE PfiB/IEvV 

01 When is a garage not a garage? When laid 
wBl out like a 2-bedroom apartment and slits one 

floor above a massage parlor in a rrtenthoi-sfented 
office park. That's where the srx'fnan crew of S2 Gamps 

toils away at Savage 2. Call It an online multiplayer 
fiTS/FPS with RPG elements; call it s labor of love. 

Turre has filed 2003's Service uncter ■online nov¬ 

elty^; intenesilng idea {an RIS where all the units ane 
real, networked, class-based-FPS players), imperfect 

execution. And so S2 Is treating Savage 2 as the 

garrie that its pnecursor pnobably should twve been 
It's thematically and conceptually identical, but it's 

built on the klivd of feedback that on^ comes from 

throwing a game to the wofves for a couple of years. 

Among the dozens of lessons 52 learned: An 

online game Is only as good as its players—so god 

help ya if those players are obnoxious asses. Savage 

2 answers with a karma system meant to foster 

peace and harmony even as. its savage men and sha¬ 

man istic beasts wage war Do good deeds aid they 

go on your permanent record, tied to your account 

and on display to everyone. Revel in j&ckassery (team 
kHk and the like), and the game automaticalty docks 

you. 'Where there's a will Ihenei a way* applies to 

griefirg. too, so players can slam peers with negative 

karma for shenanigans the A.I. can't track—at a frac¬ 

tional cost to the inquisitor's own kamna. 

5dvit^ 2 also awards and tracks experience points 
to keep tabs on how a plajfiv performs in the game's 

various roles—so you can hunt (or a medic who 
knows his class to round cjut your dan or make sure 

ytxir team's commander actually has some notion of 
how RTS games work befene you hand him the reins. 

A$ in the original Sovtrge. each team has a des¬ 

ignated oommarsder who piots his comrades and 
plops down, stojctures from a top-down RT5-siyle 

view—when thecomnnander gives a unit a move 

Ofdec a great green beam of light shoots down from 

the heavens on the unit player's screen. Showing him 
where he's wanted. And while the original game's 

commander spent most of his time micramanag- 

ing tech trees and too lltde monitoring battlefield 

activity, S2 flattens the tech tree and aims to redirect 

commantlers' focus towaid hands-on battle steals— 

placing buildings, errdering unit to the next front 
doling out buffs and debuffs during combat, and 

scribblirg tactics on the mlnimap like a nu'medieval 

John Madden. Commande/s also manage Srjwp^e 

2s new upkeep system—every garrison, siege work- 
sfiopv monastery and cannon lower you build now 

has an associated constant resource drain. The point? 

To keep players on the move, constantly relocating 

and advar«ing iniStead of simply spvawfing—arid to 

pcevent the ^-hour matches that plagued the otigii- 

nal vAien a clearly superior side simply couldn't take 
down the enemy)i last bastion. 

Dovim on the freld. each class (five per side taking 
familiar meleeAniper/sneaker/inedic/buildef roles, 

plus Special expensive siege and tide-turning titan 

units) starts off with fow RPG-ish "special abilities," 
so combat ptays out a bit like that of WOW or Gaiid 

Wbrt^-oniy here, damage isdetenmined by proper 
aim rather than a random die roll. Long-range 

weapons fire from the familiar first-person view, but 
melee battles are handled from a third-person view, 

with a cone-shaped "damage zone" lo compensate 

for log-based! inaccuracy. Players earn in-game 
experience (unrelated to the persistent acctxjnt XP) 
that they can apply to stats for the duration of the 

game—your commander doles out team XF; too, 

buffing health, attack stiength, mana regeneration, 
and other stats to suit the collective play style. 

Field players can get in on the higher-tevel strate- 

gizing. For every five on the field one can be elected 
officer to captain a minisquad, placing roving spawn 

pointi for his direct reports and supplying a healing 

aura to pionrfote squads sticking together. Officers 

even get their own minicommarKler view to help with 

microstrategizing. Builder units can also ccrr^struct 

Structures on the field if they spot a hole in the com¬ 

mander^ eiipansion plan, or repair decrepit buildir»gs 
themselves if the team can't afford the upkeep. 

The original Sovoge's only allied MPCs were peons 

who automatically carted gold from mines to supply 

depots^ paean to WarOaft (hat was merely meant 

as a visual repnesentation of an automated act. But 

rt didn't take long for 5aviage players to nealize they 
could form a sup^ line themselves and iwrk the 

resource chain much moreeffidenlly.,.an unexpected 
and, in S2's eyes, comp letely undesi red outcome. To 

prevent players from becoming mining mutes, peons 
are now entirely out of the picture, mines operate 

simply by existing, and Savage 2 adds a second 

resouce culled directly from combat; souls attained 
by slaying enemy units. Accumulate ertough of these. 

Stand on a strategically placed scar in the earth, and 

youll saciifioe yourself to summon and temporarily 

take control of one cf SdiflogeZs new marauding 

Hellbom urils—s nuker or brawler balanced for 

turning Obfes, not frequent fighting. 

While the origiral Savage seemed slightly arvant- 

garde when it was first revealedL hybridization h 

now the lanm—and what was once Sovtjge's claim 

to fame is now fairly connmonplace. So ralher 
than relying on novelty to make their name, S2 

is hanging its hat on digital distribution, skipping 

the publishers and doing it all themselves {though 
they haven't ruled out Steam). Pass the full version 

around for free (fully playable via LAN, time-limit¬ 

ed on S2's servers), then pay i29.9^ if you want to 

make a persistent accoun-t online and participate 

in the ladders, clans, and stat-tracking services. A 

sophistreated shareware system, really—and a sigrr 

that garage game development still exists some¬ 
where Outside the garages.* Sean Molloy 
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Bit's 2007 already? tt seems like only yesterday 

] was ptaiyirtg Ptonescape: formenf until about 

cra^ otkKk—yupjusi trie and my tmsiy tjT IGHj 

PC. Used to call her Bessie. I did 
Actually, tbat vwis yesterday, 'Getting my hands 

dirly with Windows Vista I've been testing all sorts 

of games—new and old—from the cavernous GfW 

library. A little misty-eyed •with nostalgia and a 

littte optirTkistic about things to come—that's kinda 

what happens aiound January anyhow, right? A 

new year, a new QS. a new crop of titles sporting 

dynamk water physics models with hyperrealistic 

I igh ting... (holy crap...l just don't ca re a nymore[ 

Didn't the WU teach us that cutting-edge graphics 
do not equal good gameplay?). 

Well, after checking the Outlook calendar it tells 

me that 2007 is the Year of the Dork. Hey who am I 
to argue with my contact manager? You know whait 

lhat means. It's time for yet another useles list from 
yet another useless person—and my New Year's 

resolutkjrs are of ?5603d600 proportions, Yeat% I just 
cracked a stupid joke about my monitor; Sue me. 

Resokition No. 1: I will contain my rage and not 
break steerirvg wheels, gamepads, key boards, mice, 

desk drawers chairs or any other irwrganrc objects 
that stand in my path while playing a game. At least 

for the first hour. 

Resolution No, 23: IF I take a notebook computer 

on my honeymoon newt month, it will not come 

loaded 'with any games and I will not ruin the trip 
by logging in to IMjr^d of WbnCrti/iFeven once. Ft 

doesn't count cf I sneak in some f/rte flecrf Agenls 

time on my DS after she's asleep, right? 
Resoluti'Oii No. SGcCfusoder NoPernof^e will 

work on a Windows PC before this year is out, 

Anybody got the phone numbers for people who 

worked on that game? Mr, Zurtivec? You out there? 
Resoluri'Qn No, 74: This year we can beet Game 

Lock together. Every ye'*; this silen^t killer rips apart 

thousands of relabonships and causes insomnia. But 
there is a ojre. Yxi> game developers, need to build 

in more save points so we won't feel Compelled to 

play 'just one more level before I go to bed.'' 

Resolution No, 82:1 will have one play session 

of Dark Messtah ofMtght orni Magic that doesn't 

end in the PC version of a four-car collision. 

Resoluti'on No. S7:1 promise that I will not let 
myself get baited by fomm haters that think every- 

thing is a conspiracy. Crni not saying Lee Harvey 

acted alone, but for the ls.t time—if I like game X, 

I am not paid by the game publisher to wy nice 

things. My pathetically empty wallet attests to that. 

However, that doesn't mean I'm above going 'on the 
boards with an alter ego. busting on said douche- 

bags or Just being a garden-variety jerk 
Resolution No, 9S; I will try to not get angry at 

bloggers masquerading as journal tsts. That's right. 

BEAT THE GEEK REDUX 
A few months ago, I presented a challenge: 
Come up with one great question to con¬ 

found even the most hardcore gamer. Here 

'was the one that stumped me (darrimitl): 

What gaiiie''s musi'C, featured in a 1984 
CDmini'odore 64 game, was later used for 
a popular technoi song played in sports 
arenas and then remixed into a gothic- 
industrial song? 

Before you lose any sleep, 111 just tell you 

that the answer was Lazy Jone^, Oh, and 

the techno song was "Kernkrafl 400," per¬ 
formed by a group called Zombie Natcon. 

Congrats, Aaron Cole, you're King NerdE 

I'm talking about irresponsible reporters who don't 

fact-check plagiarized pabulum reposted from fan- 

boy forums only to pass it off as fact. Then, whern 

people call these bloggers on their BS. these jerks 
post half-assed retractions without properly acknowl' 

edging their own 5crewups...cr^.„this is the third 
year in a row I've blown this resolution. Maybe I'll 

have better luck in 200S. • 

Darren Gladstone 
WM earning ntduti&m db jou pkm 
to make—and Iry tDk«p-^lfii£ year? 

Keep tafai on Danvn'i by e-mailng 
W'AIT'S TimE FOR ANOTHER USELESS UST 
C^^FROm ANOTHER USELESS PERSON. 

THE GOOD. THE BAD. THE UBLV: FEBRiJARU 2007 
High noon m PC gaming's Wild West (which, apparently, is Uttima Ontine this n^onth) 

: □ 
(/O GETS A MAKEOVER 
Publisher EA's next Ultima 

OnUne expansion, Kingdom 
Reborn, finally brings the 

10-year-old MMOoulof 

the Stone Age,..and Into the Bronze Age! The 

game's new ID graphics engine gives it a sort of 

Diabh-\ih look, and the Improved user interface 

implements modem conventions like skill bars. 

Kingdom Reborn launches next spring; players 

can stick with the original 2D client though the 

plan is to eventually phase it out entiriety. 

7 BAD 
I/O TRIES TO BE IVOHT 
Like many other MMQs, I/O 

badly wants to be like Wdrid 
of WdrCraft, as evidenced by 

all the quests, spark ly (oot 
and RVR-shy gameplay EA continues to push, 

despite pleas from frustrated old-schooleis, Here's 

some advice for anyone whds not Blizzard: Don't 

try to emulate WOlV, because it^ already perfect¬ 

ed what It does...and Blizzard ain't sharing the pie. 

Plenty of untapped angles are out there for clever 

MMO designers to embrace—-go find 'em. 

1 ■•! 

EA TO FANS: "STOP 
MAKING I/O BETTER 
THAN Wi DO!" 
Disenfranchised players turn 

to fan-run servers to relive 

what once made tfO so enjoyable to them Retro 

UO shards like Hybrid fwww.uogamers,comj 

maintain a healthy popubdori that digs unmod- 

erated PVP and rapid character development...but 

not for long, according to UO producer Aaron 

Cohen: is looking cicksely into the issue and 

takes intellectual property issues very seriously.'' 
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Titan Quest: tnnmortal Throne\Starts 

P'ueuSHeft: THQ OtvEldPtfi:: Inm lL«r*d£nR& Aedefi RolfPlayfaig Gwm* RElfASE Mlt Spring 20>D7 

Hands-on info dump: more killing and shopping 

PREVIEW 

If you're not setting out to create (lie onost 

Original game in the sworld, you'd better have 

a lot of other tncks up your sleeve. Such was the 
case with troo Lore Entertainment, wrfiich took on 

Diablo il with a monster-killing clicklest of its owfn, 
Titan Quest—but did so with a cool setting beauti¬ 

ful environments, an array o-f bizarre creatunesv and 
a compelling and dynamic skill system that con¬ 

stant^ presented you with Interesting choices and 
challenges. It was, at root, a textbook case in great 

game design, which is why it rose above virtually 

every other Olflbfo wannabe that ever preceded 

it and why it has held up as one of the best PC 

games of 200& 

Now Iron Lore is quickly following up with Titan 

Quest: Invnortai Throne, an expansion that adds., 

well, pnetty rnuch exactly what you would expect 

from an expansion; more of everything. We braved 

the winter cold to travel to the company's offices in 

Waltham, MA to get some hands-on time with the 

expansion, which will be in your sweaty palms toa. 

before you know it. 

NEXT STOP: HADES 
irntTHyta! Throne picks up literally seconds after the 

original game ends. Now instead of heading to the 

credits after beating Typhon the formerty final bos^ 

you head through a portal to the city of fthodes. 

where the prophet Tiresias tells you that—surprise!— 

your monstef'ktiling days aren't over yet. In a story 

ripped from the headlines of Greek mythology 

{check Wikipedia, kidsf), Tiresias sends you to Medea, 

a sofcer«s who giww you the ratiw grim news that 

guest reward i arvd then collect (he necessary ingne- 

dients^whicb won't be easy or quick, especially in 
Epic and Legendary modes. Noc are they cheap, 
with lower-tierecf ones startirtg in the 7SK range and 

divine artifacts going all the way up into the mil¬ 

lions. Enchanters will also take your money to pull 
relics off items—though you have to Sacrifice either 

the relic or the item to complete the deal. {At press 

tinrho, iron Lore was still debatirig about whether to 
finally let you add relics to blue epc items—possibly 

for Epic and Legendary characters—but don't get 

your hopes up.) Fnally you can blow your cash on 

scmlh—expensive new items that you can assign to 

your qukksbt bar and that give you a humongous 

advantage, like a huge lightnirrg strike, for just a few 

seconds, and with a long refresh time. 

mom. MORE, MORE 
We haven't even gotten to the tons of smaller 

tweaks to the original game (yay inventory 
autosort!}, but the good news 

1$ that Iron Lore has put this 

together so qrickly that you! I 
get to find out for yourself soon 

rather Ihan listen to us 

yamirner about it The 

prognosiis. meanwhile, 
continues to be good. 

Kill, loot, shop and 
kill agairiL Isn't that 

what life—arrd gam¬ 
ing—is all about? 

an army of creatures is formirkg in Hades with the 

intention of rising up and retaking Greece. After 
making you fdll the infamous G raeae sisters and 
bringing her ihe one eye they share, she opens up a 

portal on the other side of Greece, in Epirus, where 

you'll find an entrance to Hade^ land of many mon- 
sters and really cool loot. 

To go with thia all-new act Iron Lore has created a 

new skill lab. Dream Mastery (bringing the lotat class 

combrnations up to 36}, which the developers envi¬ 

sion primarily {but not exclusively} as a seosndary 

tab with great perks for both melee characters and 

Casters, thanks to an assortment of powerful crowd- 

control area effects and buff skills. 

Warriors and other mdee fighters can now add 

to their arsenal tricks like Phantom Strike, which 

lets you momentarily disappear into the *dneam 

world' and remaEprialize foe surprise attadks. Couple 

thrs with the Distort Reality skill, which sends out a 

humongous radial burst oF energy, and fighters now 

have a fighting chance with the gamers sometines 

Qverwtiefmangly large crowds. For Nature masters 

and other pet^summoner types a new peL a float¬ 
ing eye called the Nightmare, will not only boost the 

abilities of all other pets you control but will fire pro^ 

jectifes caLfiing brutal piercing and vitally damage. 

Also key to Dream Mastery are three trances, power¬ 

ful new buff Skills [only one of which can be active 

at a lime): Em palthy, whkh reflects enemy damage 
back to monsters and siphons health back to your 

CoovalescerKe, which greatly increaises your health- 
regeneration rater and Wrath, which emits a constant 

electrical burn and causes skrll-disrupiion 
any enemy in your radius. 

SHOPPING AIDS 
immorJaf Throned other big enhancements were 
desigived mostly to fix some of the original game's 

shortcomings The mcMt cnucial; too much money on 

hand and not enough to spend it op and too much 

great loot that you could neither store nor transfer 

to your other characters. 

To solve the latter. Iron Lore has added caravans, 

an expandable stash for your stuff. Mou can drop 
items into the caravan^ transfer area to make them 

accessible to any of your other characters—meaning 

that for example, your Hunter can now finally use 
that great bow that your Contqueror found but had 

no use for. (To prevent egregious hanking, I,non Lore 

added level requirements to some items^ 
On the money front. Immcflol Throne features 

new NPCs called Bnehanters, who will gladly take 

your hard-earned cash in excharsge for new items 

called artifacts^ which provide huge boosts for your 

characters—statistic bumps, new pets, new skilly 

and so on. To make an artifact youll first riieed a 

recipe, which coimes from rare monster drops or 

TITAN QUEST: 
immORTAL THRONE 



nstart\ Random Access 

RANDOm ACCESS 
things W0 into the month 

* “ ^1 DOCTOR 
II WHO 

- sirtce 
BBC rttg ruled 

^ cE&fsic Dfr Who 
j|Dr Series, ifa been brit- 
■9? liant Sharp lArrlt ling, 

A cheezoid special 

effects—the works. If 

nfiyiPaa^^"^^ you thought the first 

- season was awesome 

JimpiiSCyE ‘ _ (it wasX watch the 
second, now on DVD.. 

IPIPP--" And look online for 

the spin-off Torchwood—a 

very British take on Men in Bloik, 

GEEKOHOLIC 
This little hunk of 
metal nerdity, also 

known as the Piet Hein Drink 

Cooler, is approved by scientists 
and reHned drinkers alike. Drop 

Ihe staintess steel blob in the 

freezer and then plonk it in a drink. Ifll keep 

■your booze f ooter longer and—more impor¬ 

tant^—won't water down your drink. The Piet 

Hein will run you S30 at thinkgeekjamL 

WEIRD SCIENCE 
Childhood was tough for people like 

you. That life-sise eteclric chair you 
built for the third-grade science fair? Totally 

unappreciated. The new book fitertronfc Gomes 

fbf the Evif Qenm will satisfy that need for 
higher entertainment. So grab this tome and 

an electrolytic capacHorand shock your friends 

(see " The Ti igler Project" in the book). 

T'QUALIZER SHIRT 
So Just how loud is it at the club? 

Leave your fancy deci¬ 

bel meter at home 
and just wear this 

battery-operated 
T-shirt instead. It 

responds to ambi¬ 
ent sound. Ycu'll be 

the coolest tool at the 
party. And at what price 

fashion? A mere S40 at 

^nkg&ek.coni}. 

75ILVERSUN 
PICKUPS 

Miss Smashing 
Pumpkins? Pining away 

for My Bloody Valentine? 
On their new album 

Comavos^ the Silversun 

Pickups reawaken the ovecdone grunge of the 

1990s while borrowing a moody new-wave note 

from the 1980l The result: somelhtng that'll 

either leave you ranting about the Watant mim¬ 
icry, setting your iftxf torepeat" or both. 

PLAYING 
DOCTOR 
We regularly dress 

up in operating-iDomi scrubs 

at work. But if you own a Wik 
we prescribe Jiaxm^a Cmtsi: 
Second Opinion, a remake of 

last year's DS game. Use that 

wacky Wii Remote controller to per¬ 
form delicate operations in your boiters. Oh, and 

that red stain on the couch? Its ketchup from a 

double cheeseburger not blood. 

VIVA! 
Here's one that taught 

usaO completelyo^f 
guard. We originally wrote off 
Irtvo Pinata as just some blah 

kiddie 99me for (he Xbow 360. 

Hundreds of man-hour^ later alt 
we have to say is that the game 

is a muy bueno Sfms-lsh treat and 

you'd be...bow do you say...esfupii£fo to not try i(t. 

COMICAL 
TmTIOs Every month, we pkk out 

some odd comic book 

worth reading—now It^ time for 

^ ^ you to start stretching your own 

creative muscle whh the Comte J9j»ik 

Dwfcv (www.planetwidegameivcom). No artis¬ 

tic talent? No problem! For S30, you have every¬ 
thing you need to slap together your own pulp 

fiction: fonb> characteif; layouts, and more. 

9 
PORKUSREX 

A Experience need to 

jM check out front man Frank 

Portman's Tefst Stab at ficbon^ 
iGng Dork. Based upon a soi>g, 

the book is a funny, setf-effacing 

look at teenage misfit Tom Herwlerson—and iTll 
remind you of your own grueling high school 

exsDence. The best part As hints of Holden 

CaulField peek througH f^rtman simultane- 
Dusly pokes fun at Tifte Cotffrer,fn tfre Rye. 

THAT S SUPER 
Dust off your capes and Underoos. 
Richard Donner, director of the first 

two Christopb&r Reeve flicks, is back fn the editing 
room and releasing a new version of SoperiTNin ff 
on DVD. More Marion Brando {predeath}, more 
Margot Kidder (prebreakdown). and more...super... 
Stuff. Oh, just get it. 

PIPELINE 
Save some cash for these 
upcoming games 

jHHUAinr 2«er FUBLlSHEIt 

UtthMAtbiut H (dMr«y EJdoi Inloroctlvt 

luropa Unfv*rt>ll» lit Fondnt IntoTHtlv* 

Hurt aT RMn# FA'oAoh trrtOTKttvo 

Jmdm Empin IKSaiTMi, 

hbidlx: A Njti db< Undv Ffav Pr—mCrithor 

VXi^fuaid; ol H«ni*< SOE 

WarU af W>iCr.ift: 

Tht Bia^kig 

BEzxanl 

f mftUARy ±e4T FUBUSHIB 

flH-l OrooFnCrithtr 

Oodt 4 Htntt^ Hom* Riftnp iOE 

IJL StHct Ri^hig Oroov* Gomoi 

•MA4ll-(lV4hk Codonuittn 

nirrilral B*i*b»ll £(»« HaViM eamoi- 

Ttm Skni Zt SUMiii Eloctriaid'c Aili 

Sinn of Wmwr BPtth off SkiCilD UUaaH 

Supnnw CMBnundv THQ 

DihiiB Unlmhwa' Atari 

UFO: EjUr^^iTf^trf^M TH )^a«mr 

W«r FnflU Tkintljifl Poi rit coy Spfitixpro 

AiAIKH 2Mr FVBUSHIB 

Cemnund t C«nquw 1: 

Tlbwlum Wan 

Elor^nlfi Art! 

Tfrrttwy; g™ l«* W*n AriK'Cri'on 

Ohoft 

AdiHncad WarflghlBr 2 

UUHft 

Th« Lord |li« Hng'F Oalltia: 

Shwiavn at Angnw 

HMway 

Anklartt tva 4 UUaafl 

Ulwllll Poop Sllvor 

Vlwndl eamot 

TlUii OuhU Immortal Ttwen* THU 

IWo Woridf TopWOn IntotKtlvo 

Semite 2i»7 FUBLISHER 

AlOna Id Iha Darli Atari 

Anarcl^ OrTririH-: Lari Edofij Fiaicnn 

BPaShnik 2Ka>nMO 

Bmllian In Amu: Hril'i H.lghiirq Ublnft 

Can pf Ju vox UMioft 

:FrvitllD»»: Fvol vt WXr THO 

Ooioellt Civliluiltom II; Oorit Anbr Slofrietk 

Orf4t Fnviriont Slratogy Rlrri 

HiH-Lift 1: fpliodo Two Volvo 

Hll* UUtoM 

HuMlojr Wifaun 

Tht Sornit Ringi ProOntCrithor 

S,T.AJu.K.EJL 

Stiodow o4 Chomobyl 

THq 

Sam Suodoi UttJoreevor bipMUro IBaM bflirUrinnairi 

Smh HlngdQfiirE Coiwpioft Saftmn 

Stiodoiwvn Mkrwoft 
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Cyberpower recommends Windows Vista” Home Premium 

Cyber PO^^ERifw 

AMD^ • Run all your gadgets quickly, AMD^ 
seamlessly and simultaneously, 

• Run all your applications at the 
same time with increased 
performance. Athlon^ Athlon 

• Digital video, music, photos 
and gaming are faster and 
more fun than you ever 
though possible. 

osaea toll free 800-707^0393 WWW.SYBEaPOWEaPS.SOM 
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Smarts 

AMDH 

Athlori'FX 

Ttie world’s ultimate processor for 
PC enthusiasts. 
Discover the true potential of your 
PC. Break the speed limit 

• AMD PowerNowl^“ for 
ionger battery life. 

• Get creative. Get mobile. 
Get going. 
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101 Free UdiT^es \ Feature H 

FREE ONEINE 
In Niir N*H|4lil4 qu*ftt tN CultivNt* your b) 
NOT moocn, w«'r« mohlng ft Mi-I«r tfwn 
•¥ar to icer* all tlw fraabi*! ftt ihli itory. 
AH lAl frva gaiMaa Hitad tl«r* ar* Itnhad at 

SUM taa much arar^ yuu lazy 
ilob? AM tfw gamaa ara bIm at FilaFre*it.cem. 

S Everyone loves free stuff— 

but what do you have to 

show for surviving the holiday 

gift-giving season? Some strange 

reindeer-horned slippers from 

Aunt Paulette and an empty bank 

account. Penniless and gameless^ 

welcome to The Freeloader's world. 

IVe bamboozled nrty good buddies 

at GFW into tracking down 101 (OK, 

so there are over 101—you gonna 

complain?) no-strings-attached 

free games for you to sink some 

valuable time into. They Ve got 

everything—from RPGs to real-time 

Strategy to Asteroids Flash games— 

packed in here. Heck, they even 

threw in a couple mods to get the 

most out of all those old military 

shooters you bought. (What's that 

about anyhow?) Too lazy to type 

in all these URLs? How about typ^ 

ing just one: GFW03.lUP.com? Most 

of the games are just sitting there 

waiting for you. Besides, it's not like 

you have to pay anything for 'em. 

•The Freeloader 

Frpp Favps 
PacwtEand laachcn don't 
pliy favccHai, but Th* Fr«*- 
loader c vtiinly doai. Lonh 
for thit logo of hli royal 
loaflnott Uiroughoul thb 
ill for pun fracbte gold. 

SHOOTING 
GALLBRV 
UNLimiTeo Ammo 

Btood masters 
wwir.b]o«iinan«t.<cuT*i_ 
Vag can'l actually master it but you can sure 

spill a lot of it in this top-down multiplayer 

shooter with deathmatch, learn deathmatch, 

and capture-the-flag modes. 

Gunroar 
wwwjiftlil nc^.^^f,Jp/-a8l^cy^fwfnl^ow^/gr c.html 

This game remirrdsus of an uber-siylish. vec¬ 

tor-graphics vereicKi of Ro^ Over Buf\Qet!ng 
Bay—except with a boat (Extra nerd points if 

you know the game we're referrirvg to.) 

Harmotion 
HVMf.harinMian.org 
this musical, cooperative multiplayer space 

shooter pits you and a friend against man¬ 

kind's greatest foe: evil polygonal shapes. 

Harmotion is groovy digital proof that we can 

all get a long... as long as we have someone 

else to slay together. 

Mu-cade 
www.M hi-n€Lor.jp/-;-alk-qf ui/wodo¥w/itKd .e.ldml 

OK, hotshot. You're trapped in a box wfth a 

bunch of freaky geometric shapes. What do you 

do? What do you do7 Don't ask; just shoot. 

Nanozoa 
hlt|ii;//rowfMl.iTtfliricek.a/MriotM 

Us not very long by most shooter standards, 

but it's got a unique styfe that makes it worth 

the fantastic voyage. You're piloting a nanobot 

fighting human Infections, watching everything 

unfuri as if through real medical equipment. Go 

on, call a doctor and see what be thinks. 

Ray-Hound 
HwHiS-hig .pf-iftf-hllgmiff tod/lhdeiLhtitJ t 
When is a shooter not a shooter? When you 

don't ever actuallypull a trigger. In Roy-Hwnd, 

you control a spacecraft with a funky gravita¬ 

tional field. Activate the field in short bursts to 

redirect enemy lire back at them. 

Titanion 
www.aMhl-neLorrJp/-ciSk-qfii/wlntfawsAta e.htmJ 

Think Gaiaga. You slick around the bottom 

while stuff swoops down to screw with you. 
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Dogfight Battle in the Skies 

This World War l-thenwd flying hghter will 
bring to mind the old arcade game Time Piht. 

Don't bt the German-only menus scare you off. 
Think of it as "getting in character' if you want 

to be the Red Baron. 

A Game with a Kit^ 
Darkside Advetitures 

■11 
He's short, hairy, and loves bashing bad guys in 

20. Sorry Mario—in a gan>e inspired by classic 
side-scroUrng adveritures. this kitty shoots stars 

and kicks koala butt. 

Ninja loves Pirate. Pirate loves Ninja, We love 
both. Feel the love—and the side-scrolling 

action—fostered between two of geekdom's 
most iconic legends. 

f^roxysm 
t 

"You have fallen into a dungeon and there is 

no way out eiecept to go through It..." That's 

the whole backstory for the gory 2D iRr/nce of 
jhersw-lik# Paroxysm. Forget Hollywood scripts 

and dramatic plot morTients^sometiifles all 

you need is a frakkin' dungeon^ 

Sopwith 3.0 
- j-i LiDv.. : - -- ' 

Here's to the simpler days of aerial htjrnks 

in biplanes, bamstormingj and cows. Lots 

of cows. This is a loving remake of a classic 

action/strategy game (optirni^ed for mul¬ 
tiplayer} where the point is to take out the 

opponents' units. 

The Cloud Kids and Fire Friends have a 

legitimate beef that can only be settled by 

grabbing the other side's flag. Only instead 

of using weapons, they grab blocks in the 

environment and chuck at their foet So 

cutesy, yet so kick-ass. 

be a demo, but this ifsagi VCyrmbo-ish trip is 
worth a download. 

MiiltiHero 
E 

Spider-Man. Battletoads, dudes from Dragon 

Ball Z, Ninja Gaiden, and Kirby collide in this 

Super Smash Snofhers-ish mash-up of old 20 
gamest Name a classic character ^nd he prob' 

ably makes a cameo. It's like visiting a video^ 

game retirement home and getting your ass 

kicked There's also an adventure n^de: That’s 

like two free games in one! 

N 

j- 
iode Runner flashback ahoy! Control a stick-fig¬ 

ure ninja in this 2D platformer and get hypno¬ 
tized by the elegantly simple gameplay 

Ninja Loves Pirate 

Lugaru 

Turner is one pissed-off bunny and he's about 

to split hares. A kung fu furball seeking 

revenge for his slaughtered village? It may 

The best way to sum up this free MMOj Sfor 

Control with gorgeous graphics—arvl lots of 
other people to shoot Pick a bizarre race, arm 

your strange ship, and patrol the spaceways. 

Captain Binary 

This throwback to the good ol' days of 2D- 
scrolling blastfests is packed with action—and 

high alien body counts. And yes^ apparently 
alien blood is red. 

Cholo 

Nobody makes good cyberpunk ganses these 

days. 'Well, almost nobody. Cho/o is all about 

controlling a robot through a postapocalyptic 
city. You'll see through its eyes and groove on 

the very Tron-like graphics. 

The Cleaner 

The Cfeoner looks like a descendant of the 

classic surrealist adventure Out of This WorM 

but plays more like a side-scrolling shooter. 

Good Euck trying to figure out the plot: The 

best we can guess is that you're some uber- 
heroman, and you have some sort of psychic 

powersu Your wife has Just been oHed by 

some extraterrestrial..,ah, screw it. You shoot 
stuff and it dies in cool ways. 

Battle of Britain: Comnrando 

Metoi Slug fans are only a link away from a 

pretty sweet Flash tribute game. It's got the 

style, the gameplay. and a killer soundtrack— 

fora 1MB game. 

Toblo 

Armada Online 

Thp Blob 

Ready to paint the town red? How about green? 

Or are you in a blue period? Just bevyare the 

men in black. This awesome student project 

casts you as an alien with a glandular problem. 
As you roll around absorbing people, you get 

larger and change colors. Ultimate^, you're sup¬ 

posed to add a little color to this drab world. 

nFeature 101 Free Gafries 
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GAPAGB SATIPB 
GAmeSTHAT HAVE SOmETHir^S TO SAV 

wwWrp«rKiai}ve<9ain»,wiW9ani«/ 

gHncLJspv?9ame=dlulfc-cted 

FedEx Kinko's may not seem like a hotbed 
of activity, but it's secretly run by a cabal of 

elitist grad students and gooly slackers who 
sneer and screwir up print orders. This spat-on 

satire makes you one of the disaffected troops 
trying to da your job—or Just slacking off and 

screwing up orders, 

MSPWV 
www,dol(idol.fwn/lnOK TT . 

Antigame advocate Jack Thompson said he 

would donate S10,000 to charity if anybody 

would design and release a videogame 

based on his crackpot ideas—and lo and 

behold, someone did just that [though 
Thompson reneged on hfs charity offer), 

Thompson's design specification^ from 

a pness release; ‘'O^aki Kirn hops a plane 
from LAJ( to New York to reach the Long 

Island home of the CEO of the company 

(Take This) that made the murder simula¬ 
tor on which his son's killer trained. O.K, 

gets 'justice' by taking out this female CEO 

along with her husband and kids, 'An eye 
for an eye,' says O.K., as he urinates onto 

the severed brain stems of the Eibel family 
victims," Wow. 

i Ji 
IL ejr 

Airpor ^ . ih 

wwwjd dr^n gganKSnCem/airpartseoirity.liliri I 

Here's a Flash game that mocks the absurdity 

of airport security by putting you In charge 

of checking and removing weapons of mass 

destruction—you know like pants. 

101 Free Games ' FeatureH 

lO-miNLTTE 
Time WASTERS 
mAVBe evGN Five 

BallDroppings 
www.iialldrappinguiom 

It's more Zen physics and sound experiment 

than actual game: set up angles and watch 

the balls drop. They make different sounds 
cFepending on angle and velocity. Oitil 

The ntsker of Fmg Hunt [who also made, 

um. Super Monster ftij'nfer £xtr€me)t admits 
that It could very well be the worst ga me 

ever (it 'messes with the fundamental laws 
of gameplay‘]H"but there is something 

strangely addictive about trying to catch 
these damnphibiians. 

The Missile Game 3D 
iMM.flEdebot jconijditititef Mtlve/tnksile3d .phfi 

The life of a missile is lonely. FJo one truly 

appreciates the poor, besotted bringers of 
aerial death, So, in an effort to better under¬ 

stand, someone created a game that gives 

you a missite's-eye-view of its world. 

Neko-Tuna 
iiiwinw.iiiikogarBK.eo niv 

A cat on a ball that rolls over rope to colled 
gems and avoid spikes—this game's got it 

all cowered, 

Nickys Infuriating Game of Joy 
uniflN.eiiperi mwiita l^m^ay.eoiii/g airie. 

Crap aliens {Nicky's descriptor—not ours) are 

bearing down upon your favorite city—hut 

you have no weapons. So how are you sup¬ 

posed to fight them off? With your mouse. 

Oif coursel 

Orbital Sniper 
wwwLaclif-play.Mifr/Jqwtilowlforbftal-siiiptr 

Welcome to the bright shiny future of war¬ 

fare, You're operating a spy satellite and need 

to target and fry assassins from your Google 
Maps"tsh perspective before t hey kill the VIPs 

you're protecting. 

Pluto Strikes Beck 
wwwLMMni^rites.cDrWIikig/giiiwfJpIbta 
You're orbiting along, minding your own busi¬ 

ness, Then, one day, someone says, "Screw 
you, Plutch--you're not a planet anymore," This 

goofy arcade tale of Interstellar object 134M0's 
revenge will take you about two seconds to 

pick up. 

Rat Maze 
ywwjtiB&ljani.BQrri/ratiriare 
The name pretty much says it all; You're a rat. 

In a maie, OK, so there's a little more to it; 

You run. You eat cheese. You groove lo funky 

S-bit audio. 
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ADVEN'U ER’S ISLAND 

SAVE THE [BLANHl. SAVE THE WORLD 

Ben Jordan: 
Paranormal Invostigator 
www.^m ndhlivgjinci.f ofn/benJordM 

College grad Ben lofdao turns to the paranor¬ 

mal to earn a buck in this Sierra-style graphic 

!adventure. His first mission; discover the secret 

of the Skunk-Ape, a Bigfoot that got its name 
^'‘because of its horrible smell, described as 

a mixture of motdy cheese, rotten eggs, and 

dung.' Vum. 

Chkkt?n vs, Ro^d 
h[ttpr/^»>ftwarie.(ilefront.c<nrr/ChJckHr%ZD¥s.%iOR<Hj. 

lnfaiTiiation/;535S;7Hrftwin; lirfflrmjtion.htinl 
Cluck&worth is finally ready to see the world. The 

only thing in his way: the road. This goofy but 
short gtaiphic adveri'ture will make you laugtH- 

and probably hum “Raindrops Keep Failin' on My 
Head" for days. 

lrttp://pa9lrusLtein.«(m lK/lizcr/f»ik/dVd4nim. 

Locking like it came from the Game Boy 

Advance. Duef Toys is a little bit Mt^go Mon 
Bottle Nett^rk adventure and a whole lot 

Street fj^hfer action. 

Full Throttic: The Movk 
www.gamenliel ljCE}iTV'd(HMilDad_12lQQ.shbii 

If you're still sad about the death of the graphic 
adventure and the cancellation of that new Fofi 
Th/ottte game a couple years back, IJ get over it 

and 2)' watch this movre that strings together all 

the scenes from the game, 

Herirtland Ddy>L«. 

'MMW.bl9blLiemp.rDin/gatnes.]>hp7actian=d«lail£lri=613 

Good writing plus some hand-drawn illustrations 
equals a great {but short) adventure game. 

XD, Spy 1.05 
WMw.filefmfit.cdni 

Don't judge a book by its cover-W.Q Spy may not 

look like much, with Its text-heavy windows and 

fauK e-mail reader, but it's deviously clever. Ifour 

desktop becomes a spy decryption tool as you 

look for hints as to what's happening in-game. 

liblital9dUiMdyiUi 
ionnyRPG 
wviw.JonflytwnfQ.aiin^vnnyrpg 

Following the model of old-school &-bit console 
RPGs, you are Jenny, a gaming nerd looking to 

get his next fix—with plen^ of yuks and nods to 

the game-verse along the way. 

Liberat Crime Squad 
wMTw.b^l ZganK$.c<Hii/k$ 

This tongue-in-cheek text adventure pits you 
agair^st the forces of leftist Intellectual ism. For 
freedom! Warning; Not suitable for kids or any¬ 

one who works for Fox News. 

No-Action Ja-Kso; 
www.mtMlintHcstainii/iw-Kllon 

Wo-Acf/on Jackson instantly recalls the classic 

LucasArts adventure Doy of the Tentade, and 
its hero is someone we can actually relate to: a 

meek kid who still dreams of reliving his days as 

a feared dungeon master. 

lrit£;;Vfrklional93inH.mn/'pcnuF!kbrj ~ 
This incredible'locking first-person horror thriller 

lets you manipulate the environment to beat back 

nasty beasties that follow and hunt you. It's even 
got a moral: The rsext time you do something 

dangerous, bring along a flashlight and a roll of 

duct tape. Just trust us on that one. 

euARAtireeo to mess with 
MOLTS SViy APSES 

What Linus Bruckman When 
His Eyes Are Closed 

Can the name of this game be any longer? This 

crazy-good adventure game isjust plain crazy 

The top half of the screen follows a samurai in 

feudal Japaa a spacey comedy graphic adven¬ 

ture unfolds in the bottom. Ybur brain will 

hud, so factor in the cost of aspirin. 

Iris {Half-Life 2 Mod) 
ill 

Some students from Denmark put together 

this sweet little graphic adventure rn Valve's 

Source engine. The puzzle-heavy story fol¬ 

lows Iris from 2006 to 2024—and if the stu- 

der>ts didn't get an A+, there's something 

wrong with the world. 
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HTGP ARCADE 

Cornroi ^ magnet to mgnipuiate electfons.,anci 
try to keep that damn Paula Abdul song out of 

your h^ad. "J tatce two steps forward. i take two 

steps back....' Crap. 

Cytopfasm 

Grab that microscope and see :how Mortal 

Kombot goes down on the cellular level. 
Kontrol a swarm of cellular kreatures and 

klaim yoitr turf, 

Every Extend 
imirtiLd«Hitk»ad.a>m^3000-2Q99-l.htni'l 

Before buying the PSP game Every Extend 
Extra, check out the free game it's based upon. 

Between the techno grooves and chained 
explosions, this Luminei-y bit of freeware is 

dangerously addictive. 

Frets on Fire 

if^Lj^^tmwaiting for Guitar Hero to rawk 

the PC, stop holding your breath and get this 

open-soonce alternative. Pler^ty of Internet 
Angus Youngs have already uploaded hot 

licks for you to practice—on your PC's key¬ 

board. alas. 

Gamma Brothers 
wwiKplxtl]|m.£^|p mnu brers 

You think your commute iis bad? This hyper- 
pixeliy neo-retro space shoo-ter follows Bun 

and Zap Gamma's alien-infested trip to and 

from their hugely important Jqb near Jupiter 

Ghostbusters 3D Back in Action 

A one-level experimental thibute to one of 
our favorite Bill Murray/'Dan Ackroyd flicks— 

and one of its most memorable moments. 

the conversatiorii to get the potential lovebirds 

to pair up. Line up the conversation bubbles 

that appear over their heads and they get 

closer together. 

Square Off 

Draw squares and chuck >m at your oppo¬ 

nent—it's like piaying with a pissed-off 

Mondrian painting. How^ that for highbeow? 

i 
Carious Weitting 2 

Pinball rocks, pure and simple, no matter | 

what form it's in. This lets you create beautiful 

virtual pinball gamei—and some amazingly 

talented people have a heady created a bunch 

of free tables. We could technically count this 

entry as about 30 good free gamies. 

Never ball 

wwwdiwrge.iM/irxkx2.^^l«£<^vlMif^^ =1 

File under 'Huh?" You're a fleshy, carnivorous 

pile of ick. You eat things that took like worms 

at the bottom of a tequila bott le. 'Tbu shoot 

everything else with vomitous. bloody pro¬ 

jectiles. The aimosl hand-drawn look makes 
it just a ifttle less creepy than at sounds. Both 

Flash and full versions of the game are avail¬ 

able for consumption. 

it's like Super Monkey Safi, minus the monkeys. 

Tilt the floor, roll the boll, get through the maze. 

Slimy Pete's Singles Bar 
wAmtlilDonlgil mes^wn/bl^/i 

In an dde tyme bat two patrons chat Slimy 

Pete, the establishment's proprietor, butts into 

Within a_t>eep Forest 

Existential poetry or cute 2D platformer? A 
sentient bouncing ball with eyes fights an 

evil doctor to a good soundtrack. Sounds like 

the tatteiT, 

^ BET VQUR HICHS FDR FREE 

Dot Fighters 

If mano-a-mano Street Fighter ihskyle lighters 

had grown up in the 3-bit era. the result might 

have looked like Dot Fighter^—blocky brawlers, 

neirly ninjas, cut-up karate experts,^ and all. Fair 
warning; You'll need to install the Japanese lan¬ 

guage pack in order to get this game running. 

Light Destiny 

isris a Kung Fu: Deadly Arts 

f jBf . 

Think of this 20 anime-laced Japanese fight¬ 

ing game as a sort crf a low-rent Guilty Gear 

Or Samiirai Sfiodai/vri—see how high you can 

build your'lvevr meterupi 

If you dream of competing agains t pros Ske 

Fatality in gaming tournamenrts for big stacks 

of cash, SkHlGrourKl.cam is a g ood place to 

irairt The games (such as Kang fo—which Is 
consoic-qu allty artd even works with the Xbox 

3&I) controller) are free, and you might actually 

win money by playing or betting on the match¬ 
es. skills to undxom takes a IS-percent cut on 

bets; the mst of the pool goes to the wfinner. 

TnrihacJh 

The Matrix beat slow-motfon kung fu moves to 

death, but that doesn't stop us from enjoying 

Toribaifit a tum-based strategy fighting game 

where stick figures tear each other a new one. 
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RRST-PERSON 
„SHOOTERS 
El BANG FOR NO BUGH 

America's Army; Special Forces 

Your tax doll snare goir»g to irore than just some 
dopey "Army of One" commercials you flick past 

on TiVb—the/re going to this officially sponsored 

first-person shooter, too, Go to sniper school, 
Go on missions with real gear. Go to the virtuaE 
recruitment center and get drafted ir^-game, 

Batdefteld 40K 
(Battlefield 1942 Mod) 
www.fi lqilantt.toiiyiC9061/16000Q/fllrinfo/Bjttlcfleld' 
m2- BattleBeM>44k Mfid 

tf you dig kWjrfjcwjner 40,000 but would rather 
be shot with a warlightning cannon than pick 

up an RTS, unearth that copy of Baitfefiefii 1942 
from its pizza-bMiK grave and try this great FPS 

spin on the far-out 40i( universe. 

Prism: Guard Shield 
www.prlimtlKqvnerCDm 

If the U,S. Army can pander to game-playing gun 
nuts, then why can't the National Guard? In Its 

ongoing attempts to win the hearts and minds of 
the WASD set, the government offers up another 

virtual training ground. This one, however, is a 
demo—it requires a nominal fee. Guess those 

National Guard cats aren't rolling in dough 

Rock 24 (Half-Ufe 2 Mod) 
wwif.fl1q)linct,tQ m/170^93i/17000P/fllHnf<i/Hilf-Life Z - - 

Rotk24-itiod 

We had a ton of fun kicking the tires on this 

prison-break mod, which could neariy stand in for 

a full HL2 episode. Our only gripe' Your goal is to 
save 'Dr. Newell," You guys really need to Suck up 

to Gabe that bad? 

Shootout! The Game 
www.liiftary.ca 

If all shooters were this educational, kids would 
be motivated to stay awake In dass. 5h<K>rourr Is 

an episodic series of ganses based on a History 

Channel show—watch the show, and then play a 
re-crealicHi of a famous battle in-game, 

Starseige: 2845 
htl|)c//wwwjtarslcge2S4SLCOfn/s|)lafh3,li(tinl 

wasn't the first team-based objective 

fragfest—Sforse/ge: Trtbes Introduced that futur¬ 

istic fighting formula. Now. a dedicated group of 

fans are mod ding rnfces,- Wengecirtce to re-create 
the classic series that started It all. 

Sauerbmten 
httpc/ ^nrlw, ronrf sauer bf aten 
It's free, it's got multfplayerond single-player 

modes, and rt comes with a free FP^ englne/edi' 

tor so you can build ycsur own maps and games. 
That's a whole new level of freeness. Perfect for 

both stingy and creative gamers alike. 

Tremulous 
www.lieiiiiilaus.net 

Until the day when aliens and humans can 

all just get along, we'll have fodder for FPS 

games—including this awesome one that mwes 

in moderate RTS elements. Even better: Here's a 

team^based FPS where each side actually feeh 
different It might tide you over until Eneirjy 

Territory: Quake Wars. 

Absti^ctica 
www.create’garncs.nnn/dawm ludasp?ld=640S 
No Specular lighting, special effects, or 

3D graphics—not even a single explosion. 

Abstractica Is just a series of deceptively sim¬ 
ple-looking brainteasers designed to test how 

quickly your head hurts when playing rb 

Add bomb 
www.u«ttigogam1fij|LtHt/a(1dli«nh,hlm 

As a member of the homeland security 

team, you must diffuse £0 different bombs 

scattered across the globe. The bombs' pis¬ 

tons ana random, so you'll never solve the 

same puzzle twice. 

The Phone 
wwiir.aaaa.rd.idi/THE1t2flkllPNEjfiwf 

Pick up the phone.,.it's for you. There's a 
game hidden in this elusive Flash-puzzle mys¬ 

tery some where...you just need to know how 

to find it. 

Tripline ‘ 
www.k«)jak.or4/9aines.li!in 

It looks simple enough: just some odd shapes 

hand-drawn on some graph paper. All you 

need to do is connect all the shapes without 

crossing lines. The first few levels are easy— 

but good luck carving through all 30. 
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Sim ciTV 
6VEN oeTieR THAN THE REAL THING 

Babylon 5: I've Found Her—Danger 
and Opportunity 
liRp7/1fli.nnToiKi.fom 

The dsys are gone but 
not forgotten. S5:fFH is a spot-on tribute to the 

space-sim classic and cult sci'fi show. This free 
expansion to the aiready free gamewili fire up 

your Starfury. 

FlightGear 
iMww.ni9ht9ur.Arg 

You really want to play night Simutatof X but 
you neither have a good PC to play it on nor 

the 50 bones rn youf pocket to buy it No 

problem—a good^ free flight sIm is cleared 

for takeoff. 

Sail the stars, blow up people (in multiplayer 

Or roiling solo)j and score some phat lewt iri 
this top-down space sim. The biggest surprise: 

realoing that we'd act ually pay money for it 

GameBiz 2 
www.vdocf.dk/ga1nebfz/9b2 

You think ifs easy making a game? How 

about you try it tough guy? This fairly 
detailed sim will let you do everything from 

create a game engine to market the sucker. 

Gel a good GameRankiriigs.com score or kiss 

that bonus goodbye! 

McDonald's Videogame 
www.n1cvidM9ame.ca1n 
You thought that all that went into McDonald's 

french fries was pinie dust msgicj and grade-A 
beef? Well, it's time to teach you the busirtess. 

You'll do everything from plow the land to set 
up ad campaigr^ to rope in more unsuspecting 

kids.,..er, customert. 

■^HE SPDT'^3 
S2Cl\OK 
SWWG.SHATE. AND SHOOT 

Ultimate Baseball 
Online 

.. iltii-rt.-tiseb^llwvlH^.-- 

Take me online to the ball- 

game. Just don't make me 

pay for the privilege. t/BO is 

great for High Heat Baseboit 

fans missing their annual fix— 

create your own player for 

the draft, then level up skills 

MMO’Style. All that's missing 

are BALCC-^brarided Voids for 
power-leveling. 

Dart M Up 
. li ■ 

What's the first thing you 

give a drunk guy in a bar? If 

you answered “sharp throw- 

abie object^ congratulations! 

Bone up on your hurling 

skills—and sprinkle some 

peanut shells on the floor 

around your PC if you feel 

something's missing. 

Ethnies Street Sesh 
- cfn/ 

Tony who? It may not be a 

proper; hardcore extreme 

sports simulator, but It's good 
if you want a quick oriline 

skateboarding fix. The only 

thing that might bum people 

Out is the blatant ttnies 

advertisement staring back 

at you the whole damn time 

you're playing. 

' I 

ARmCHAIR 
STRATEBV 
TURN-BASED. REAL^TimE. 
AND ON THE HOUSE 

htt|x//kralavstv!.iaurc£fangc.iMt/i ndeii .php 

This 3D tnbute to fantasy turn-based gaming ts 

ideal forgiognards hankering for the good ol' 
days. With a single-player mode, multiplayer 

support, and a map editor, you too can feel 

like you never left your mom's basement We 
feel five shades nerdierjust writing about it 

4 
* 

wvrwdlsipen.edui/tiairieGallery/webflles/VaK ! nvaders 

^et up defenses and traps or just use your 
in-game hand to hurl the cute, cuddly bad 

guys away from your base. The best part of 
the game: the sound of repelled Invaders 

getting squished. 

wwwwfliiwtN.org 
If you dig the anime-heavy Game Boy 

Advance game Fire Emblem, here's a deeper, 

prettier, PC-friendlier game that has a iot of 
the same flavor. 

hlt{)(://ifirk-ebenHcsnirKfDr9e.ri«l 

flemember when RTS games were simple, 

back before fancy-pants stuff like Company of 

Heroes and Age of Empires lb came knocking? 
Dark Oberon hearkens back to those days 

with a decidedly WarCraft tt-ah visual motif 

and textures based on handmade models. 

wwwLqueasygarTKLcainfgateSS 

It starts off simple enough as you pilot a ship 

around in 2D spate. Arid it looks Idnda Gke 

Asteroids. Gut soon you're building structures, 

turrets^ factories, and research stations. Bone up 
on strategies playing the A.I., or take it Dnlir>e. 
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TRIBUTES 
OLD CLASSICS HANOLSD WITH 

AND REITIAHES 
CARS 

Armagetron 
w<Wf.AimttrtrtKiad.riri 

You can argue all day whether it wa^ the light 

cycles or swing respwtsWe actors strap on 

Day‘Gk> neoprene that made Tm—but you 
can't argue with a good tribute game. Unlike 

(he four-player matches in (he film, this bad 

boy pits 16 rMets against each other online. 

Robocop 2D 2: 
Robocop vs. Termmator 
w ww.parkpfl]i(hKlF4tis. btf tift«f tHLoOi.u k 
Robocop: cybernetic cop of the rear luture. 

Terminator; cybernetic governor of Kahlifomia. 

Pit them against each other, and watch your 

per-capita ass-kicking rate soar. 

Super Mario: 
Blue Twilight DX 
littp;//blazefire in(wgleaveni.to n^sekiit/iKwcen 

Consoles thisj consoles that Everybody yam¬ 
mers on about how you can't play those 

sorts of games on a PC. Well, has everybody 
tried this 2D/ID homage to a certain mus' 

tachioed plumber? It rocks the shrooms like 
nobody's business. 

Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy 
www.bbc.co.ukfra(lio4/hFtctilMken/game rKtan.shiml 

This Web remake reimagines the classic 

Infocom text adventure as a graphic adventure. 

As long as ^ website remains up, this 

remains one of our top online freebie 

choices of all lime. 

The Silver L'ning 
www.ul -gamCnriMn 

All right, raise your haisd if you've wasted more 

man-hours than you can count playing 

Ouesf and its ilk. A team of fellow devotees 
have poured years into creating a fan-fiction 

ninth episode in the ser ies. 

King's Quest III 
Hww.l(rfsn(mis-i<h/entur«.rom 

The latest Sierra fan tribute: A 2S6-color 

remake of Roberta Williams'Quest 
IH: To Heir is Hyman. The story centers on a 

medieval slave named Gwydion who frantically 

seeks to escape the evil wizard who lords over 

him. This new version implements a point- 
and-click interface identical to Sierra's later 

graphic adventures, as well as full voice acting 
and some quirky new bits of humq-r. And if 

you missed 'em check out the KQl and KQ2 
remakes at www.agdinleractive.eom. 

IVIdniac Mansiort Deluxe 
«wwv.gar[Krslid].rQFn/dMnitrud_SQSSj&t[ttril 

Remember the salad days of PC gaming, 

when there were graphic adventures as far as 
the eye could see, and LucasArts actually did 

something besides chum out Sfor stuff? 

A group of devoted fans remembers, too. and 

his remade one of the greatest (and funniest^ 

games ever. 

sters 
iWilWf.i:alinan.lii/'feripts/fiW/f25i6?.htrrtl 

Who you gonna call when you want an hom¬ 

age to the original 8-bit-era Qhostbust^fs 

game? This one had a little bit of everything— 
driving, building climbing, stream crossing, 

and a big ol' hopping marshmallow man to 

sneak beneath. 

StarV\fers 
iww.irrinlaTiseft.canVttafw»i/flirwars.[^ 

Remember that old vector graphics arcade 
game that put you in a "realistic'* X-wing 

fighter's cockpit? This remake not only cap¬ 

tures the flavor of the original game, it even 
updates it with full textures and sound files 

from the movie. 

Xwars 
imnV.garneikv.rwI/'rr^rTiiriU ilty/fbniint/ 

lD|iic.isp?tofHC. Id=417191 

Xbox 360 owners got a cool vector art 
shooting game called Geometry Wars. You 

and I? We've got ourselves a freebie-in- 

development called Xwofs, It even supports 

the Xbox 360 controller. 

Asteroids Multiplayer 
www.cvgame, nct/etvrHils 
It's Asteroids, It's multiplayer. It's in a Web 

browser. If this requires any more explanation 

than that, do yourself a favor and just give up 

your hobby now. 

Typhcx>n 2001 . 
hhpY/typh**n.kirta.rfc 

We used to pfay Tempest at the local pizza 

shop. Our dreams are still haunted by the lay¬ 

ers of encrusted grease from other lunchhme 

slackers. Relive happier times with this remake. 

FREE AT LA^T 
FMmSRLV OWLV AVAILABLE FOR 
CASH. THESE BAmSS ARE HOW 
FREE FOR riASS CONSUmPTIOM 

FT..A.R roil,bat 
www.joInfear.cQm/maln 

Vivendi thought that the mul¬ 

tiplayer firefights in EEAR. 

deserved more props—so they 

decided to release f,EA.R. Combat 

gratis Play anyone online—even 

the suckers who bought the full 

game. That'll show them, buying 
games! Pfeh! 

Railroad Tycoo, 
www.sfjiHtltfiriilfflaJs.Min 

Three cheers to 2K damesl 'While it 

continues to promote the new Skf 

Meier^ RaUromts*, it's decided to 

throw us all a gaming bone—a free 

copy of the original RaHroad Tycoon. 

wwwrs293iiics.win/savage 
got your fantasy RTS game 

in my first-person shooter. One 

player plays "commander" while 

others play "units" down on 

the field following orders. This 

formerly retail deal is now free 

as part of S2 Games' plan to get 

folks excited for the upcoming 

Savoie sequel. 

ift'Yw: 

'W 1:2 

To itro) II 
littp:/ysr2.swiicdtHr ge. net 

This is a full port of classic Star 

Controi if, whether you're jone- 

sing for the original PC or slightly 

enhanced 3DO versioa e 
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ABS* Recommends Microsoft* Windows* XP 

Express Upgrade to Microsoft ©Windows Vista™ 

AMD Athlon™ 64 X2 Processor 
Ultimate smart dual core power and 
performance - get more done in less time 

* True multi-tasking capabilities and increased performance on digital 
media, content creation,Video & photo editing and audio mixing, 

* Run all your gadgets quickly, seamlessly and simultaneously 

« Run all your applications at the same time with increased performance 

* Can handle anything you tiirow at it 

- AMD Athlon™ 64 X2 AM2 Sodkec processor 380CH^ wrth HyperTransport^” tedinolo^ 

AMD Makes Smarter Processors 

- Microsoft® Windowj® XP Home with Service Pack 2 

- ABS Stealth Black ATX Aluminum Chassis 

- ASUS M2N32-SU Deluxe NVIDIA® nforoe™ 590 SU XI6 SocksetAM2 Motherboard 

with True Dual XI6 SLI Slots & EEEB02.I I b/g Wireless integrated 

‘ IGB Corsair XMS2 Extreme DDR2 675(PC2 5400) Memory 

" Dual NVIDIA® GeForce™ 76Q0 GT 2S6MBVideo Cards 

with Sir Technology Enabled 

- ADI AD 19898 8 Channel Audio 

■ Dual 200GB 7200RPM SATA Hard Drives in RAID 0 (400GBTotal) 

" AntficTrue Power 2.0 SSOW SLhReady Power Supply 

- I6X DVD-ROM Drive 

■ I6X Double-Layer DVD±RW DVD Recordable Drive w/ Lighit Scribe 

*This madel number indicates relative softvrare performance among this processor family. 

Regular price $ \ 
! .Unt Off! 

Online price 

Visit abs.eom/amdgfw02 or can 800.876.8088 
► HMrs: Mon-Frli PST Sai-Sun; 6'30AM-5j30PA^ PST f 1 Ymf LlmlUtd Parts, e Labor Wairanlj' 

PHm. ip#Clhcfliorn pnd linn, n tUlfKl to oQttO*. otrrvnl pricing md ipKiftCf^lonf. v(M IrQp-j'JWww A, mn llbAnAvif tn^ no4 wcurptfly ippfiHpnl OMCl 

«niiaurill«nt prtnO H ool wfxjnMH* lor pnm Ir^ typogractr^ ptxKagr«(;tTv Ontn* twvm rrwy b* molded by • oontmcltd titird party providv. fodvician tM ba 

dtapttctMd IT rwcwu/y lolowing phone tuppon. O 2000 At ngMi WHytd. AMD. AMD AntM logD. AMD AUifen. AMO toKn. C«ol'n'Qw«t and wnVwlww trHn»r in vibeminti 
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WORLD EXCLUSIVE FIRST LOOM 

ark Messiah-maker Arkane Studios' stupendous surprise SHAWN ELLIOTT T 

GFW Tjp.oarn ^ 

aUnmi^kably Sounce-mader Paris slum onscreen say? "'working-class commune" arid “French crn/il unrest' Flying in the face of American 

imaginatior (in which bicycles baguettes, arid La Tour Eiffel figure fir?4 it hints at high unemployment a disastrously declining birthrate, 

police harassment, and anxiety over the nation''$ need for immigrartt labor. As with Hatf-Uft2‘% City 17—also the work of TTie Crossrn^ art director 

Viktor Antonov—^the location inscribes its history on facade and face alike. 

The pair of player-controlled IBAT (International Bureau of Antrterronsm) troopers on the scene isn't at home here. If the boy who turns tail at 

their arrival doesn't say sO. the comic-book insurgents rJown the street dO. 

'My only dose-tocriminal record is a Michael JackSOn joinf' 

Say what? Something screwier: Two of the agitartors start shooting, then retreat into tenements to reload in a way A.I. actors seldom do. During 

their diversion, the third wails, watching IB AT inch toward the two inside. Their backs turned to him, he tiptoes in to pistol-whip one from behind, 

and squat, stand, squat stand over the prone body. Tea-bagging bots? 

While player iwo works out that tactics snuffed his partner (as opposed to a presto, offscreen spawn-in}, he's thrown for one last loop. Dropping 

dowr> from the slum's low skyline, a Techno-Knight Templar in maikoat helnrc Holy Cross^lhe whole iSth-century woirks-=-impales the third thug. 

Arkane Studios' The Crowing isn't what rt seems, alternate universes and Af. ftorfsnT A/. irKiluded, > 
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Indifferent to Dorir Messiah of 
Might and Magtt^s iterytcIlkwlM 
AcconKng: to producer Rapt>ai4j 
ColeKtordo. Aitcane's chasing / ■ 
■nether approach edth The 

Crojjift^ “Messiah leveraged^ 
■n aidEtlng llcHise^ uid liiat jjjfl 

inevitably Imposed limKatloiU^ 
This time, we're doing thingf U 
differently. We're working 9 
whh Hatf-Life 2 hand Viktor S 
Antonov, We're addressing 
nairatien In new ways, and Ihe^ 

writer it Ainerica£"^jAM|flu 

'A.i. \i styp^d, Myltipfeyer ii mMrtinglMi," WyS pro¬ 

ducer Raphai^ ColarttoniOj pegging twin problerrts 
wrangled wiith for three ye^fs—prediMn^nt 

wht»e unraveling requires the minting of new 

modes of play. "By stupid, I mean that no mat¬ 

ter how capable artrricial intelligence is, it can't 

compare to humans. How do you model believ¬ 

able behavior, simulate speech and moiment^ta- 

moment unpredictability?" Co-lantonio says. "Ai for 
multiplayer d^^^Tllishes, they're terrific—although 

ahvays abstracted Vou know, you do these things 

over and over again, and yet aside from winning 
matches, there's no direct emotJonal irwolvemeni."' 

The Crciiing'i crcMSOuer fix; Merge single- arrd 

multiplayer, leveraging one's strength to support 

the other's weakness; and vice versa. Colantornic 

calls it 'cross-play." 

The ramifkatFons ought to—aha!—reveal 

themselves. CoHantonio gives the gist, just in case; 
're playing the storycentric campaign 

Life, or what have you. In order to move 

on, you must escape in a helicopter. Here, other 

players, as Opposed to A.I. actors, are interested in 
supportirrg you, seeing you safely through- Then 

there are people playing for rank and recognition 

who want to prevent your progress. So..." But this 

being the one occasion on which he's presented 

The Crossing and its systemic conivolutions to 

the public. Coliantonio wants to back up, disclose 
'where' arid “why' before demonstrating in real 

deiaiL "how.'' 

THE SECOND ENTENDRE 
(IN THE CROSSING'S TITLE) 
Victor Antonov not only thinlrs videogames need 

another ZIP Code, he's founded a studio with top- 

talent French animators and former Universal and 

Disney designers to zone one. 'Everybody can 

go big with graphics nowadays^" he says "What 

makes a great game world for nne is conte^rt aod 
history. The world itself is rrxjre than a presenta¬ 

tion package for pfay; it's a character." From his 

■ F=DR WINDOWS THE DfTOAL iTlAIGAZlNE 

point of view, cut-and-pMte space stations and 

ready-made mcjonscapessft beside LA. and IMYC 
as tried-and-h red backdrops, graveyards of dead¬ 

end game design. Perhaps pride has its part in 

the Frenchman's preferences, too: 'Eighty million 

to 100 million people visit Paris per year. It's the 

most-visited place on earth, and it's very accessible. 

At the same time, ifs a grand architectural treasure 

that videogames have overlooked." So Paris it is. 
although its portroks here reflect the eyes envision¬ 

ing them in the way that AntonoVs Cily 17, too, 

iniused Eastern Europe with the sriist's imprint. 
The City of Light we sec when The Crossing 

starts is a cordoned slum, a down-at-the-heeH 

complex of squatters and nonexistent scjcial sup¬ 
port far from postcard Paris. Meither Antonov nor 

the segment we watch elaborates on the nature 

of the no-go zone other than to explain that 

bedlam follows the failure of the French govern¬ 
ment, Furthermore, The CrcMswig's speculative 

fiction posits parallel universes, onre of which is 
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WORM IN PROGRESS 
Al Kr**n9 fhown art fro«n. 

Arkana'f fkxt pass «m a wodi In 
prO0r*M (In compariMm, tig- 

nificafit porliom nf Hatf-Ufw 2 
undvrwHit ftv* or ibi cefisvni- 

thfS patsM prior to eoftiplo- 
tlofli}. “It'll Ieoh MKt gan latar 

on." AntDTKiv uys. 

00 3 timeline oncu«ent with owr *wn until 1307, 

wluEfn, instead of disbanding under papal diet nee, 

as happened tnouf histcfy. Hi* Knights Temptar 

assume control of the crown. Emissaries of a 

Christian military order, they somehow trek from 

their autocratic side of the coin to ouf lawless 

one on the reverse- Later, they enlist players fi.e,, 

you) to dimension-hop home for still unspecified 

causes fi.e., Arkane isn't saying). 
"When constructing Half-Life ^s City 17, we 

looked back a hundred years, built layered archi¬ 

tecture, beginning at the turn of the 2Qth century, 
and then accounting for the '30s the Communist 

era. and alien invasion after it. Etasically, the 

environment holds its own history, and by being 
there, you become aware of what happened 

before," Antonov says, 'if, for instance. World 

War I hadn't happened, you'd see more metal 

buildings in Paris since steel production went to 
tank- and bomb-building when the war started. 

So The Crossing is an interesting exercise, because 

this incident changed the world 600 years ago in 

the 14th century. France becomes a Crusading 
country. The Renaissance never happens and 

European history is rerouted. That's ambitious' 

Antonov is on lop of il, tweaking Roman-rooted 

restraint into Gothic density, turning neoclassi* 

cal architecture clustered and pointy. The trick 

is to leave enough underling elements intact 
to foster Some recognition even as newly intro¬ 

duced material surprises. Take smokestacks, 

for instarvcie—typically Parisian. According to 

Antonov, 'they're a great visual theme, and here 
they're growing into Gothic, monumental masses 

that suggest preeminent steam technology." 

Antonov is absorbed in the videogame's vision 
of "our' Paris as well. "The riots broke out shortly 

after we drafted the design document,' he says, 

referring to the civil unrest that followed the fatal 

electrocution of two teens at a Clichy-sous-Bois 

power substation in 2005. “I called Raphael to say, 

'Hey, this Is happening in our story, loo/ and so 

we went to Bobigny and took footage of torched 
cars. The tie with what's happening In Paris now 

is definitely intentional, you cited 

and its context in ChemobyL which is similar in 
that that team is Ukrainian and is using the game 

medium to express its experience with what's 

happened there." 

That said, although The Crassj'mjf proposes an 

Orderly Christian theocracy in one world and holds 

it up against an anarchic Paris in our own, Antonov 

underKores that this isn't the wishful thinking of 
reacttonaries who see the riots as rooted in Islam 

rather than poverty. "Mc). no. this has nothing to 

do with nostalgia for Napoleon and French power,"' 
he says. Mlppressors. as In Hoif-ilfe 2, are often Big 

Brother-Eke. This is the complete opposite: a country 

in chaos. 'We see this with weak governments in 

SomaEa, in Afghantslan. For contrasts sake, we create 

a counterbalance between chaos and a belligerent 

regime—two dystopian takes on one country. We're 

dodging religkm; we're rvot (dealing with that.' > 
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THE BEST OF BOTH SINOLE-pLAVER 
AND MULTIPLAYER SCENARIOS 
If CfossHi^'i WQrids staid apart from others 

we've played in, so too the ways we play in them, 
"In traditkinal FPSes, you try the story first finish 

it and m<)veon tomgltiplayef matches with peo¬ 

ple on separate servers^" Colantonio says. '’OK, so 
peftiapis some play multiplayef first..., Either way, 

theyVe separate entities. In The Cfcusirtg, and 

in Cross-player, we support pools of story play¬ 
ers and poots of what we call 'skirmish players,' 

Skirmishers playoi skirmish servers, over and 

“ over again in short 10- to 15-minute matches. 

; Meanwhile, story pfayers^o^op or solo—tackle 
missions until at some pomt they crossover and 

enter a skirmish. Suddenly, skimmishers switch to 

m 

Solo-, miftli-, cross-play—confused? The Crossih^'suntn'ed modes aren'tallcomFHewty all the time, (n 

the simplest sense, story missions are single-player shooting with an exception: naturally intelligent 
people opponents take Ihe place of AJ., if arsd when you want So-called skirmtsh maps, on the other 

hand, are harder to wrap your head around in that their context and conventions kaleidoscope to 
accommodate the kinds of players playing. In milquetoast multiplayer mode, skirmishes pit two more 

or less symnnelrical parties against one another, much like CotMifeJ'-Sfnke or Day of Defeat, So far. fine. 
However, The Crossing also iterates on artd integrates skirmishes into its sofo/co-op content, and here's 

where the intricacy occurs. 

Accordirtg to Colantonio. “Once one story misiion—m a campaign's ^le of story and skirmish 

maps—Is complete, our servers select an appropriate match (according to citteha iixluding difficulty 

setting, ping, language preference, and so on) and place story players in dte queue for appiicaijie 

skirmish maps." Conversely, the system explains to skirmishers that story players (or Elite soldiers} are 

now entering the next round—in which case, the server may (or may notj reassign specific skirmisher 

roles accordirtg to narrative need. For irrstance. It's possible that the skirmishers, who were competing 

as cops arxf thugs in two teams of ID, become one 20-man IBAT brigade charged with preventing the 

pair of Elites from accessing a control center. Meanwhile, another map might maintain two skirmisher 

teams; one to assist the Elites; one to assault them. 

Wc dtogram the dovetail with m umple Kcnarto: 

OOdflh Xend Y'l mtsiiwi, accerding to Templar 
comsat. Involves breehfitg into e water-treat- 
merit plant's subliuineli to ebtaln anil Wanipert 
one of die Order's ptieumatic drtlli via Hc-V 

evosuit fsoe: AH^s’ Caterpillar power loarl*r)« 
Team IBAT'a ol^ectfve is to eftfw a} filch the 
He-V and use hie batter dewrai tfie Tempter 

bwoher't doors, or b) usasilnate both Tempii# 
Elites wHhlfi any jO-second window. Team victo¬ 

ry nets points In Tht Crossing'S ranklng/prOmo- 
tlo«i tyttem, and players earn addhioiul bonuses 
for periecially beidn^ Elftn. The duck marks IS 
minutes and ticking. 

OdilS! X and IT itash as a sniper fires from a 

nearby balcony. V takes cover bedde a car and 
notices more Wack-iinfformed IflATs working 

the west perimeter. Reluctant to attack the 
Tentplart head oit, they hide among e paHdng 
garage's concrete columns, taking potshats. 
Seeing the sniper refusate to a new posHton on 
an Overpass, X boomerangs hit blai^ but mlsses. 

V's Templar tech then tekes him out with 

a dngle shot. 

01:00^ WhUe X proceeds to puiKk ki Ifit treelsiwnt 

fadllify key code, T runs Interference, attaching 
hit grappling hook to a gl<rder and mousing over 
an IBAT, killing him mid motion. He, too. Is shot 
bi the process, but his shtetdt save him. Out nf 

ammo, he continues fighting wHh the spring- 
loaded saber linked to his forearm. 

Ql;00; X powers up the He-V, but it can't shoot 

while carrying the pneunMtk device In Its mas¬ 
sive metal daws, so V provides cover. All of a 
sudden, the drill drops and X iBes. V sees an IRAT 

In Jetpack and Ink-buck amor dpplng above, but 

his screen says player “I" —not the up-ranked, 
upgraded officer In tho air—snified his partner. I tho air—sniped his partner. 

02:30: As X shs out a lO-second resiMiMfl, sklr- 
mishars In Tamplar Insignia arriwa and attack 

the officer who's hyacked the He-V. 

one of several possible objectives that help or 

hinder the story players" progress." [See 'Cross- 

play Uncrossed.' above.} 

In additbn, skirmishers are also able to role- 

play mercenaries and maraud story missions by 

occupying slots ordinarily set aside for A.l,s, Tliink 

of the movies^ with Agent Smith-like meres 
possessing peons as soon as peons spot players. 

"What happens,' says Colantonio, "is that we use 

humans as fodder and hopefully keep everybody 
happy. Everyone has a unique experience every 

time—that's the pwint of it.' 

Low-level variability (as opposed to a video- 

game's unbend irig narrative backbone) defined 

much of Arkane's direction in its fantasy FPS Dari: 

Messiah of Might arvi Magic. Colantonio argues 

that, if anything, that flexibiIrCy means more in the 

face of naturally inleJIigent challengers. "We're a 

system-oriented team,' he says. 'Instead of script¬ 

ing this, that, and the other thing, we want to 

simulate it. Every entity responds to its own set of 

ailes—buoyancy, flammabili^. [and so onj—and 
NPCs can interact with what you throw aside.' 

In other words, actions trigger chain reactions in 

ways that reassure you you're an agent in a real 

world and not the central spectator of a recording. 
Similarly, player traffic fkiws across networked 

paths, nearer in layout to an ant cofony than a 

linear treasure map; and in ways that support mul¬ 

tiple pJay styles. Colantonio wants you to 'express 

yourself as a garrvef" and is going all out to give 

you the tools to do so. 'Conservative players," > 

■>. • 
■Vi 
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tl'n' «lory mlulcmi, 
mrcwuri*! stand In 

■ * a queue and, when ] 
aefirthteif. asiunw^ 

Cimtral of tebat iih»<I| 
'othorwlsa NPCa,^A 

"INSTEAD DF SCRIPTING THIS, THAT. AND 
^7/7 THE OTHER THING. WE SlfTlDLATE IT. " 

-RAPHAEL COLANTOPJIO PRODUCER ARHANE STUDIOS 

S3ys, 'sometimes fi( to fighi from afar or try 

to set traps, while others prefer frontal coitfronta- 

tion Say I'm not the best player, but Tm smart 

arid so with trip wires and whatnot (can founter 
raw reftexes Or maybe Tm more mobile aid get 

around with a grappling hook. We’re pushing body 

awareness we-JE beyond what we did with it in Oafk 
Messiah—because your whole body is being ren¬ 

dered. you connect with the world better; you see 

your bulk tuggirrg as the rope tightens, and again as 
it absorbs impact ofi; rocky touchdowni" 

DESTINED TO DIE 
That "story players" must complete mTssions 

necessarily constrains The Crossing—should bit 

players' odds against a protaganist even approach 

a fair ^0^^^ stalemate and narrative stuttering 
inevitably ensue. The 'good' guys hove gof to win. 

Ar>d yet this game demands we take turns playing 

the dedicated loser's part Vou hav^toask, who's 

trading skyhooks, boomerang blades, and spring- 

powered pikes {a story p^layeTs Templar tech 

after siding with l^e Order) for five-and-dime ski 

masks, tbe quick for the dead? After alH design¬ 

ers such as Valve's own Robin Walker define A.I/s 

duly as "live long enough to die deliberately," 

Colantonio confirms that the die is Poaded, but 
he maintains it doesn't matter, Look at live-action 

role playing (or LARPing)-, a kind of pajama-cl ad 

Dungeons & Drogons played in open air with (ale* 
and closed'Celi foam swords. "People happily put 

on the ore nrtask pretend to have fewer hit points 

than the heroes, and have fun. Try it and see," he 
says. (Perhaps The Crossing will offer role-playing 

servers in which sticklers stay in character.) Our 

willingness to get dressed up to get beat down 

notwithstanding, Arkant's also grooming players 
for these positions ("ron-nonplayable charac¬ 

ters/ Colantonio quips) with carrot psychology: 

Simple participation nets points redeemable in 

skirmishes, and success in spile of (he odds pays 

big. Trouble is. The CrtMSj'n^ is so far away from 

Its scheduled 200fi release that Arkane has neither 

clinched unlocks outside of an ISAT jetpack (the 

studio's answer to the Templar skyhook), nor will 

it specufate out loud on ideas in development 

Moreover, Arkane argues (and vre agree) that 

multiplay is, was, and afways will be fundamen¬ 

tally funny. ("Place 20 people together in a game, 
give them all guns, and try telling them to stay 
serious; it doesn't work that way," as Walker 

once pul it.) When buddies spawn m and start 

up a "Billie Jean' dance routine, guns wagging 
without firing, you roll a frag between them and 

get going. “It's the beauty of online gaming,' 

Colantonio laughs, "loaded moments tike this are 

one-of-a-kind,- they belong to you as a gamer.' 

"The contrast between a grand backstory and 

gooly stuff is cool/ Antonov agrees. 'We embrace 

peculiarity, We enjoy peculiarities these days' • 
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TRIPLE □□UBLE QUINTUPLE 

Gothic 3 
Anotliw Oblivionl 
DonT count on it 

^linter Cell 
Double Agent 
A^nft Sam Fisher i$ 
back-biut sid? 
is he on? 

Heroes of Might 
and Magic V: 
Hammers of Fate 
The ageofd series 

iMntiiKjeS. to thug. 

THIS mONTH 
IN REVIEWS... 
OSoinething interesting happeined this nnonth 

regarding our Henxs Might cmd Mcigic V: 

Homth&i of Fote review (read (t on page 86). When 

inquiring with Ubisoft representatives about a 

reviewaWe version. I leceived this resporset 'Due to 
the newness of your review scale, and how it has not 

been weighted appropriately in the overall game 
ranking laggnegate] sitei we've been asked to only 

send you retail boxed copies for the time being,'" 

Ubisoffs justification for this decision to withhold 

a review copy was that the company's currently 

pushing to reviye the long-dormant Might and 

Magic franchise—and no-good review scores ike 
our for Mesfiah of Might and Magic and 
lUFjcom's S/10 for the original Henws V "hurt the 

average" at websites like Garr>eRankingiconfL 

Obviously, we managed to snag a copy anyway 

after a bit of diplomacy...but we're still discouraged 

by Ubisoffs attempt to dodge what it had assumed 

woiid be bad press—especially when our scale's been 

in effect at sister publications fGW and lUP.com for 

nearly two decades Bead es do review scores realty 

innuecKie sales? If sO'. then why do cr^ical darlings 

like Piychortavti and Beyond Good & fw/ bomb at 
retail? E'Cnail GFW1ettecs#i)ffdavjs.com and tel us 

what you think!*Ryan Scott, Reviews Editor 

GFW'U=‘03^1*73 



WReviews\ Gothic 3 

■ BOTHIC 3 WEARS 
5^/7^ "OLD SCHOOL" 

LIHE A BOH SCOUT 
vw^BADBE, AND THAT'S 
?%-TERRIFIC NEWS IF 
7 HOU'RE INTO THAT 

SORT OF THING. 

~ Vttu'r* probaMy mntiftvlnji 
how fioChIc 1 itadta up ogafatst 

and the winver'i 

tiLsy: noi th* 
en¥iionmHi'ti a n mlgKty 

• CoChff J'l shBI fyslefnix picmlsed on ■ few eorernttributex (fighting, hintfeig, 
magic, and m on) that bnah down into dozens of sub^ls, (hwtinie^ you'll 

Itam to do things IJh* hunt, »kir\ brow, cooh, and jxtispoct for or*. 
• It's too had combat's jo scrnwy—rt's tht o«* thing a patch won't flx, and 
Ilin In neariy all RPGi, It's the heart and soul of GolMc 

7^ - GAmeS FOR window TVe official m^flCAZINE 



Gothic 3 \ Reviews W 

GOTHIC 3 
There's a hole in my RPG, dear Liza, dear Liza 

PUbUSHU JUpyr LifcVElCVltK tyto GEMRL RM AVMLABLIlY Rttd LSRB RATIMG TtM 

MIMMUM R^QUilFJWhrrS HHi CPU, BUMH RAM. 4LMa ItanA Arlw UOMB wUwHa MLl Tffi AVfR Ndm V^RSA>N RFVI^W^D Ratiril B<ik 

REVIEW 

D Every RPG hai hooh. Somf are practi'^ 

cally orbital, trading depth to (race the 

contours of entire continents. Others might 
as well be fantasy sports leagues foratl their 
buckets of ejtotic info, Gsthric J is the cylmina- 

tion of a third approach that renders midsized 

environments in painstaking detail while keep' 
ing its mechanks simple and unpreterttioLs. 1 

definitely heart the latter, so Its a pity to report 

that Gofh/ci was released too soon and with 
too many glitches to warrant a recommenda¬ 

tion unless you're supremely patient and own a 

sturdy desk—because when Gcthtc J chokes, you 
wifi pound it 

Gothk 3 picks up where Gothic 2 left off, 

continuing the saga of the nameless hero who 

broke out of a magical prison and eventually 

* You'll travel through three dlstlrKt areas. 
ir>cludlng the frozen nofthvm bnd of Nordmar 
•nd the southern dotert of Veront, 

slew an undead dragon. Fresh out of the frying 

pan (Khorinis, the island setting of the last two 

games), you disembark on the mainland in lime 
to grapple with an inferno: Ores have overrun 

the contirvent, enslaving most of the human 

population ..end only the capital is holding ouL 
As a free-roaming mercenary, you can join with 
the Ores, side with the humans, or pass the buck 

entirely to follow a mysterious third path. 

Most of the questing betweentimes boils down 
to the usual RPG chores. Kill some stuff to help 

a village; collect a bunch of stuff fora mage; 

defeat something to get live animal hides for a 
guy who tells you how to enter a building where 

another guy asks you to do more or less the 

saiTie thing, Still, you have to admire the fidel¬ 

ity here. Gofhfc 3 wears "old school' like a Boy 

Seoul badge, and that's terrific news if you're 

into this sort of thing, 

BUGS.„WHV'D IT HAVE TO BE BUGS? 
Other kinds of fidelity are less admirable, and 

Gothic fans who put up with the last two games' 

foibles probably won't be shocked to hear that 
Gothic 3's troubles come in two familiar flavors; 

loopy design chokes and oui-aind-out bugs. The 

European version's been available For months, 
but even the patched U.5^ version {up to vl.09 

already—yikes) still has the creepy-crawlies. 
Loading or saving games sometimes elicits 
"out of memory' crashes^ A few quests remain 

unfinishable because the game won't acknowk 

edge that you completed them, Ovedong 
quest descriptions in your journal get truncated 

and—this isn't so much a bug as a missing fea¬ 
ture—NPCs no longer come a-running when you 

bust into their homes. Sleep in their beds, pilfer 

• Th* Kuitun fcr* *vtfrun or yiKler jleg* by Oixs^rtwif which fertlw you ch^w* to juppoH; 
Is entirely up to you. 

T^^eVEN THE 
^7^PATCHED U.S. 
VERSION lUP TO 
VTOg ALREADY) 
STILL HAS THE 
CR EEPV-CRAWUES. 

their goods...it's like paradise for newbie thieves 
or something. 

More weirdness; Some MFCs get stuck against 
crates and Jitter in place or fall through obJectSy 

and the lestt names over their heads are some kind 

of fugly font that looks glued in, 'Vou're also denied 
a crosshair reticule, which means conslanlly stum¬ 

bling ovec Ftems or bodies you're trying to target. 

Visual effects Nke Jens flare {cameras in medieval 

tinsesv guys?) render everywhere, including straight 

through mountains and inside caves. And on high- 

end systems, the game pitches and heaves for sev¬ 

eral seconds as on-ihe-ffy scenery loads^ like film 
hitchirrg in a crappy projector. None of these by 

themselves aife showsloppers. but taken together 

they certainly scuff up the chrorrie. 
It's the goofy combat, though, that's most 

off-putting. By holding different buttons on the 

keyboard in conjunction with variably timed 

mouse clicks, you can punch, jump-attack, parry- 
cast spells, loose arcing quarrels and arrows, and 

pull off killing blows. It all sounds worrderful in 
theory; in practice, the game's creatures and 

human enemies only seem to know two moves: 
'lunge' or "bac'k-up-really-really-fast." Which 

means you're either clicking like mad to keep 
your back pedaling opponents at bay, or failing 

over (much: too frequently) when they score a 

hit. It's tough to actually tose a battle if you click 
fast enough, because you're constantly stun¬ 

ning youf opponents, fn short, a combat system 

meant to be tactically plush comes off instead as 

shallow and monotonous. 

A LONG AND WINDING ROAD 
Nine patches in. Gothic S has a long row to 

hoe before rating 'close enough for govern¬ 
ment work." Try it if you're hardcore and even- 

tempered. But yep. here we go again—closing 

with another ‘until it's adequately patched, 
caveat emptpr." eMatt Peckham 

VERDICT 
^\10 

AVERAGE 

□ Dvep icharactH brteFK- 
tliifi; vast world to axplnre: 

Intrical* branching ttccy. 

D glhchy 
visuati; woiilqr comiut; 
Mve/lud crashes. 

jOS Games 
for Windows , 
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nRevlewsXThe Lord of the Rings: The Battle for Middle-earth II—The Rise of the Witch-king 

REVIEW 

a For any other real-time strategy game, 

Rise of the Witch^ktng would he a pretty 

eipaniion pack. You get a new faction, 
more units for the origraal factions, and improve¬ 

ments to old features. But a lot of the new con' 

lent feels like pushing a square peg Into a round 
hole, and the best features are simply corrective. 

In the original gamer the dynamic campaign 

and the custom hero creation fell (ike glom- 
med-on aEterthoughts. Their potential is finally 

realized in this expansion. The War of the Ring 

campaign is still a mess in terms of interface, 
txjt rvow it's built around a strategic ecorKimy 

that makes the interface worth the hassle. The 
changes to the create-a^hero system let you 

make rebalanced custom heroes whose costs 
are proportional to their powers; this adds a lot 

of ftexibility ar>d metagame strategy. It's also 

worth noting that the expansion lets groups oF 
units move together rather than have each unit 

running ahead at its Own speed. How was some¬ 

thing this fundamental not already patched into 

the original game? 
Beyond these fixes, ffise of the Witch-kiog heads 

off in its own direction. The new faction Angmar, 

sounds great on paper—sorcerers with ice/death- 

theimed powers, Thrall Masters who enslave other 
races, a couple of flavD>rs of troll, and packs of 

wolves. But the problem with Angmar is that it 

re lies too much on noicromanagemenl. The lack 
of micromanagement'—at least in terms of pop' 

ping off carefully timed unit powers—was part of 

the fun of the original Battle fbr fv^iddfe-earth IL 

You could slam armies into each other and enjoy 

the spectacle rather than fuss with clicking little 

buttons at just the right moments. Button-click¬ 
ing was limited to heroes or Ring powers that 

effected dramatic reversals of fortune. 

THE NINE RIDE AGAIN V2.a 
Some of the new units for each faction are also 
curious design choiceSv Each race gets elite units, 

hallway between heroes and armies. This is an 

odd place to occupy, and it muddies up the clear 
distinction between the heroic and the mundane. 

Like cadres of spellcasting sorcerers, it's not very 

Tolkien. The concept works well enough with 
Wordor's nazgul, who are now an elite cavalry 

squadron but they're offset by everyone efse's 

elite army. Oh, look, it's some nazguL Aren't 

those guys just Sauron's counterpart to the 
Knights of Do I Amrolh or the Goblin Fire Drake 

Brood? Remember when they used to be cool? 

The Inspiration for Rise of the Mflfcft'itrfig is an 
appendix: from the books—so it's not surprisir>g 

that none of the new content recalls anything from 

Peter iackson's films. Again, one of the things that 

made Sattie for Minitfie-earth li great was the way 
the game recalled the movies. As with the expan* 

sion fof Star Wore. Bmpire at War, it's a tricky situa¬ 
tion. How do you create new content for an expan¬ 

sion when a game relies on familiarity with a set of 
movies? In both instances, the developers simply 

invented all new stuff from outside the films. Asa 
result, they lost the connection—and, therefore, a 

lot of the appeal of their games. 

On the whole. BreakAway Games and EALA 
have some great ideas in Returr} of the Witch- 

kirtg. It's too bad that many of these ideas— 

which seem to have tumbled out of some other 

game's design document—don't fit with Boitie 

for Middfe^eorth //.•Tom Chick 

VERDICT Q.10 

AVERAGE 

□ Things dint areflned, 

D Thlngi that am nddeil. 

A Games 
for Windows J 

__J 

Ci^NONE OF THE 
(7[7 NEW CONTENT 
RECALLS PETER 
JACHSON'S PILmS, 
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1701 A.D,\ Heroes of Annihilated Em pi res \ Reviews W 

1701 A.D Kill them with Keynesian kfsses 

PUiLBHEft Aipyr P€VEL0PER Iknlgii GENRE llM>-Tfint AVAJLASHirv RvtiillESRB (WING Ivwrym 10* 
MIMMJM nEgLNMMNTl Ct*lf. SUm UAH. l.SAI lur^ drlw* ipme* M^AnPLAVER 2 4 pHyan VBISlOH REVIEWED AoW ItaftM 

REVIEW 

O American RTS games and co^uer 

with war-prone unit pluralitM toting guns, 
slashing swards, or slinging magic. By contrast, 

European RTS garnes skew economically; they're sJill 

imperialistjc empire builders, but methodologicalty 
roundabout victory through globalization instead 
of arinihilation, 

Third in a senes that's never received its due 

accolades, 1701 AD. is of the latter stripe, where 
your two- Or three-unit military is good for stiff- 

armrng sea pirates but little else beyond. Instead, 

your goal is to cdonize an island (on ma-ps com¬ 
prised of dozens) by building houses, markets, 

mirws farms, schools, and churches.-and linking 

dozens more via roads and trade routes to whip 

bread-and-butter pioneers into kiss-my-ring aristo¬ 

crats. Smiles or frowns gauge your progress as your 

citizens demand! a broader and more opulent range 

of goods. whKh you must provide either d'Orresli- 

caliy or—lacking the native resources—by trading 

with competitors. 
If you've played prior games 150^ or 1602, 

170r% big advance involves ihe usual 3D nnakeover, 

though its field of view feels slightly (though not 
brokenly) zoomed-in. You also get the "Lodge.'’ 

which lets you spy on or sabotage opponent 
economies, something best tested against human 

players online., .though you'll have to wrestle with 
the language barrier (the series is currently more 

popular abroad). 

Otherwise, Age of Empires derivatives come and 
go, and every once in a while, it^s nice to forgo fod¬ 

der mobs and group-think lassos- Daisy-chaining 

raw resources to refined goods to end products 
hasn't been this gratifying in years.«M9tt Peckham 

m BUILD HOUSES. mARHETS. SCHOOLS. 
duAUD CHURCHES...EVER'tJ ONCE IN A 
WHILE. IT'S NICE TO FORGO FODDER 
mOBS AND BROUP-THINH LASSOS. 

* Clear your caJcrtclv^ because ■ single tuulboK 
ststlon of 17&1 A.D, un last for 

VERDICT 
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GDOO 

□ Vut and EompilBi CEiHWfn- 

k rimulatlon; weU-bAbneed 

«ceiKRni*K cUver A,l. 

P Ov«r-xwm*d fhild of view: 

xman muhlplayAr eppOrHiTt 

ppul and bnguag# barrivt 

HEROES OP ANNIHILATED EmPIRES 
It came from the random fantasy-word generator 

PUBUSHEJR CDV Saftwai* D€VaOPER fiSC bmi Wertd GENRE RhI-TIm Str>t*w/nP« AV^LABIUTY flrtll EEAfi ftATING T*i« 
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REVIEW 

Vou can safely judge this bock by its 
cover; Hemes of Aimihiiated fmprres is as 

generic a fantasy RTS-meets-RPC as the name 

would imply, though it leans more heavily on 
the "RPG" than most other hybrids- For most 

campaign missions, your main hero can hold 

his own without the help of any backup army, 
but that's partly because your foes are dim¬ 

wits with short attention spans. Maps contain 
pockets of monstefs that you can essentially 

turtle to death—duck in, fire some spells and 
arrows, back off a few feet so they forget you, 

and repeat. 

Things get more intei^sting when you're 

given an RTS base to build, as monsters rush you 
in waves early and oHen, forcing you to watch 

multiple fronts. Outside the campaign, skirmish¬ 

es (choose elves, undead, dwarves, or the yeti- 

herding Cryo) offer an intriguing twist; In order 

to summon the urrits required for base-building, 
your hero must became a statue for 30 minutes 

(so says the info boK...it feds like forever), forc¬ 
ing you to choose fi'TS or RPG from the get-go. 

Interesting idea, but the RTS way proves supe¬ 

rior, since your hero event ually emerges anyvvay. 
GSe promtses more chapters (this ts allegedly 

part one of a trilogy); but that doesn't ekcuse 
the fact that HOAf feels unfinished: We get 

only three skirmish maps; the "comic-slyle" cut- 

scenes look like hastily doctored storyboards 

©Games 
for Windows 

VERDICT 
Q TfHii of uiili onsgten; 

mt-develofied RPIG aspect 

fevr h«D iBihs. 

P StarFeme Eupy protection; 

slow ]»»; dumb AJj. itukK 

for tedious turUkig. 

AVER ACE 

(poor stylistic decision, or out-of-time after¬ 

thought?); and the game inexplicably lacks a 

speed slider to accelerate the frequent dull parts. 

Waiting five minutes for a troop-transport ship 

to navigate a sea of molasses is evactly as excit¬ 

ing as It sounds.*Sean Molloy 
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nReviews\ Splinter Cell Double Agent 

Sftar* Ns 
timt Don't think too hard—^ho ituHy 
playi out the santa cfHwr wajf. 

SPLINTER CELL DOUBLE AGENT 
and double the system requirements! 

PUBlF^Hi’R UMMft DEVtiOmK UMuiK GENRE jUi—fch.Adfaa *VAt WtTV RaB Ey» RATING Mmbarm 

R£QUIHEP^NTS 3«Hx Ottf, l«B RAM, 106 B hard drinn apaca, UtMB aidacewd MULTFIAYER 1-6 platan VERSION REVIEWED Ratal Boh (h1.*2 patcM 

REVIEW 

a<30t & tricked-0ut rig with plenty of RAM 

and 3 cutting-edge processor? If rot don't 

bother; Agent—the fourth Tom Clancy- 
brarded stealth technothnilef in as many years to 

hear the Sptfnfer Ceii name—chugs on anything 

lesi And even if you ore packing high-end com¬ 
ponents. don’t expect a return vrdt to the stealth- 

action paradise that 2005's Spfintsr CeW Cfwos 

Theory showed us.. 

Cynical series pcotagonisl Sam Fisher (voiced 

once again by Michael "Spfr>)ilier Is My Career'^ 

Ironside) echoes my frustrations during Doubfe 
Agent’s opening moments, sardonically remarking 

that he ought to retire..,anrd considering the game's 
cut-and-paste disposition. E don't blame him. The 

slngte-player story makes some big hoopla atiout 

moral choices as Rsher goes undercover^ ingra¬ 

tiating himself with a sinister terrorist group. The 

'tough' dilemmas jou're faced with—kill/don't kill 

the hostage; blow up the shSp/avert the explosion; 

and so on—Influence a Trust nneter that waxes 

and wanes between the NSA boys back home and 
the terrorist cdl, but the gameplay consequences 

are nowhere near as critical as the back of the box 

implies. Dori't kid yourself; ftsaWe Age/iTs just 
another gauntlet of {mostly} llrtear missions. 

OLD HABITS 
That dim appraisal might still elicit an enthusiasttc 
thumbs-up., .if not for the advances that the afore¬ 

mentioned Cifroos Theory made. At this point we've 
already seen everything that this gairre offers—and 

Doobfe Agent occasionally even backpedals with a 
handful of 'lailure = reload' predicaments, a bad 

Sf^injer Cdf habit that Choos Theory wisely kicked. 

In all fairness, Double Agent doesn't realty flub 

the stealth stuff. The missions that your criminal 

pals send you on (which take you from Mexico to 

Russia...and everywhere in between) excel at main¬ 

taining the seriesi' trademark tension and instilling 

3 sense of accomplishment when you successfully 

evade a sentry or exercise the Fifth Freedom with a 

few well-placed bijleis- But without a^ny clever new 

inrsovatrons on par with what came ir» the last two 
games—and with a lot of graph ical stuttering (and 

the occasional crash)—the structure eventually starts 

feeling routine in a "yearly sequelitis' sort of way. 

SPY GAMES 
Conversely, iVe heard from Xbox 360 owners that 
the sples-versus-mercs multiplayer mode (now In 

its third iteration) breaks plenty of routines, though 
you wouldn't know It from playing Double Agent 

on a PC. At the time of this writing, the multiplayer 
client remains effectively irroperable; attempting 

to join an online game simply returns an error 

message, and a cursory glance at Ubi soft's official 

forums reveals widespread problems. 
And according to those forums, multiplayer's 

led a troubled existence even prior to the latest 

busted patch: Random midgame disconnections 

spoil Ihe fun, and bonus gabels earned during 

mrssions don't unlock properiy. Perhaps the most 

vexing point of ail. though, is the lack of a lobby or 

chat area. Then again, given the multiplayer Client's 

rocky history [Splinter Celt Pandora Tomorrow's 

multiplayer initially didn't function correctly without 

the aid of a fan-made patch), it's not exaetty a huge 
shock. • Ryan Scott 

Pv THE STRUCTURE EVENTUALLY 
H STARTS FEELING ROUTINE IN A 
L/ 'YEARLY SEQUELITIS" SORT OF WAY. 
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Phantasy Star Universe \ DJ.RJ.\ Reviews PI 

PHANTASV STAR UNIVERSE 
Lightweight fun 

GOOD 

PUBL&HER QtVUOPEfl. bHrtc Thhi ArtltHi^RH AVAJLAfilUTY 
MINIMUM REQUnawiasITS LHHi <FU. ZUMB HAM. Bffi Ini drhi* ipn 

I, E-tafl (■■wM'.pkiiRla.'ii3^tBninliri 

nrf Hd hitaiBBt izMBHliai naiin 

.CBfnl ESRfl HATING Tm 

n^d) MULTIPl JUyin VEISION REVEWED 

REVIEW 

QIn a throwback to a simpler era 

online gaming {belbre every* 
thing went mas&ive), Sega's Phantasy Stor 

Univetse invokes the spirit of predecessor 

Phantasy Star Ortfint—while simultaneously 
making concessions to modern times, create 

ing an online RPG thats great for people 

unwilling to inves^t in an extremely time- 
consuming MMO. 

PSU's story mode provides ample training 

for what eventually awaits you online: The 
main character, Ethan Waber, is exposed 

to all of the job-development. Partner 

Machinery-raising {P.M.s are A.I, “pets' 
that evobve according to the items you feed 

them), and item- 
It's di'fTmltelj mt the most 
graphically wrtenfive game 

you't ^by this seaxmr. 

synthesizing skills 

one needs on the live 
servers. While the 

story mode pales in 

comparison to the 

advanced storytelling 
pioneered by com¬ 

panies like BioWare 
and Obsidian, it's 

at least as compel¬ 

ling as what you'll 

find In an old-school 
dungeon crawler like 

Diabfo h. 

In case you're not 

ready to take the 

game online, don't want to pay a monthly 

fee, or lack a decent Internet connec¬ 

tion, the unlockable Extra mode simulates 

online-style gameplay, Filling the gaps with 

recruitable MPC allies (think Gaitd Wors with 
futuristic anime scenery}. While it's hardly a 

substitute for living, breathing teammates^ 

It's still a noteworthy consideration for an 
online'Centric RPG to offer. Most people 

who pick up PSU will no doubt venture into 

those deeper waters—and the fast-paced 
real-time combat (much speedier than PSO's 

sluggish fighting}, class-swapping, item 

synthesis, six-player parties (up from PSO'i 

four), and flexible customization options 

conspire to make a relaxed, enjoyable online 
RPG. •James Miefke 

VERDICT 

Q A nice variety ^affine 

and Dnikie aptiofis; dcenv 

oil tufiiizatiwi thm In PSO. 

B Nartthe pneatesl-looktiig 

gam*; plat Esfratnlh* l» age 
of B-bH Japanese storylelSng, 

Games 
tor Windows 

D.I.R.T.: ORIGIN OF THE SPEC 
Where dirty girls play 

Pl^SHER TH Syewgy DtVHOREH Hu BaeMJrttgu CCNRL AcUm avaii AEIII Ty Ifartul fSRB ftAT ITtG Hwtufu 

MIHb:L^ REQtWehCNTS lAHst CPU. SU ■■ HAH. AM IumI dHuu mWCb MULTIPLATHR HMu V^IOM REVIEWED NkW-Hual BpbMiwHu 

REVIEW 

The central character in third-person 

Shooter O.f.R.1; Origin of the Species is a 

teenage girl with cute pigtails wtio Carries 

a cute Japanimation-inspired toddy boar sweet¬ 

ly named "Mr. Boo' on her back. Mr. Boo is 

super-duper cute because he emotes—giggling 

like a baby when he's happy and crying when 

he's scared. 

Cute 

Mr, Boo cries a lot. Perhaps he cries because 

D.j’.ftr.'s ininocent facade camouflages substantial- 
ly...eiTr, dirtier enticements. Virtually every female 

is portrayed as a stripper or clothed like a porn 

star, virtually every cut-scene is laced with profan¬ 

ity, and virtually every action sequerKe involves 
gratuitous bloodletting, splattered entrails, and 

exploited babes in dire peril. Mo, Mr. Boo. yours is 

most certainly not a cute, G-rated world. 

It's not a highly polished world, either. Audio 

dropouts and end-of-clip clicks are common- 

• CXJ.Jf. T.'f hwvinc, cninctdefitHl ly named 

sqiukres oH wHh a mlihniMli of Hvltdaen 
while Mr. Ooa goH fHe-to-fK» whh the bu^nus 

WHI of a rffl*. 

place. Enemies—mostly mutant bugs and evil 

GIs—are scripted and inconsistently responsive. 
And the game's scenery often allows appendages 

or entire dead bodies to poke right through. 

Vet D.i.R.J. is Surprisingly ambitious, too. It 
offers three modes (Stealth. Sharp Shooting, and 

Aggression}, numerous levels and environ mien Is, 

and timed versus untimed play. It delivers the 

usual roster of big/bigger/biggest guns, but 
it also allows you to hurl objects, burn things, 

become invisible, and guide bullets around cor¬ 

ners using psychokinetic powers. And it often 

asks yOu to think and devise plans more elabo¬ 

rate than "eradicate everything that moves." Too 

bad the whole thing comes off feeling cheesy, 
unfinished, and a bit perverted. Think of it as a 

B-movie tn shooter form. eGord Goble 

VERDICT ^VIQ 
Q Qever weapons end pow¬ 

ers; some degree of ded^ 

ilon-maldTig required. 

D PnoblemBtic audlo/ulsu- 

als; scriptedi cfwrntes; diitil- 

ouE portrayal of women. 

AVGRACE 

Games 
far Winctovg j 
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nReviews\EverQuest II: Echoes of Faydwer 

OF FAFDWER 
God-fearing Elf-lovers, rejoice 

PUBUSKER Sony Qnlln* l^vELOPfR Smjf OwIIm BPl»rtalMnwit G£NR( MMORK MMILABlI rrv RmH l-tiJI jHl««.mvLcw«i) ESRB HcATi^G T*ni 
MRMIMUM imQUHFMfNTi IRMi CRU^ SIZHB MM. IDM hmrd Mnrm -fT— Rpw^kMxT H MUI TIPI AW R MHiIvvir «w VFRSJqiSt RfVlFWFP Rw 

REVIEW 

0£verQuest ll'% previous two eKpensions 

^dded sgnificant amounts of content to 

SOE's ft3gshiip MMORPG—but both vwerelanget/ 

aimed at high-level players. Echoes of Eaydwer 

breaks this trend offering pJenty of content for 

everyone. It's also the best £Q2 expansion to date. 

«T1ic city of Otd Kelcrthtn oHcrs plenty of new 

4)ii*m for pluytrir liKludingi ■ fiat' 
specific quttt ta find ‘'your cellEng^'^ 

eQucen Antonie might be hidden in her cutle. 
b ut the Fh Queen Amrte ti there fur all who 

would s*«|t en eudltnc* with her, „ providing fho 
hu no other pressing matten. 

£0F comes loaded with new features: The conti¬ 

nent of Faydwer (which should be strikingly famil¬ 

iar to £Q1 players) hosts over 20 zones, enough 

quests to progress from level 1 to 70 (without even 

peeking at the rest of the EQ2 world), and a new 

playable race (the Fae—we sidebar for details}. 
Secondary trade skiKs get expanded, too. with r>ew 

transmutation and tinkering professions that prO' 

vide more ways to rake in the gold. And in terms of 
bells ^nd whistles, doaks (a kung'requested feature) 

carii further customize your character's stats and 

appearance—in addition to looking cool, these 

items allow guilds to show off some customizable 

colors and heraldry. 

FAMILIAR PLACES FOREVER CHANGED 
EQl players will discover some pretty sweeping 
cha nges to tiie cor ti nent of Faydwer. The Dwarverii 

dty of Kaladim now teems with vidous Kobolds^ 
Crushbone and its Ondsh denizens rally against a 

new foe. and places like Castle Mistmeore and the 

Butcherblock Mountains help fill in part of the SOO* 

year gap between fpJ and EQ2. It's pretty nostalgic 
to come back to FaydiA*r,.,ancl its iriclusion is a nice 

nod to longtime EQ players. 

Another equally nice nod: The gods, absent 

since the Shattering {a cataclysmic event that 

occurred prior to EQ2}, retunt in EOF. Players 

can choose to devote themselves to a deity 

within their faction, which opens up new quests 
and powers that differ with each gad. "Miracles' 

and "Blessings" can be purchased through Favor, 

itself earned as a reward for sacrificing items or 

EQl PLAVERS 
C7/7WILL DISCOV¬ 
ER SOmE PRETTV 
SWEEPING CHANGES 
TO THE CONTINENT 
OF FAVDWER. 

THESE WINGS ARE 
rnADE FOR GLIDING 
As far as fOF's new Fae species is coi>' 

cerned. appearances count for quite a lot 

These cute little winged buggers are the 

most customizable of f QZ's races. The 

afbrementioneci appendages offer more 
than just a cool new look, though; they 

allow characters to glide from greM heights. 

This may not sound like much at first.„but 
one (often fatal) misstep suffered while 

playing as any other race will make you 

. appreciate a nice pair of wings. 

completing Certain quests. Becoming a follower 
of Tuna re. for instance, grants Blessings that 

increase the potency of healing spells and offer 
strong attacks against evil creatures. Miracles 

and Blessings are quite powerful, balanced by 

short effect durations, long recast times, and 

high Favor cost. The whole system feels well 
implemented and adds a welcome new facet to 

£Q2'i game play. 

The mother lode of content does beget a few 

annoyances—like vague quest cfescriptions and 

the fact that the engine sC’ff runs sluggishly, even 

on high-end systems—hut it doesn't detract 

too much from the overall experience, Echoes d 
Faydwer is a no-brainer purchase for E02 vets, 

and newcomers will find it a handy starting point 

IF following expansions meet the high standard 
this sets, the EQ2 communiiy is in store for a great 
future. * A ila n Kaspar 

VERDICT 
3Nno 

GOOD 

□ Over 30 mw Inter' 
csling new ntechanlcs and 

playabl'e' race.. 

Q S Bveral vague quai-t de- 

FCriptitHiSj engine iiill runs 

i'luggtihly vn lew-end PCi. 

Games 
for Windows , 

--J 
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Arch Lord \ Reviews W 

H you Klfip«ft 
lo h* tK* guy 

ptcturad at 
C*frt*r, th*fl 
this um» Is 
alHtrfulcly 
UMHHonit, 

ARCHLORD 
EverQuest meet Highlander 

PUBUSrHER Ca^Miutm DfVEiOPfR HHN GEMRf- HliaflK AVAJlABIlTTr lUtd Tb*b 

MIHMUM R^UItFJUVI^S SDOMHi CFU, ZHMB MH, MB hwri Briw upmcm h«#(T1PlAVFfl MbuIw^ VFRSJQN bMi B*z 

0 If you must pul big^ scary spikes alt ever your meunt. we recommend net peinling them at the 

guy En the saddltp 

REVIEW 

O&y their nature, MMOs ask a kutof their 

players, and wa expect a lot in return. We're 

not just making a ona-lime purchase and losing 
ourselves for a few hours—we're moving irto that 

wold. We're creating imaginary lives, setting up 

shop, rnaking friends, and spending weeks, months, 
orevenyetiA of our time in the place. 

This is less like picking up a game and more like 

buying a summer home. When peanuts can get 

you a luxury place with a private beach, yciu're not 

terribly motivated to save money by vacationing in 

3 ghetto. Sometimes it's better to just stay home.,, 
which is why World of WarCraft winds up holding 

half the population, with the rest split between 
several dozen other games that offer enough local 

color to dr^w their own niche community. 
To be fair, and to torture the metaphor a little 

longer, rchlord isn't exactly a slum: it's more of 

3 low'income housing complex in a suburb of 
[>etrait (especially when you consider the game's 

sudden switch to a fee-free subscription model two 

months after its U.S, launch). Not a hellish place— 

but stark dull, and definitely something you've 
seen all over the landscape. It's got hot- and cold- 

running Elves, but that's about it for amenities. 

THE OLD GRIND 
You're not paying cash for it hut you ore invest¬ 

ing your vacation time, So what's the hook? When 

you've got graphics that look more like a nnanga 
reinterpretation of Dark Age of Cameiot than a 

current •generation MMQ, PVP that ccuines down 

to who carries the most red potions, and a lOf)- 

level grind of the sort that epitomizes Korean 
MMO design, there belter be one hell of a carrot 

at the end of that stick. 

That carrot ts the titular Arch Lord. At the end 

of frO levels and a series of raids, one plaiyer 

attains godhood,..more or less. The ruling 

Arch Lord gets a castle, a dragon to ride around 

on. armor that makee him twice as tall as every¬ 
one else', the ability to control the weather, 

and the power to just generally kick great big 

bunches of ass. It's a great gig if you can get 
it—unfortunately, cmly one opening exists per 

server, sjntif the Arch Lord's three’week reign 

expires and somebody else gels a shot. 

It's a pretty ludicrous system. It's nice to have 
sorrtething crazy lo aspire to^ yOU know. 0^ fhe 

irde. In this case, it's something so central that the 

game is actually named after it ArchLord doesn't 

offer much else to do besides grind your way 

through the levels as yet another Gothic Lofita- 

iDoldng moon elf, and aside from the poorly 

implemented rule-the-world gimmick we're left 
playing a dated game with limited classes, a lot of 

grand, and a miniscule chance of something cool 

at the end ff you really throw yourself into it. Not 
exactly our cup of mead.* Scott Sharkey 

miT'S A GREAT GIG IF VOU CAN GET 
IT-UNFORTUNATELY. ONLY ONE OPEN¬ 

ING EXISTS PER SERVER. UNTIL THE 
ARCHLORDS THREE-WEEH REIGN EXPIRES 
AND SDmEBODY ELSE GETS A SHOT. 
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nReviews\ Agatha Christie: Murder on the Orient Express \Secret Files: Tunguska 

AGATHA CHRISTIE: 
mURDER ON THE ORIENT EXPRESS 
rd rather be in Syberia 

PUBII^HFR Tlw ---—I y DeVBjQPfR AWE Of^RE Ad*«aliin 4VAII,ABEirr RabllESAB RAlirc;^ Tmmm 

RHXJIRElytENTS LWIfa CTU, IHIIS AAIA 1JH tmrU drin jf-MUITIPL AYER Huh VERSION REVIEWED: VaU HuIm 

REVIEW 

Q Except far a few early teKt advenlures 

from tnfocom {OetJ^Hne, Suspect, The 

Wiiness), rnystery-themed PC games lend lo 
gel bogged down in the boring minutiae of the 

detective's art—and it's the reason ihey aren't 
more popular. The Adventure Company may 

have thought to overcome this by licensing the 
work of Agatha Christie—a wo^man who could 

make even train timetables seem suspenseful— 

but al9Sr while the novel, film, end TV versions 
of Murder on the Orleot ^itpress were all grip¬ 

ping. the game is an object lesson in tedium. 

Maybe some gamers enjoy trudging back and 
forth through the same half-dozen train corri¬ 

dors, questioning one suspect after another by 

cycling mechanically through a list of topics. Or 

gamers whose pulses quicken with excitement 

when, after painstakingly collecting fingerprints 

and passports from a dozen characters, they 

are told they missed one and have to find it— 

with no indication as to whkh one they missed. 

I doubt many gam¬ 

ers fall under thes? 

descriptiorts. 
Express does offer 

some nice visu¬ 

als, albeit not up 
to the standards of 

the Sytem games 
(the comparison's 

u navoida b!e—the 
last Sybenn was also 

about a train travers¬ 

ing snowy climes), and 
for hardcore mystery 

aficionados^ the game 

includes in*jokes such 
as locating a character's home at the site of 

New York's famous Mysterious Bookshop, But 

none of that makes up for the thuddingly ham¬ 

handed puzzles ("find me my bacon or I leave 

the train'), foreign accents that would embar¬ 

rass an old vaudevillian, and enough repetitive 

busywork to make Sisyphus weep. 

• Charles Ardai 

4 All aboard the traln>„.of boredoni. 

VERD[CT 

Q Some lavefy vlaueh uid 

music, 

fl Duly if you WEPeipeTfcirat^ 

ed by B power drill couiitycHi 

be more thoroughly bored. 

SBCRBT FILBB: TUNGUSHA 
Some mysteries don't need to be solved 

PUBCISHfR The Adventure Compmy OE^IOFER Fofloniphare Syitemt GENRE Adventure AVAlAeiirTV Retail ESHB RAUNG Teen 
Minimum R£Qulil£hVtrS SOOHMi CPU, l ZHHB ram. afisheid drfwe MULti>LAVER hum vERSiOn BEV<W£D IUtaiR«a 

REVIEW 

Secret Fites Tunguska is an ode to the 

pomt-snct-dick adventure games of 
yore—sprites atop lovely prervndered back- 

groundSv a throwaway supermarket-novel plot 

seemingly meant for a Gabriet Knight game, 
and astonishingly low minimum-PC reguire- 

nnents. It benefits from charming anachronism: 

Here's a great-looking game clearly intended 
for women BS and under, for gals raised on 

a niche genre that's now all but dead- And 
as for the presentation, the adventure-game 

GUI's never been moiv intuitive or impeccably 

elegant. It's a feat. 

But charm can only go so far. The game— 
developed in Germany—sounds like it was 

• In Soviet Rustle, 
train stands on ynuE 

localized in a tin can, starring a voice cast of 

fJodoc Who robo-villains. You can turn these 
annoying voices off in the menu, but doing so 

only underscores the dialogue's shoddiness. 
The puzzles themselves are overcomplicated, 

yet insultingly menial. I liked making poison¬ 

ous blow darts just l7ne,..but why have me 

globe-trot to exotic locales only to make jam 
from scratch? 

The absurdity of the puzzles borders on 

genre parody. Even with frantic inventory 

item-mashing, ft's nigh Impossible to keep up 

with rongosko's special brand of crazy with¬ 

out resorting to a walkthrough...arvl, as any 

adventure-game vet knows, walkthroughs are 

the ultimate bummer. Nostalgia-driven genie 

geeks (and few others) might get something 

out of this, if they can learn to live with the 
shortcomings. eJenn Frank 

VERDICT 
Q Great adwanture'ganw 
Intacfac*, froiii hot spots 

ter InvEfituiry; beautHuly 

dM^ed envinmmaits. 

D Cra^ puzzles; aliKtous 

locaHzitian. 

AVGRAGG 

Games 
for Window? 
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Evidence: The Last Ritual \ Reviews W 

EVIDENCE: THE LAST RITUAL 
Blurring the thin line between stupid and clever 

PUBIISjHER Tta ArfwMrtwt CevnpMy DEVELOPfP l«ilt Nmnvriqw GENRE Advwirtw* AVAUABIOTV •vtall ESRB RAHNG Mrtur* 

MIUMOM REOUIREM)^ S SOOHHvC^lt, MH. »fPW». mnwtlPK MUHHaAVER Ntw VERS40M REV*WEI> «9H WMwVw' 

REVIEW 

O Without the Internet, thi$ g^me do^n't 

exiil Mot because the dues to the puizies 
in thK s^erial killer stalker are found on websites 

Of because the gaw will bomb you with about 

60 to 70 e*(nails...but because completing the 
game is impossible without the assistance of 

the good folks at forums.adventuregamefi.com, 
whoVe solved most ofthe insanely obscure pui- 

• "JACkr "Vtl, MmubIi?" "LimIc right tlwtl li 
Ifut another cmcru dating foray Into fiustralion 
maiquarading u anlartainment?^' "V*t, 
I b«li«w* K i%." "Ah.«,ltow I long for th« swMt 
release of death." 

zfes in the game. Take away that online safety 

net and you're as screwed as the I? whimpering 
victims the killer dismembers in fwdence. 

This sequel to ^ince January totally 

sours any goodwill that game might have gen* 
erated. The confusing and convoluted story 

itself unfolds through lengthy e-mails, verbose 

websites, and plenty o' video clips (which fre¬ 
quently hold fly-speck-sized dues) that reward 

you and prolong the torment when you solve 

puzzles. For example, one of the more forthright 

sequences assumes that you'll notice a name on 
the T-shirt of a character wandering through 

one video for three seconds. That might lead 

you to a website and then to a blog. In French, 
Within the two years' worth of blog entries 

is a reference^n French—to a cat named 

Confucius. Vou then need to find the birth/ 
death date of Confucius (the real one, not the 

cat-,,though that wouldn't be unexpected) and 

enter them via the tiny game interface to solve 

a puzzle. Evidence is that rare game that makes 
Gabrisi Knight i's infamously bad cat moustache 

puzzle seem both logical and appealing by 

comparison.* Robert Coffey 

«The blgg«t threat thii woman faces Isn't the 
kltl*v...birt rather your Sumnwning up the energy 
to doclphtr yet «no4v*f code. 

Thrilling performance at 3200dpi 

a,. contcrurg ufaMl aiih 

btiHQBft sB^lhHteg Bhfit to double 

tpiied liSB 20 eoimet^ 

It's heme. The answer to yoir higlvperfDiTnBnGe dreamB. Meet the new Seilek GVI320Q loser mouse 

CriMted to put the perfect blend of intefligent design end innovetive featuree et your I'mgertipe for 

perfect control. With a true top speed of 3200 dpi thio m no ordinary mouse. Loser guided optics, 

adjustable wetghts and chviBaable Teflon feet provide prwse Bcourecy like rvever twtore, Wbib \\s 

ultrn relAxed hnger huoflioia r49ntniim mean hnurH nf IhnIEinB perfnrmanr^e »n nbsnlutit condort 

Add to tNs 7 buttons and 9 super cool pubotirio LEOs and yeull be ftying throuijb everything chot 

gvu» in your way with the greeUfid. of pleasure. 



n Rev lews \ Space Empires V\ Brigade E5: New Jagged Union 

SPACE emPIRES V 
Greatness may have to wait for a few more patches 

PUOLfiHtJl hr«tmv Fbwt D€V€UCfER Milder MsckMlsai GENRL ttwNfy WAJLABIUIY RttaH ESAB RAIINCt ivafy«M 
VIMMUM R^OUnEMEMn SoailHx CPU. UltS lUlR. WOAft hard drtw ipH* MULTtPLAYEJH 2-t playan VEfi^lON RfVl;WEL> Head Pan 

REVIEW 

O Though far too inhospitable fpr 

casual players—j(s learning curve is sleep 
enough to make Lance Armstrong weep—Space 

Empires V is still impressive. Had it not shipped 

with a long list of alarming and perplexing 
bugs, the game would make a great new obses¬ 
sion tor strategy enthusiasts everywhere, it 

may someday fulfill that potentlaL but for now. 

it's a wort in progress. 
ArKJ that's a pity. With fantastic depth, com- 

pleK diplomatic tools, mouth-watering space¬ 

ship customiiation possibilities, and compeliing 
multiplayer capability, Space fmpiires V is the 

A LOVER 
/7t7 WHO'S CHEATED 
BEFORE. THE GAITIE 
CAN'T BE ENTIRELV 
TRUSTED TO PER- 
FORin AS PROmtSGD. 

kind of game that I'd normally allow to con¬ 

sume massive ^nd non refundable hgnks of 
my life. That is. if I weren't constantly worried 

about my hard work getting trashed by the 

game's next critical, undiscovered bug. Like a 
lover who's cheated before, the game can't be 

entirely (rusted to perform as promised,„and 

that alone is fatal 
Unfortunately, 5p<Jce Einpires V shipped with 

nnany such critical flaws. Naturally happy races 

would—before a recent patch—suffer inexpli¬ 

cably low happiness, while naturally depressed 
rates were surprisingly Sunny, due to mistak¬ 

enly reversed attributes. Copsl The developer 

speedily remedied this and other gaffesi. but I 
fear what else lurks deep within the bowels of 

Space Empires l^s impressively (yet perilously) 

intricate plumbing. 
If all the major problems are Ironed out. 

Space Empires 1/ will become much more 

attractive. Keep your eyes on the developer's 

website for patches and bug fixes: if the issues 

are nninor and lists continue to shrink, you can 

probably feel safe investing in this very ambi¬ 

tious and Intricate—but imperfect—game. 

*Greg Kramer 

*11^9 rwt Just a game—H'l a ErKter set. 

BRIGADE EB: NEW OAGGED UNION 
Another reason to hate unions 

PUBLISHEA 5tf>t*sv FlnVlC DEVaOfEFt ^EMAL CMib«t AVALASLItV ESRS nATlNO. 

MINIMUIV HtOUW£IVIEMr:S HHt CPU. IfiB fUlM. 2fi8 Bad driv* ifwAA UflMBvidkBunI MUltfUlljq HM* VfftSJON REVIEWED Mai S«b 

REVIEW 

Din case you don't remembef, one uf the 
b«st game series of the I9SOs was an 

intricate, turn-based, tactical extravagansa by 

the name of Jagged Attiance. In a misguided— 
or simply piss'poor—attempt at resurrecting 

that grand old wartiorse, Russian designer 

Apeiron now spews forth Brigade E5: New 

Jagged Union. 

Tim* guys can at feast tafc* comfort 
tfi>t no one will b* Bbi* tO' aoc fliHir 
fates and idantify thwn ailthi BrJpadw tS. 

With a title ripped from the thesaurus, this 
tactical-combat debacle goes wrong from the 

launch screen. The "extensive tutorial''dchesn't 
work, the character-creatiort mechanism is 

totally unexplained, and the combat system 

feature a large number of useless options. The 

thrust of the thing: You're a man of mystery, 
recently released horn prison in a smaH humid 

nation, out to make your fortune as a merte^ 

nary. You'll recruit other equally mysterious 

individuals to help in the fight for the side of 

your choke (corrupt 

government officials, 

maunderstood rebelsv 

or drug dealers). 

Of course, no mat¬ 

ter whic h side you 
link up with, your real 

enemies are always 

soldiers from a place 

I like to call Moronia: 

6ad guys commonly 

walk into each oth¬ 

ers' lines of fine, exit 

perfectly good defi¬ 

lades for no reason. 

^Xli^sTHIS TACTICAL- 
^7Z7C0rTlBAT DEBA¬ 
CLE GOES WRONG 
FROm THE LAUNCH 
SCREEN. 

or initiate fi refights while they're all clumped 
together in the middle of an open ^ace. 

Meanwhile, your allies require constant micro¬ 

management to avoid making the same mis¬ 

takes. And on the subject of avoiding things, 

make sure to avoid shelling out any dough to 

anyone selling Brigade £5, You'll be glad you 

did.*Eric Ncigher 

VERDICT O\io 
□ Attempt at bring ksg back a 

fonlBslSc old s*rl*9 I9 pnlsc- 

wortl^ riotKllMf onenoL 

B Guffaw-Inducing 

'“opho9tltrom-thc- pas Y' 

gnpIdD; oratk dlfffmhy. 

BAD 

<»ames 
for Wirid'ovvs 
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Need for Speed Carbon \ Reviews W 

NEED FOR SPEED CARBON 
Fast and furious, but ultimatefy a bit dull 

PUSLSHER BKtmwIc Am HfVFlOPtR U Mpcfc Bvw iiFWE AV^UWLITY ESRS RAUrjG fwHyow 

MIMMUM 1.7SH1 CPU. HIM! MM. S.ttB drlw* ipM» rmtitmmtmdttdi MULTFLAYbH Hmm VtKSfCm fKUtWtD IMMI «« 

REVIEW 

OFor a!t ib metal-crumpling mayhem, 

ill its dripping-wilh-style elegance, all its 
Hollywood'inspired FMV'-meftS'CGI cut'Scenes, 

and all its tricked-out car modificalionSt Weed 

tiectronic Arts' seemingly eternail street racing 

juggernatit—doesn't present a great ifriving 
challenge. Vehicle physics are simplistic and 

sloppy, the roadways are too narrow, and the 

initially thrilling racing routine inevitably Feels 
repetitive. Sure. Carbon packs in enough raw 

speed and cop/racer/innocenl motorist pileups 

for any street punk, but you inevitably spend 
nearly as much time 

careening—and often, 

destroy ir>g —scene ry 

as you do testing your 
racing skills. 

That may not mat' 

ter to WfS addicts> 
though; in Carbon, 

EA ups the intrigue 

by delivering three 
distinct classes of car 

(muscle, ejfotic, and 

tuner), each of which 

thankfully embodies a 

unique driving experi¬ 

ence. It supplants the 

SO'SO drag'racing 

component of last year's Nfi Most WonfecF with 

equally so-so 'drifting races,' wherein he who 

skids the most through a series of snaking turns 

wins- And it add? a new wrinkle in the form qf 

a "wingman," a teammate who blocks or finds 
shortcuts for you...but in practice, it's startlingly 

ineffective. The game's new Autosculpt feature 

is a car fabricator's dream come true, and its 
city and canyon venues look as pretty as^but 
no prettier than—prior editions. 

Taken in small slices, Corfion's sub-15-hour 
career mode and abundant alternate gameptay 

modes provide a thunderous, explosive hoot. 

But if you wince at the thought of automotive 

pinball, or if you've experienced other recent 
versions of the game, skip it. *Gord Goble 

VGffDICT 'y\^o 

□ODD 

□ SophlxticallEdl "mavlr- 

in-k-ftMt*" prtskniatlOfV 

IncrediUk array of car modi. 

D lihprabkbl# pityltct; ntfrf 
ttvrllilbr rsfnavkd frOftk prt- 

wJbuj, jMerri for 
Games 
for Windtows , 

for Speed Corixjirt—the latest annual revision of 

• Gribblnji kir tirtW during h4r1 ]>urtuKt If a CortfAn tikpt*. 



nReviews\ Heroes of Might and Magic V: Hammers of Fate 

NunwnvT of Fate 

Is mon poUihfed, 
Imt still hu bad 

d*l(grt<ho^cts llh* 
tr#nsftH*n<y 

In sktili and ablUtiaS 
’ tcTMiit that mall* 
tam dfAnuK ta raait. 

* 
r ■ % *, 

1^* 
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REVIEW 

OWhat Heroes of Might and Magic V needed 

in order to rate f int-class (instead of meiely 

mediocre) was 3 serious debusingi. Six months later, 

we've received four megapatches that cumulatively 

fixed lingersi like random freexe-gpt, multfplayer 

Irit2ing, bad math, loopy camera antics, and a hun^ 
dried other nits that altogether spelled 'hold on to 

your walteti'’ Props where props are due; PatEhed, 

H0MM5 B—as we predicted—a much better 

game lhat holds up favorably agairtst series favorite 
H0MM3. So howabout a great expansion pack to 

reintroduce things? 
Of maybe nob Irsieadl how about that freely 

downloadable uberpatdi; plus three protracted, dis¬ 
orderly campaign^ one humduMn new faction!, and 

a Few desirable (if overdue) features like a random 
map generator and caravans Vep, sad to say.,.but 

Hammen of Fate turns ovt to he MigM afid Magic 
nniddiesvilte, part two, 

FATEFULLY FLAT 
The design team gets a nod for trying at least Those 

three campaigns altogether add up to IS marathon 

operations wth considerably fewer f]inch*indudng 

cut-scenes. And yet hotfooting heroes down narrow 

tenain corridors and mopping up loot never seemed 

ddllefp Vbu don't touch the new Dwarf faction until 
the second carr^ign and instead have to futz with 

Haven for five soporific missons that deal with civil 
■war in the Griffin Empire. Those missiorts are a breeze, 
but they feel practically purgatorial as you inch for 

hours toward possible salvation in the second act. 

8ut when you get there, the Dwarves and their 
new town type (the Fortress) end up all wet, a 

seventh unit hodgepodge that's more ar> overpow¬ 
ered spin on the Academy. You gel your low-end 

pawns like defendejs and spear-wielders tar rote 

hack-n-shooi tactics, your midgrade fielders tike 

bear riders and brawlers for cavalry charges or 

casual slugging, and the obligatory high-level tanks 

like thanes and dragons with hip lightning- and 

fire-based attacks—irt other words, 'been there, 

yawned that.'" 

The story and objectives never step up to compen¬ 

sate, and while the Fortress visuals are eye-catching, 
that's really all you can say about the Dwarves in 

terms of novelty. The only notable additive is rtrie 

magic (ije„ the Dwarf way of casting spells), which 
allows your hero to gradually improve abilities that 

use resources in lieu of n\arta points. It's not enough 

to redeem the faction,..but makes it an earfy-game 
nn^ic force to reckon with 

CREATURE FEATURE 
Its not all yawns and ho^hums, thcHjgh. Caravans 

aren't new to the series, but the/re certainly wel¬ 

come and they allow you to set up automatic 
creature delivery frains and—since caravans can be 

destroyed mdpassage—simultarreousty add a pro¬ 

vocative multiplayef logistiL You also get a random- 

map generator, which frank^ should've been 

released for free a longside the editor (which was 

free). Too bad it occasionally mislabels power-ups... 

and drops bases right next to each other. Whoops. 
Hammers of Fate could be a great expansion with 

smarter, tougher solo missions. As it stands, it's an 

overprkeef box of carrots that belonged in the gaime 
the first time around. * Man Peckham 

VERDICT 

E3 Kaadpiii-inBp 

crcBtun UTBinuu; Dwarf 

0\1O 

r\ VEP. SAD TO SAV..,BUT HAIJimBRS OF 
f^FATB TURNS OUT TO BE miGHT AND 
U mAGIC miDDLESVlLLE. PART TWO. 

faction's, run* ma^^. 

Q Three generiic campal^s; 

new faefton baiely stamfs 

out: too many bugs. 

AVERAGE 
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The Hot List\Review Index\ ReviewsH 

c THE HOT LIST 
Five stiLi-available games to buy ngnt now 

•4 BROADSWORD. OF DQPmi 

QFor all its fauKs {most of which can hopeluIFy 

_be fixed), J makes lb happy that some 
developers out there still cater to hardcore RP&fans. 

Here are a few other relatively recent dassTcs that no 
self-respeeting roleplayer should skip out on. 

th. 

KNlGHTStNINE 

I 
♦ 

THE ELDER SCROLLS IVt 
KHIGHTSOF THE NINE 
f/der Scrolh iV fanatics wanting more fmm Ohihion get their 

wish in this mini^expansion. of the Nine introduces a handful of new quests and the 

titular Knights of the Nine faction, amounting to li^plus additional hours of gameplay—per¬ 
fect for everyone who's already discovered every nook and cranny of the original game. And 

as an added bonus, you get all of the other downloadable bells and whistles made available 

since 0£rfrw&ri's release^ from Thieves' Oen to Horse Armor. 

BALDUR'SeATE II; 
rTn[rtjJWs>1 THE COLLECTION 

I If you've got about 400 
* ' hours to kill between now 

and when BioWare lets 

loose Oragan Age in 2008 
or so. then pick up this 

box set of Baidur s Gate it: 
Shadows of Amn and its expansion. Throne 

ofBhaat. The Baidur's Gate series still 

remains one of the most satisfying transla¬ 

tions of Duffgeoffs & Dragons ever put to 
pixel, with smart tactical combat, witty dia¬ 

logue, moral decision-making, and tons and 

tons of side quests—all stuff that would 

eventually become BioWare's trademark. 

FABLE: 
THE LOST CHAPTERS 
Hoity-toity game designer 
Peter Molyneux is welHknown 

for grand ideas that never 
translate quite right to actual 

games (see Black & White 
for ample proof), but Fable 

probably marks his most successful attempt since 
Dungeon Keeper at crafting something compel¬ 

ling, Think of it as OdffvAon Moral dilemmas, 

freeform character development and a largely 

autonomous world underscore a far-reaching 
plot that you can follow or ignore at your leisure, 

It comes apart a bit at the seams if you look too 

close...but by and large, fable's s fun way to lose 

yourself in fantasyland. 

FREEDOM FORCE VS. 
THE 3RD REICH 
Comic geeks always tend to 

get shafted by the horribfe 
Superman and Jf-Men gam es 

that get ch^xried out on a regu¬ 

lar basis. Developer Irratjonai 

Games took a different route 

with Freedom Force and its sequel, crafting its own 

superheroic characters that defend a wottd mspiied 

by the Silver Age of comics. Beautiful oel-shaded 
graphics underscore jircf fllercd'S deep turn-based 

RPG/strategy gamepiay, and multiple heroes and 

superpowers mean tons of fepiayabiii^, 

STAR WARS: KNIGHTS 
OF THE OLD REPUBLIC 
If you still need something la 

counteract that nasty prequel 
thiogy aftertBSte. KOTOR 

tells a stellar Ster Wars story 

that many diehard fans labd 

the best since Empire Strikes 

BacL This BroWare-dewloped RPG unfolds 

some 4,000 years pnor to the film^ and puts 

you in the shoes of a wcxikf-be Jedi Knight 

whose moral decisions affect the story's direc¬ 

tion. The Force is with you ..or something. 

REVIEW INDEX 
Game names in yellow indicate 
GfW Editors^ Choice award-winners. 
tlAMlTITLl SCOBE BSUE 

Ag« ef EmBlp«i IIU^ Tha WwCM tit 9 

Aga efiTAtaa: Can^baaa Talaa 

BitdaTbld 3X0 

Company ar Hanwi 

Dark Uwikh at Hght aial Magic 

ditani fiMn 

F.LAJt.; £KtrKl4«n ^hit 

Fiat of War 

TfM OiAld 1 

GiJld Wan NIghtfdE 

Jam* Unl«iihaa % 1 

Joint T^ih Fom 1 1 

Klng'i Quait tik To Hoir ti Human 7 1 

Lage Star Wan Bi Tha Driginil Trllegy S 1 

Maga Nnight: Apotatypio s 1 

Marwali Uhlmata AHlanca 7 3 

Mvdinall Hi Total War S 2 

Ulminft might SfanuUtDr K t 1 

NHL laitihl* Hncliwx Maiagor Z1»7 7 2 

ParaWnrfcl S 1 

Rtiorvoir Dopi X 1 

RaboBiha 6 1 

Sam A Max Cplioda It Cultur* Shock 7 1 

ScadacK Tha World It roon t 1 

Ihl Halar'l bUraadtl 7 2 

Tho MarraCakBLlliaii 4 1 

Tiha SlfBt Z: 7 2 

Star Wars; 

biiplro at War—FnrCat of eom^rtloB 

« 2 

Stronghold Lagmdi 1 2 

Tlgr WiMidi POATnor B7 « 2 
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Extend 
Where your games live on forever! 

wav|i-l^htnlng unnOnt am bring]i>g up 
th* ruf, baliinfl th* f»t ogms and giant ratt 

HASN'T 
/7/7ANV0NE IN 
HUNGAR^tJ read 
J.R.R. rriARTIN? 

# Glam PAti Pruiflui 
Imighti ■ flattHiad mb. 

Rail, Mr^ mco. 
Zillioiu of ifiHiiT 
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e^WKwoRiTi 

Falling Pieces 
An a(l-nflw BoofrwwfT? f 
game means an all- 
new drain on your 
JrM trin*. 

CnVOF MEROeS 

Crisis on 
Infinite Servers 
This month, we look 
at how City of Heroes 
could be better. 

eniDDiO 

U|xlates 
Garry's Mod 10 is 
o«t—find out why 
it's definitely worth 
your SIO. 

3;. \i 

* Fuhlon SMU* b ■ wiul put af Warhoinniulng. 

TOm vs. BRUCE 
Two gamers enter. One gamer wins. 

WARHAmmeR: 
mARH OF CHAOS 
Hey, who put Ores in our football game? 

fUSUSHtn. Mam» Dindil DEVtUQPEH: Bbch Malt Gjnltrtilnmtirt C^ENRE Rttl-TTmt Strattgy E5RB RAIINCs: K 

RAT RACE 

TOM; In my years as a professional real-time 

strategy gamer. I've played all sort of races. 

Zergs, Elves, bug people, terrorists, the French. But 

I’ve never played rodents. So I was pretty excited 
to do the latest Worhammer: Morfi of Chaos with 

Bruce. lE lots you play as rats, something I've never 

done. So IT! betheSkaven, a race of rat-men 
with an elaborate backstory that you can read on 

Wikipedia if you want, 
BRUCE; I have to admit that I find the 

Wofhammer universe intngging. The Teutonic 

Knights went into space, where they founded a 

pseudo-Prussian empire based on theology, plate 
mail, and energy weapons^ They also found their 

Poles and Lithuanians, who are the Ores arrd Eldar. 
You can decide which is which. 

TOM; Actually, this isn't the Wa/hamiy^r 40,000 
AD universe. That's Dawn of War. Mark of Chaos 

is an RTS developed by Black Hole, a group of 

Hungarians, and published by Namco Sandai. the 

folks behind Rid^e Racer. It uses the Warhammer 
fantasy setting, 

BRUCE: hluhi I guess that explains aII these 

stupid Elves. I'm not sure why anyone would want 

to pollute a perfectly good Gothic space universe 

with Lord of the Rings creatures. Sure, yO'U can 

spell Ores with a "k" and it's like all in the future 

and stuff, but please—no lasers? What's the 

point? Why not just call it Botr^ for Middle-earth 

HI, split the dlKerersce vA jh EA, and go home? 

Hasn't anyone in Hungary read J,R,R. Martin? 
TONI: We were going to play the Dark Crusade 

expansion for Dawn of War. That has lasers. It also 

adds the Tau and the Mecnons. Bruce was pretty 
excited until ( explained that they're Necrons, 

not Neocons. When he gave me a blank look, 

I explained that one was a group of soulless 

fanatical automatons Intent on dominating the 

known universe and the other was a race In the 

Wor/iomnier mythos. Bruce said that was a pretty 

good one, even though he could see the punch 

line coming down Fifth Avenue, He said maybe i 

could sell it to the guys who do that Penny Artade 
cartoon. Anyway, a Dawn of War match would 

have made for a pretty dull article consideri ng 

how good I've gotten at it I figured that since 

Mark of Choos plays like the Total Worgames, I 

might not bury Bruce entirely. 

BRUCE: Imre Nagy was only given a proper 

burial in 19B9. 93 years after Tom's friends from 
Moscow made their own mark of chaos on 

Hurrgary, Weird how history repeats itself on the 

SOth anniversary. 
TOM: OrMie again, I have rto idea what Bruce 

■s talking abouV but Imre Nagy does sound like 
the name of a hero or something. However, they 

don't hwe Hungary in Warhammer. 
BRUCE: If Tom wins, it's like the Soviets invad¬ 

ing Hungary all over agaia 
TOM: I hear Bruce is against Soviets in gam^ 

ing. You raised a Stink about having Stdin in 
Civflization IV, didn't you? 

BRUCE: What I'm really against is all that min¬ 

iatures peirrting. I've nerver beers to any gamirsg 
conventions, but the people who have assure 

me that you can find a lot of painted miniatures 

there. The whole idea of miniatures is of fussing 
over whether your great swordsmen have yellOW' 

shirts and purple pants, or purple shirts and yellow 

pants, or maybe even pants that have yellow and 

purple at the same time. As long as you have both 

yellow and purple paint, it's up to you! This kind 

of individualism wouldn't be possible under Tom's 

repressive, Moscow-backed regime, so it's good 
that Worftommer was invented after the Velvet 

Revolutidn freed Eastern European miniatures col¬ 

lectors to use whatever paints they wanted. 
TOM: It's an important part of Worhaimmenng. 

The developers of WarhommeF: Mark of Chaos 

know thb, so they let us paint our armies. We can 
go into a customization screen ar>d change the 

colors of various oomporrenls or* our urJts. 

BRUCE I'm playing as the Empire, which is basi¬ 

cally a group of knights from East Prussia charged 
with ridding the universe of all non-Catholic 
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nnon^ters. Since I'm pretty sure rets aren't 
Catholics, this means Tom is martfed for death. 

TOM! First, I give my rat ogr^ a mulberry 

shoulder wrap and girdle, complemerLted by 
a tasteful dark smoke heather face wrap and a 

river-blue loincloth, I can't quite get the coior 

right on the shoulder wraps^ whkh ends up 

being a bit more spite than mulberiy, 'The whole 
ensemble says, “rm here to pound the living day¬ 

lights out of you, but that doesn't mean I can't 
look stylish doing it.' 

I take extra time with my Skarven warlord, 
whom I've named Bea You can't actually name 

your heroes in Warhammef: Mark of Chaos, but 
that won't stop me from naming them in real 

life. I try several different outfits on Ben, but 

eventually settle on some really nice winter col- 

ors inspired by this yeaTs Eddie Bauer Holiday 
Collection; peony shreds of cloth hanging from 

the standard mounted on his back, a dusty lilac 

tattered cloak and a buttercream ankle-length 

skirt It's the perfect outfit for tearing it up on 

the battlefield. Very fetching and I think it will 

play well in Milan, and maybe even Paris, 

SRUCt; Because this is Worhammer, the first 

thing I have to decide is not what weapons to 

use against Tom, but how to dress up. Whal 

colors go with Panther Knights and greatswords? 
It's chaos! 

TOM; Mark of Choos, true to its name, is 

pretty chaotic We've played a few test games, 
which involved a lot of name-calling and lin¬ 

gering resentment (against the game, not each 

other). Once a battle starts, it's nearly impos¬ 

sible to tell who's doing what to whom. And as 

for controlling what's going on, forget it. There 

are dozens of little spells and abilities to keep 

track of, most of them with inconsequential 

effects. So we've agreed to play in the Style of 

Electric Football. 

BRUCE; If you're not acquainted vfllh Electric 

Footbalb here's how it works; You place a team 

of plastic miniatjures on a metal board that's 

painted to look like a football field. Then you flip 

a switch that makes the metal vibrate. The sends 
the players shuffling around If Ifie quarterback is 

touched by someone from the other team, he's 

been tackled. If he enters the end zone, you've 
scored a touchdown. 

Although there are Electric Football tourna¬ 
ments and conventions, for the most part it's all 

very random. You have no real way of Controlling 
your little players, who just shuffle around aim¬ 

lessly, So its all a matter of setting up your team 

and then just hoping for the best. 
TOM: Since I'm the professional here. I've 

convinced Brtjce that this is the best way to 

approach Mark of Chaos, which might as well be 
the Electric Football of rea^l-lime Strategy games- 

We will create our armies and set them up on the 

map. Then, when the game starts, we'll select all 

Our units by pressing Control-A arid give them 

an attack move to the far side of the map. After 

that, it's hands-off. We'll just see what happens. 

BRUCE: Tom is cheating a little bit. since both 
eteclricity and football were invented by the U.S. 

of America. That should put him at a significant 

disadvantage even before we start. Since this 
makes it statislically more likely that I will win. 

Cm completely fine with that 

TOM: My strategy b to have three fines of 
attack. My front line will consist of 200 rats. I have 

five squads of giant rats, upgraded from 20 units 

each to 40 units each. The second line will be 

three enomnous rat ogivs. I've given them each 
level 3 armor and level 2 weapons. The third line 

of attack will be warp-lightning cannons upgraded 

to level 3 weaponry for extra punch. 

The giant rats will crash into Bruce's army at 

about the same time the warp-lightning cannons 

start firirkg. Then the lat ogres will wade into 

battle. If you've ever seen WiHard, it will be like 
the scene where a screaming Ernest Borgnine is 

covered in rats. Bruce will be playing the role of 

Ernest Borgnine, 
BRUCE: kUbr/iammer has two resources you 

cart spend on troops; gold and poputation. The 

two are semi-independent of each other, so the 
first trick is getting as many of the best troops 

available, and the second trick is upgrading these 
troops with various role-playing stratagems like 

spells and magic items, A lot of it seems pretty 
sketchy to me, so I just upgrade everybody to 

be the best that they can be. which is how it is in 

America's Anmy. 
My army has heroes called electors, which 

Tom's army could not have because Communists 

do not have elections, ( give them a lot of 

powers, like liberty and freedom, plus fireballs 
for when liberty and freedom aren't enough. 

However, since this Is Electrk football and I 

won't be able to actually fire off their firebalb, 

my electors will have to fely on their passive 

powers of liberty and freedom. 

I also have a warrior priest for spreading the 

religion of the Teutonic Knights, which if you 

recall from the beginning of this story were 

traris ported here from medieval Prussia to buid 

castles and fight Elves. If I were going to join a 
religious order, one that was devoted to fighting 

elves would be my first choice. 

TOM: Ben b 4t>th level, whkh means he has 
lots of points to sperrd on the skill tree. I devote 

a lot of points to meeting the requirements for 
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Tom vs. Bruce\Extend® 

B 0 B 
S 

' t 1 §0 S 

* Elactrtc FDetbflll Ei all about Carofuly totting ufi yOwr unHi. 

Screaming Death ("Filled ivith the ten$<e ferv^ 
of the Horned Rat he gets magrc and morale 

immunity fora whilCr and ir^creases damage 

irtflicted"). For dueJs^ Sen gets Skavenbrew ("a 
concoction of warpstone and blood 

Now I realize that actually using a hero's spe¬ 

cial abilrtfes isn't quite in the spirit of playing 

like Electric Football In some circles, this might 
be considered cheating. But one important fea¬ 

ture of Electric Football was a little Tigure that 
could kick or pass the bail You could pull back a 

spring-loaded foot or throwing arm and fling a 
little chunk of feh that represented the ball. This 

was how you modeled kicking or passing, which 
no football game should be without. This is very 

much like using a hero unit's spell powers^ right? 

I coitsider this an entir^^ legitimate loophole. 

Besides, I can't help but think how much lich- 
would be added to a ganne of t^ojhoj»F»er; 

Mark of Chaos by including a Skaven warlord 

drunk on Skaven brew and Filled with the tense 

fervor of the Homed Rat. That's something you 

don't see every day and I'd hate for you guys to 

miss it Plus, I've purchased some Major Healing 

Potions that will go to waste If I don't take 

control of Ben and tell him to drink his potions 

before getting killed. 

BRUCEr When the game starts, I see that my 
Knights and whatnot are already arranged into 

some semblance of a formatiori. ThaFs good 

enough for me. I click End Deployment. 
TOM: I arrange everyone very carefully 

into their three lines of attack. I click the End 

Deployment buttoa select my units^ and give 
them an attack move to the other side of the 

map. May the best man/rat win. 

BRUCE: I enter the three commands Tom told 

me about^ Control-A to select all the units, ther^ 

A for attack-move, then left-clkk on the far side 

of the map to send my units there. That's how 

Electric Football works. Now its all up to my 

electors. Speaking of whiclv I think there is a 
thing about the Teutonic Knights on the History 

Channel right now. 

TOM: As our armies draw r>ear each other, I 

see that Bruce has arranged some cavalry on the 

flanks. He's also got four heroes mixed in with 

his main mdee fighters. That's some pretty clever 
tactical finesse. While hij heroes help anchor the 

main fighting force, his cavalry wilt work their 
way around the edges, eventually moving on my 

warp-lightning cannons. I should have expected 
that he'd have something like that up his sleeve. 

BRUCE: There is a famous scene in Sergei 

Eisensteirt's film Nevsf^ where the 
Teutonic Knights go crashing through the ke 

of a frown lake, onto which they fide out to do 

battle. I hope Tom doesn't have that built into 
hiS army, or deck, or whatever be ha$, 

TOM: Bruce's heroes are in the middle of the 

battle, killing my giant rats. If most RPGs are to 

be believed, tNs is a favohie pastime of fantasy 

heroes. But here comes Ben, my Skaven warlord, 

to turn the tables. By carefully engaging first his 

priesl; then his two electors, and finally his com¬ 
mander in battle, I kill them all by carefully using 

Ben's duel abilities. Between duels, I use Ben's 

area attack to carve out some of Bruce's melee 
fighters. I end up using all four of Ben's healing 

potions in the process. 

BRUCE: Oh, it looks like that Teutonic Knights 

show B on tomorrow. Tonight is just the Bears game. 

TOM: Unfortunately, it seems like my rats are 

pretty weak. They're getting thinned out quickly, 

and Bruce has cleverly kept some archers Tn the 

back who are clobbering my rat ogres. It's not 
looking good. What's more, my rats^ morale is 

droppirtg fast I've already had several urViis sepa¬ 

rate from the battle and flee toward a map edge. 
BRUCE: What's the deal with Rex Grossman, 

anyway? He started out great and now all he 

does b throw interceptions. I'm glad he's r>ot on 
my Electric Football team. 

TOM: Bad news. I Just lost Bea Although I've 
taken out all of Bruce's heroes, hb Empire units 

are just too hardy. They've decimated my giant 
rats, my rat ogres have been done in by ranged 

units, and now his cavalry are riding down my 

warp-lightning canncms. t think there's a mason 
most reaht'mc strategy games don't have rats as 

a pliable race, 

BRUCi: I hope our Electric Football war Is over 

by now. Sure enough, when I check the comput¬ 
er, there's a screen that telb me Tom has suffered 

2B7 losses and I've only suffered 92. Nobody 

found any gold or items. I quit out of the game 

and promptly uninstall it Hungarians everywhere 

nqoke. • 

FiNRL SCORE 
TOMj 92 iRUCEt 297 

Tom Ch ch 
tn ad(fition to beng one nf ibe vxleo- { 

industry'^ nwl prolific freelancB 
critic]^ Tbm Chkk iil» lyni th« popular 

website QtisrtefTsThfMbeom. 

Brupg Goryh 
(VW c^ntrS^iitdr Bruce tjeryk h» 

written ebciUt vkf eo^mes lor over 20 
yaafSs. He lov4s ^rn«s Nke mcst 

peeple lavfl<wygefl. 
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iifc Extend \ Line of Attack\ Falling Pieces 

93 LINE OF ATTACH 
vour morrthiy guide to hardcone Viar-gamjng 

coLurriN 

■ I got an Jntef«tbig thi$ nnonth 

from a reader iryirtg to find an appropri¬ 
ate war game for his father^ whom he described 

as an “old-Sme board gamer" with "magrtelic 

wall maps." Trying to answer hiS question got 
me thinking abojt how there really aren't many 
“introductory computer war games" like tfie 

fianzer General series anymoneu But is P^crnrer 

Generai really appropriate for someone who once 
had magnetic wall maps? That sounds like some¬ 

one who would dive right into Korsun Pocket or 

a game from HPS Simulations. Or does it? 

People come to computer war-gaming with dif¬ 

ferent backgrounds—while U might seem obvious 

that a “comple*" game like Steel Paothers wouW 
make a good first Choke for someone with years 

of SqtroiJ leader experience but bad for somebody 

expecting Company of Heroes, what Isn't obvious is 

how expectations and tastes change when moving 

from board games to the PC. These are two dis¬ 

tinct experience^ and many board-gamers I knew 

* What wat OIK* fin* In Cardboard... 

who loved the little colorful cardboard counters 

were decidedly unimpressed with the eMperience 

of pushirsg these around in digital fomn. Aclose 

friend was once a IMapoleonk fanatic, collecting 
and playing ail manner of games from a do^n 

publishers, arid gledully arranging stacks of Old 
Guard around Leipzig. Now? He'll take Battie for 

MidiHe-eofth ft over anything with hexes, thar^ks. 

I love strategy games in gerwral, and war games 

in particular. I really appreciate the board-gamey 

touches that a company like SSG incorporates 

Into its products, because for me, that's a familiar 

• .,4uilfll«nly sOHm to tall short of th* inugbufloic 

arrd comforting paradigm. But I also realize that 

hex-game nostalgia isn't enough to drive a hobby. 
Taking these gamers for granted rkics losing those 

who aie no longer willing to see the computer as 
just a way to keep the cAi from knocldng over the 

counters. • Bmce Geryk 

Bruce Ggryh 
Of nieracthi* 3D cnvinDn- 

mtiiu, cardboard pkcti or iO 
sprites—when It comfl to itfttogy 

L ^anies. Bruce-doesn't cfiKrirniiute. 

CGLUITIN 

Ql believe it was Rene Descartes who saga¬ 

ciously ncited, "What are words for? When rso 

one lisieos anymore?' This observation predated his 
prescient observations regarding class status and the 

lack of pedestrianism in Los Angeles, but t digress— 

what leally matters is that If nothing else, worcb 
are goods for games,-.a-nct even more, Bpokmrm 

Advertfures is great for word games. 

Bookworm Advertt/res (availabfe ovef at www 

.popcap.eoin) is no sequel; rather, it spins off from 

the original fidoikirorm. La, the hefoic and epony¬ 

mous bookworm of the Driginal embarks on a series 

of lexioographBcalfy inspired adventures, Bghting 
myriad enemies with the power of words. Vk—the 

power of words. Damage tn the game's constant 

combat derives from the length of the words you 
construct from a jumble of fetters in the center of 

the screen, f^rtioiariy imparessive rs.e., tong) words 

generate gems on the board, which you can use- to 
freeze, burry or otherwise amplify the damage inflicl- 

*Hl^rr-lw*l HiHiiles enjoy « hast of Intrfnife 
bonus*! and *dvant*g*!, p^*ct for ttiuathin^ 
Imle ^een ummu. 

ed on Lex's entmies. RPG efementsexist in the form 
of experience gained in battle, whidi lets Lex beef up 

his attack, defense, a nd hit poinlL The ftPG stylings 

cany even further, as you collect potionsand items 

at the end of each, level that you can equip prior to 

a quest, providing a number of inventive bonuses. 
Sook-werm Advenh/res is much deeper than the avw- 

age word game, arid possibly even more addictive 
ihan kiss your free time goodbye. 

And to better devastate your enemfes in 
jSppftwOfflr) Adventurer you might want to beef up 

your anagramming skills with the fether of all word 

games, Sa'Qbt>k^Q7 {S30 at retail). The classic 

crossword game plays great on. the PC, offering a 

stiff challenge across several dilficutty levels. It just 
might expand your vocabulary,..unleES you're the 

sort of person: who routinely works “qoph“ Into 

conversations.* Robert Coffey 

v\ BOOHWORm ADV6NTUR6S IS PGS- 
HsIBLV eVEN mORE ADDICTIVE THAN 
LJ the DRIBINAL BOOHWORm. 
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Crisis on Infinite Servers\ Extend 81 

CRISIS ON INFINITB SERVERS 
TrehKIng across thp vast rnmORPB Landscape 
This month: Oty oF Heroes 

CDLUmN 

Last months I spent a good deal of 

time binging on Cryptic Studios' City 
ofHsroei. 1 can't help myself^ really’ I suffer 

from this bizarre loue/hate relationship with 

the game. I want to like it. but I always find 
myself becoming too annoyed to derive any 
satisfaction from playing. 

On the off chance that you're not familiar 

with it, COH lets you play...well, a hero—the 
silly-loo king, spandeir-clad kind. The hctional 

Paragon City serves as the backdrop for your 

crime-fighting escapades, where you do pret¬ 

ty much the same thing you'd do in any other 

generic MMO^ fight bad guys to level up your 

character like a rodent mindlessly running on 

a wheel. 

LIVING CITY 
Only one thing really makes stand out 

from the crowd; its environmental physics. 

See, in most MMOs. you might as well roll 

dice to determine a fight's outcome—but in 

COH, you can actually do things like knock 
your opponent off a ledge so he falls (or^ bet¬ 

ter yet, hurl him off a SO-story building]. This 

sort of environmental immersion rules...and 
its why I can't stay away from the game. 

It's too bad that the dev team doesn't 

seem to realize the advantage this offers. 
More often than not, the developers change 

things to make combat more like your stan¬ 

dard dice-rolling affair. Travel powers, for 
instance—which let you run like lightning 

or leap tall buildings in a single bound—did 
more to enhance the fun of COWs combat 

than anything else In the game...until the 
game's keepers decided to suppress their use 

in combat. It's bad enough that I have to rely 

on mass transit as I go save the city (you need 
to ride the train to get between zones], but 

when the game that used to let me actually 

fly now only does so when Cm not trying to 

stop a crime. I begin to feel annoyed. I can 

live with annoyance, though. 

BOY BLUNDER 

What I can't live with is a dysfunctional char¬ 
acter. With my first hero, I took invisibility as 

one of my powers, thinking it would come 

in handy for slipping past villains unnoticed. 
Instead.^ it just prevented me from being able 

to attack. I took a cool-looking stun punch, 

too ...and usually wound up getting sent to 

the hospital whenever I used it, as its long 

animation time left me rooted in place. After 
awhile, racking up experience debt was the 

only thing my first hero seemed good at. 

That summarizes how it goes for a lot of 

people who give COH a try; making it to the 

teens or early twenties levekwise. realizing 

they broke their heroes somehow and that 

they lack any expedient way to fix them, 
growing discouraged in the face of the inexo¬ 

rable level treadmill, and losing interest in the 

garne. It's not just the endless grind..,it's the 
grind plus not having any way to tell the good 

choices from the bad before you make them, 
and not having an easy way to fix a mistake 

under those circumstances. User-friendliness: 

sadly, not one of the game's strong suits. 
And that ultimately kilts it for me. I'm a 

rare one: 1 actually come back every now and 

again. A lot more people would probably be 

playing COH right now if they could just have 

undone some innocent goof made during 

a character's early levels. On the plus side, 

nothing I'm griping about actually seems 
like it would be hard to fix. All it'd take is 

for someone at Cryptic to actually stand up 

and try. Where's a hero when you need one? 
• Matthew Chase 

LOT mORE PEOPLE WOULD PROB- 
[7C7 ABLV BE PLAVINB C/TV OF HEROES 
RIGHT MOW IF THEV COULD OUST HAVE 
UNDONE SOmE INNOCENT GOOF mADE DUR¬ 
ING THEIR CHARACTER'S EARLV LEVELS. 

matthgw Chas0 

Mat!hew miiKj; hein^ ftsle tQ 
haplesi, raEcpIlayefs in Uftima 

PHth«#, b« quiet. 

1 
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I 

V UPDATES 
Our two cents on the latest mods and patches 

PUGLC^Eft Vih* DEVELOPER: Tiitm CJinvGEMRE SiadbM AVAtiJ^UlY- E-taB (lMrww.ftuBipowkr«l^n]i 

RATir^ Nat fbtad iMiMnviUM KOuREmEnT^ L2GH£ CPU, asMB RADI, IrttartMrt iSniMtliHi, StHtKa-buad ^am* 

{HfiIf.Utw2 fM CaJiarirrcSfrAf Sbirtfw n«MTiawid*d) MILFLUKAVER: VERSION HEVCWED: E4aB DnWaJiwd 

BARRV'S 
Don't settle for just any old 

mOD REVIEW 

Garry’s Mod is a Valve variety shoWj 

exhibiting not only characters and asseU 

from the developer^s prorninent games but 
also the Source engine's ability to manipulate, 

use, and abuse them all. Want to seeWofAWe 2 
heroine Alyx Vance mingle with Counter-Strike's 

Leet Crew terrorists at a disco? It^s doable—right 
down to the colored lighting. Dying to make 

HL2‘s addle-minded scientist Kleiner lead an 
Allied tank charge across the fields of France? 

No problem. But why settle for your average M4 
when a few mouse clicks and a little patience can 

turn youronce-static Day &^£>efipor prop Into a 
mobile, rocket-racked Sherman Calliope? That's 

the beauty of nrvod maker Garry Newman's sand' 

box: Little ideas become grand planf and grand 

plans become enormously satisfying projects. 
Daunting as it may seem at first glance, CMod 

is accessible enough for even the most amateur¬ 

ish of Junkyard er>glneers. Its system of toots 

and constraints—^spawned by the alhpurpose 

tool gun and activated via your keyboard's 

number pad—requires only a marginal amount 

of fiddling before it becomes second nature. 

The physgun mangles molds, and freezes mate^ 

rials in place long enough to add constraints, 

from simple welds and nails to rnore compli' 
cated ball sockets and pulleys. Supplement your 

Frankenstein with controllable thrusters, wheels, 

explosives, balloons, and a posable pilot/vrctlm 

for good measure. 

BEEN THERE, DONE THAT 
But what can GMod 10 possibly offer you. the 

master artisan who's been creatively manipu¬ 
lating Alyx—for free—siixe vers ion two? Put 

simply: everything that matters. GMod Id's 

recoded from the ground up, and rt shows in 
everything from tool functionality to program 

Stability. It's hand to stress just how vastly 
the interf^e improves cm previous incarna¬ 

tions...and, fora game that lives or dies by 
its menu system, that's high praise. The new 

constraints—Hydraulics and Muscles, spe¬ 
cifically—ane intuitive arui mappable in' your 

numeric pad, imaking complex constructs with 
multistage movement a matter of effort rather 

than a pipe dream. 
But the real show-stealer in GMcw/107 Its new 

hoverball construction took Oikg attached to 

a prop, a button press sends the hoverball and 

anything if ssaddled with sailing to a fixed alti¬ 
tude. Previously the realm of awkward, uncon- 

trollable balloons, the skies of GMod are finally 

open for business. 

THE PHYSICS OF FRUSTRATION 
while GJVforf JO marks the most stable release 

yet from Team Carry, some of the same phys¬ 
ics quirks that plagued the mod since day 

one remain. They're not bugs per se, but an 

unfortunate by-product of GfWod's freedom: 
Sometimes, props just don’t want to stay put. 

For the most part, it's funny when disobedient 

physics objects careen around a map at break¬ 
neck speeds for no apparent reason.„bui when 

• Me wef>d*r the Cembhi* took Earth » aully. 

• Last tifn# 1 aver thank Seorge Lucas fer an Idea. 

several hours of work implodes into a quiv^ing 
mass of debris because you used the physgun 

a bit too liberally, you'll be glad that the save 

system works os well as it does. 

Minor annoyances aside, Garry's Mod 1(? is 
the undeniable gold standanJ for the sandbox 

genre. With more depth than many games five 

times its price, it's hard to ftnd a reason not 

to download this integral part of the Source 

experience.* Rory Manion 

VERDICT 
o\io 

□ Utttltltu veplayabltltyi o $10 price Uig. 

D Ptiysici. ^irldiMSt can bt Ronn 
frusbHtlng, 

Vt# for \^ndov^ J 

THAT'S THE BEAUTH OF mOOmAHER BARRV NEWITIAN S 
H SANDBOX: little IDEAS BECOmE BRAND PLANS, AND BRAND 
L/ PLANS BECOrriE ENDRmOUSLV SATiSFVINB PROJECTS. 
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Smarter Choice 

Run all your gadgets 
quickly, seamlessly and 
simultaneously. 

Run alt your applications 
at the same time with 
increased performance. 

AMD^ 
AMD PowerNow!™ for 
longer battery life. 

Get creative. Get mobile. 
Get going. Turion^ail 

HOUJ TECMNOLOGr 

AMD Athlon" (A X2 52CD+ PrOCO^SOr 

CoolerMaster Mni Aeptijgate Liquid; CoaliraQ System 
Geauliw Mitdows* Ifistir ftofoe Pramhim 
IMDIA' nFwce^SDD SU Dual xia PCt-t MB«il»an] 
Cofsair204e MB PC84Q0 0DR2 SCO Dual Channel Memory 

320Gfl 72M RPM SAIA1501SMB Cadu Rant Dnve 
Dual IMDM' GeForce* Gew GTS &4TIMB 1 eX PCI-E Video 

m DVn+’HW w^htscrilie Techmiogy fi laX OVD RDM Drive 
7A nRtfoe3Q Audio 

' Logitech X53D S.1 SutmwiiBr Speakers 

jGIgaim netwofik Cam k PQ G02.11G 94 Mbps Winess Network 
X'Smllodion Tower Case 500 Watt Power 

T year iimited warranty + lifeUnne hiHI free £4/7 ledtsupport 

AMD TurlCin'* M X2 TL-60 2.0 ©Hi, 1 MB L2 CQChe 

AMD Turlon'" 64X2 Motrile l^hnotof^ 
'AMD PowerNowd TBchnoioiiy 

-HytpifTransporl Technotaigy 
'Entianced Vims ProlBctiDn Technology 

Genuine Wlmhnrt* Vtsta~ Home PFemlinn 

154“ MDtGA MMe-Sflew TH DlsplaylJSOifflW Pixels 
Corsalna24 mg Dual Channel DDfi2G57 
1 £0GB €400 HFM WA NotHtKKik Drive 
IWIDEA* GeForce^ GO TODD 2S6MB tGX PCt-E Video 

ex OVTk-RW Drive 
802.11G 54 Mbps Wireless NetHUlc 

tWW/1 m D NIC and m. Modem 

G Custflfti Colors to OiOBe from 

1 ypiar limited warranty + Blatima toll hee £4/7 techsiqiport 

AMD Athlon* 64 X2 42001' PrOcOS&ar 

CoolerMaster Mini Aquagane UquU Ooellng Syslem 
Saauliia Wtndaiin* Ulata' Home Piemljum 

NVIDIA* nF0rte*50CI SU Dual xlG FCI-E Mainboard 

Corsair 1024 MB-DDRa 800 Dual Channel Memory 

2SDGG7ZDQFIPMGATA150 SMB Cache Hard Odve 

NVIDIA* 7900GS 2SGMB 1GX Pd-EI/ldeo 

ieXiJVO+/-RWortvfi 

leXOVDFtWOrlvu 

7.1 nForoe 3D Audio 

Legitwh SI OO Sterw Speaktrs 

Gigabtl Netmifk Cad 

'TCI WKani G 54 Mbps WJrless NelwDrfc. Card 

X'Tsunami Case 420 Watt Power 

1 yosf limited warranty + IlfeHnietoll tree £4/7 (echHippori 

AMDCf 



*Extend\On FileFront 

ON FILEFRONT 
THe latest and greatest demos and patches 

^ Games for H^mJaivs: The Official Magaxine and RlaFront-com have johiod forces to bring 
you both the best possiik PC'gaming coverage and access to the hottest game downloack^ 

demos, mods, patches, and more. Head to GFW,FlleFront.com to try these out for yourse^. 

GOTHIC 3 
Travel through Ard'ea, Reddoi^kr 

and Kap Dun in this demo of 
the expansive, nonlinear, open' 

ended role-playing game. 

RO BO B LITZ 
Get behiftd the control of a 

robot naiTied BIrts (go figure), 
and try out three levels from 

this Unreal Engine 3-poivered, 

physics-based action game. 

NHL 07 
This demo of EA ^ports' annual 

hockey game allows you to play 
as one of three teams in a 

^-minute period. 

SILVERFALL 
Grim technology and feel^goody 

nature CoGlide in this action-RPG, 
The demo grants you access to 

two areas of the full game artd 

multiple quests. 

WARHAMMER: 
MARK OF CHAOS 
Geez. how many Warhammer 
games are thene? This demo le& 

you try three tutorials and "Will 
of the Gods,"' the first chapter of 

the single-player campaign. 

THE MARK 
Terrorists plan to blow up 

HP ^ 
London—all that stands In their 

iX way is your ability to play an 

FPS. Try out the first level, or the 

► ^ Queen gets it. 1^ 
1 

PRISM; GUARD SHIELD <DEMO> 
Try out the first two single-player missionis and 

three multiplayer maps of this FPS cocreated by 

the Army Natiorral Guardi and Rival Interactive. 

BATTLEFIELD 2142 V1.06 (PATCH) 
If your PC crashes whenever you end a Titan 

Mode round, this update rues that annoyirsg 

little inconveriience. 

LEGO STAR WARS II V1.02 
Bugs you have? User-Interface issues you expe- 

rience? Use the patch, Luke. 

XAVENGER (SHAREWARE) 
Kop in your spaceship and blast away ervemles 
from Dimension X. The future of humanity rests 

in your nveaty handsi 

SCARFACE: THE WORLD IS YOURS 
VI.00.2 (PATCH) 
Say hello to my little update. The vl.00.2 

patch deals with a few graphical issues and 

callously squashes a few bugs. 

AFTER THE END (SHAREWARE) 
Mutant i nvasion leads to the collapse of crvi- 

lization. on Rydoni 7. Save the planetoid in this 
third-person 30 shooter. 

COMPANY OF HEROES 
VI .3 (PATCH) 
This update adds a rtew six-player map (Seine 

River Docks) and imprcives the replay feature 

by letting you view a match in slow or fast 

motion, with a minimoed Ul, and from any 

player's perspective. 
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Casual Games 
Windows Vista ta'<es casual-games excitement to a v^^hole new levnlj 

Microsoft Widows Vista is FPVoJutiofiizing Ihe core PC 

gamirg expeieice Itirough ils Games for Windows initia- 

live, wiiich includes Games txplorer frtegratioi, the advent 

of DirectX 10 for dramaticaliy changed graphics, and a rtiul- 

litude of addilional improvements aimed al eihanciig the 

game-playiig experience. 

But what does that mean for the nearly 6C million casual 

gamers in Norlh America who are already playing iheiF 

favorite tides on MSN and Windosvs Live Messenger—the 

players who prefer ibe drop-ii, drop-out gaming experi¬ 

ence and spend anywhere fncim five minules to several 

hours playing Iheir favorite jewel^matchirig or chain' 

poppng games? 

With eight showcase casual games availabte al launch 

alongside the Windows Vista new’and’improved pre- 

loaded games, it may turn out that these casual players 

will be the first to notice the radical improvements that 

Windows Vista offers. 

Here's an advance ioolc at two ol the games that are 

generating a lot of Windows Vista prerelease excitement. 

Geometry Wars: Retro Evolved: Vista Edition 

An enomiDus hit for Xbox 36C owmers, Bizarre Creations' 

Geon^ry Won is an aicade-styie space shooting game 

that receives a pixel-perfect re-creatiofii on the Windows 

Vista platform. 

The goal of G^omeiry Wan is to stay alive by zoom¬ 

ing around an enclosed grid that's slightly larger than 

your screen while shooting, dodging, and evading the 

geometrical shapes that replicate and pursue you. The 

game starts olf easily enough, but evolves without lev¬ 

els and power-ups to become increasingly challenging 

and difficult. 

Since its intfoduction, GeatmUy 'Wan has become one 

of the most popular games available due to Its addictive 

‘just one more time" progressively thrilling gameplay and 

wildly colorful 4th of July fireworks-styie graphics, and 

it's never looked better than on Windoivs Vista! 

The Vista Edition of Geomrtry Wan will support 

keyboard, mouse, and Xbox 360 Controller for Windows 

ganieplay, allowing the casual player to jump right into 

this challenging and exciting game. 

tt . -'.'-ilieifcSli:: _’Ji 

Luxor 2: Vista Edition 

iuxofi, developed by MumboJumbo, follows on the heels 

■of one ol the biggest smash hits in Ihe casual-gaming 

industry and Is proving to be an even bigger chain- 

popping phenomenon. 

Once again, you''ll return to andeni Egypt, iJie Nile, 

and the Great Pyramids to skitter a scarab along the bot¬ 

tom: of your screen while blasting magical colored balls 

to shoot and destroy the approaching multicojofed chain 

belore it reaches the pyramids at the end of Its path. 

Great combo moves earn, bonuses and pcwver-ups such as 

Color Clouds, fire Balls, Daggers, Scorpions, and more. The 

play is fast and engaging, pardculariy as you proceed farther 

into Ihe SB stages that the Adventune Mcxie in this game offers, 

Lmof2: Vhta tdition is rich in color, has coo! new special 

effects and engaging sounds, and sets a new standard in 

stunning graphics for casual games while incorporating 

game controller support and full Games Exploier Integration, 

More to Come 

White most of the launch titles are being kept under wraps, 

here's what Is currentty known—of the eight sliowcase 

casual gaiiies available at launch, two of the titles will be 

exclusive to Windoivs Vista, with the remaining tilJes spe¬ 

cially enhanced for Windows Vista. 

While the full list ol Windoivs Vista casual games has 

not been released, three additional titles you can. expect 

to find at launch \vill be Jeiwf Queit2, Spinwordi, and 

Bis^ isfmd—each designed to lake fuJl advantage of the 

Windows Vista garning advances, 

For Windows Vista Games and more, visit 

http://qames.nnsn.com/en/vistoqamgs. 



Microsoft Brings 
LIVE Gaming to 
Windows Vista 
On -ne games on Windows Vista will just get better and better 

Ai (lie £3 gannirig expo \n May 2006, BUI Gates prej&med 

Microsofrs visiom of exiending ihe gani« ejtperierice of the Xbox 

LIVE Gaming and Entertain men i NetviiQrk be/ond ihe Xhox 360. 

After months of inie-nse work, MierosofL is on the cusp of deliver¬ 

ing Lhe first componenL of Lhts vision through ihe retail releases of 

Halo 2 /hr Windows Vista and Shadowmn. Up to now, PC gamers 

have navigated seemfngiy endiess hoops to get. online and enjoy 

social gaming through Ihe IntemeL White some games ciaim 

lo support online fealores, Ijnctionality is nol consistent across 

hties and lhe configuration process h anything but seamless. As 

if gelling the game up and running weren't cumbersome enough, 

when you add Ihe chaiienges of hosting, connecting, and finding 

a satisfying game online, the process becomes even: more time- 

consuming, And when you finally Lhink youVe figured it all out 

you have to answer questions like: 

* Which server do I join? 

* Where are my friends playing? 

* On ivhidi game/server can I find players willi my same skill/ 

preferences? 

■ Which exlra softsvare do I need to use for voice oommunica- 

lion—and hmv do I convince my friends to also use it? 



Precious ganitng time is eaten up geUing the game up and rufining, 

coofdinaling, atid corfiguring a voice solution—that has its own set oli 

servers—and then either setting up or finding the right game server, 

tvei Ihen it might not all wort lor everyone who wants to play, And 

il there isn't a set group of friends to play with^ gamers, will most tifc^ 

find that the crapshool of game sessions available are poorly matched 

to anyorw's skill set (either people will be easy pickings, or will be that 

kid who's on summer break and playing the game 1^1 and is unstop¬ 

pable), And on the lucky chance that pJayers do find a great game and 

build a connmuiiity ol friends who like to play that game, they can't 

continue to interact wiUi the same community of friends outside of that 

specific title or easily find and invito thenii in tl>e r>e)ft new game. 
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Compare this to playing a game On LIVE—it's SiihplK Sign up. Start 

the game, sign in, and start plaiying. 

Xbcfc gamers have been enjoying this land of ease ol use for the past 

four years. The console ei^rience of It just works' without having to 

deal with setup has aKvays been one of its greatest draws dnce the very 

first console let players piug it into their TV set and just hit an W switch. 

When Microsoft designed LIVE, they deeply integrated the online gaming 

eiqrerience with the console to ensure that it would 'just work." 

Sringiog LIVE gaming to Windows means that Windows gamers wil 

soon enjoy the ease ol use, featije set, and rkh experiences enabled 

by the only integrated games and entertainment network. 

LIVE has been providing feati^^rich, easy connectivity to console 
gangers for years. Windows has long had an active, vibrant online gam¬ 

ing community. Very soon, members of I his community will also be able 

to enjoy such benefits as: 

« Easy to use 
* Inlegrated Service—single identity, single profile, single bilt 

* Reliable—everything just works 

* Easy'to-use interface optimized forWindosvs 

• Find a better game 

* Quickly/easily find Irienids aid appropriate opponents 

* Friends LisL Miievemerrts, Gamersccre, Rich Presence, Messaging 

* Integrated in-gannie voice 

* Secure servers, resulting in reduced cheatirrg and ghefing 

• Social experience 

* Voice chat 

* Single Friends list across Windows and Xbox 360 

* Single identity with Gamerscore and Achievements 

* Cross-platform gaming behveei Xbox and Windows for 

supported games 

It's a universal service, Whot does that mean? That means that 

gamers will have a single Gamertag that eiisis across platfomss. 

Thai means for those gamers who already play Xbox LIVE on 

Xbox 360, their persona, Gamerscore, and Friends List will he the 

same when they play a LIVE*enabled Windows game. This means 

they can even talk across platforms and games; for instance, you 

could be playing Hah 2 for WindlQWi //sTu online and ttoI miss 

a game invite to play some co-op Gran of Wor on Xbojt 360. 

LIVE gamers who are Golddevel members on Xbox will be Gold 

on Windows, and vice versa. It's ore service, bridging the gap 

between two platforms. 
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So what wili LIVE on Windows look like? Those already 

familiar with Xbox LIVE on an Xbox 3SO have a head start on 

understanding LIVE on Windows. From the LIVE guide screen 

on Windows gamers can send and receive text and voice mes¬ 

sages to and from friends, see which friends are online, look at 

who they most recently played online, or have a private L:L chat 

with another member of (he LIVE Gaming and Enteriainmeni 

Network—regardless of wheiher they are on Windows Vista or 

Xbox 360. 

In (he first half of 200?^ Windows gamers will be able to play 
online like never before, powered by the world's first and only 

cross-platform cjnline gaming and entertainment network, LIVE. 

Gel ready to enjcjy gaming the way il should be. 



This Means War! 
GaiT>es for Windows scopes anothc, /’Ctory in THQ's Sup^^me Commander 

Proving biggef really does equal 

belter, fans of tategory-deliring 

reat-time-strategy classic Total 
Annihilation are in for rol one 

but two massive surprises when 

spirituaI successor, THQ's Snprme 
Commander, ships this season. 

Not only is the epic laciical sci-h 

ouling—created by Dyrp^eonSregre 

If masiermlnd Chris faylor and the 

award-winning creiv at Gas Po^vered 

Games—the first virtual outing lo 

deliver a shockingly titanic sense of 

scale, ft's also one of the initial lities to 

truly unleash the power of multi-core 

CPU architecture and fully integrate 

with revolutionary operating system 

WiFKlchvs Vista, making it an absoliite 

must-seer swear its creators. 

Just a few novel features the out¬ 

ing boasts, made possible only by 

the power of Microsoft's trailblaiing 

pEatfomi? Groundbreaking si^jport 

for dual-mofiitor display conflgurationis at high-end visual resolutions 

ranging uplo a jaw-dropping 192'0}d200. (*Qnce you've ejtpeineficed it, 

you'll never go back,' rnsiders attest). Cooforniation with official Games 

for Windows branding requiremenls, whkh key project contributors 

suggest ‘makes playing PC games easier than ever," And, of course, 

the sort of unprecedented perfcrrmance and stability you'd expect from 

a sweeping nest-generatioicwillicl, especially when multilasking, pos- 

siWeeKclusively via Vista and DirectX lO's state-of-the-art tecfirkology. 

Dubbed the ‘future of RTS gaming^ the 37th-ceniury interstel¬ 

lar ccinflagratiori pits three factions—the militaristic United Earth 

Federaiiori, man-macliine hybrids the Cybran Nation, and alien 

sympathizers the Aeon Illuminate—against one another. Fir^loying 

a customizable Interface and hundreds of eye-popping units from 

stealthy bombers to high-tech battleships, you'll help each vklously 

assault its age-old foes by air, landpand sea across three unique, 

story-driven campaigns. According to the game's designers, the goal 
was to take the RTS genre somewhere Ifs never been before^—spe- 

cifically, a world where strategic zoom options let you seamlessly pan 

from single unit close-ups to breathtaking, galaxy-level paryoramk 

views, (The production team literally promises ‘the largest and most 

insane maps ever.*) 

Innovalioris Ihe ratchword here, says Gas Powered Games, which 

hopes iitpreme Corfwill be lernembered for ils sheer cneativily 

as much as its horsepower. Just a few forward-thinking ejrtras armchair 

generals can check for include eight-man mutdplayer connectivity 

(including pn>visior>s for dans, friend lists, skirmishes, team-based 

battles, and ranking ladders} and automated, computer-controlled 

helpers that provide assistance with tasks like resource build-up and 

mkromanagenfKnt during especially healed engagements. Don't for¬ 

get massive body counts, co-op options, nail-biting base construction 

sequences, ffamboyant experiinentaJ weapons (seer the MonkeyLord, 

nuke-Ringing Mavor, or Galactic Colossus), dynamic waypoint plotting, 

and an ac^ustable JD camera either. Not to mention, naturally, infinite 

replay value, with community-friendly features like map/mission edi¬ 

tors, downloadable extras, instant replays, and modmaking tools avail¬ 

able riglit out of the bcw. 

Ai foyfor erKf co, explanc 'Serious gamers always want cutting-edge 

gaming plaiforms—that's precisely what Vista isT Bui remember: This 

is just the beginning for Games for Windows; the best is still yet to 

come. With dedicated vista devefopecs continually pushing for Games 

for Windows-branded lilies that are easier to install, mafniain and 

operate, it's no svonder, according lo Gas Pthveced Games, lhal in the 

future, *PCs will rule Ihe gan^ng world.' 



Want to hear what our editors are excited 
about before your next issue arrives? 

Tune in to 1UP Radio where the editors of 1UP, Efectronic 
. Gaming Monthly and Games for Windows: The Official 

Magazine sound off on various topics each week. Each 
episode is filled with juicy tidbits and behind-the-scenes 
info that we couldn't fit in the pages of this magazine. 

* Warning: Thase podcasts are pretty addictive. Ybu should probably siibscrilHi and dowaJoad 
our podcasts to your MP3 pjayor ^ then you can istco us on the road with yout 

Log on to htftiJ//poclcasts.1up,com/ 

and choose your poison: 
1 UP Yours 
EGM Live 
GFW Radio 
Retro nauts 



WINDOWS VISTA; 
1Q2 - GATTIES FOR W1N□□'^S THE OFFID^L fTlAJGAZlNE 



Too Zune 
Mic rosoft's gettif>g into 
the MP3 piayflr bia. 
Shoutd the/? Artd is 
this the iPcd killer? 

REVIEW 

— Quad Corel 
How dt>es AMD's new 
qued-core FX-74 CPU 
fere against Intel's 
qued'Core offering? 

AIND'JW^: DPi^ASiNR 

□ Microsoft's new baby, Windows Vista, has a huge competitor—one thafs stable, 
relatively secure, Installed iri hundreds of millions of homes, and (ahem) works flawlessly 

with every piece of hardware and software currently available. Its name? Windows XP, 
io why even consider buying into Vista, let alone one of the five flavors of Microsoft's next 

operating ^tem? Microsoft's answers: ease of use, a frosty looking interface (^cough* OS X 
‘cough a huge focus on gaming [about damn tim&!)—oh, and it's the only place you can 
find DirectX 10. 

This nnonth, with the final version* (see sidebar, right) of Vista in hand, weTe going to find 
out if Microsoft can deliver on some of those promises. Just bear in mind that this isn't a final 
review of Vi$t5—think of it instead as a late scouting report. Look for the definitive word after 
Vista's release—when we actually have all the finished hardware drivers to get the job dorife. 

THE OS IS THE STAR 

PROSt Microsoft needs to sell Vista to the XP 
masses (and attempt to win over Mac addicts) by 

showing off the differences. Yes. it's pretty. Ripping 

pages from the OS X playtaook, Vista feels very 

holistic and visual in its approach. Get over the ini¬ 

tial learning curve, and you'll find the top navlga* 

tion system rttakes Windows Explorer even easier, 

while metatag searches locate files and folders In 

a snap, That's to say nothing of the focus on hard¬ 
ware with the Aero/JD Flip feature—it's a DirectX 

instance built into the core of the QS. and that 

means a good 3D card is key even if you have no 
intention of gaming. Following that logic, if every 

Vista PC comes armed with the required hardware, 
suddenly every PC is game-ready. Add to the mix 

DirectX IQ and the fact that the OS is atwa/s online 
(it can grab new drivers as neected), arid it's obvious 

that vwlh Vista, Microsoft is taking gamers seriously, 
CONS.: In an age of third-party appe. a lot of the 

OS's features aren't nearly as unique as they would 
have been a year or two ago. You've been able 

to navigate through a Iron-Jike 3D rendition of 
your PC with Tactile 3D (tactile3d.com) for a year, 

Vista's neat sictebar with sticky mini-apps? Googf^e 

and Yahoo offer similar apps right now for XP. 
Internet Eirplorer 7 and Media Player 11 are sweet 

in Vista, but both $pps work in XP as well. And 

Stability? XP is a solid pJatform while Vista. tJwugh 

in good shape now, is still shaking out some of the 

kinks The real dirferences that stand out between 

Vista and XP, besides the obvious graphical sheen,, 

won't be apparent until more DXIO games show 

up O'n the scene. 

SETUP AND INSTALLATION 

PROS; Before you buy anything, Microsoft's 
Windows Upgrade Advisor (check out the 'Get 

Ready section of www.windowsvista.com) sets 

you straight right up front. Which version of Vista 

will work best? Is it even worth upgrading your 
Current rig? Remember that the longer you hold 

off buying a new PC, the more likely you are to 

gel a factory-fresh instaCI of Vista on a machine 

built with the new operating system in mind. 

To that end, let's start talking about our 

experiences with three machines running vary¬ 

ing versions of the new OS: a IGHj jalopy with 
SI3MB RAM and a 138MB Radeon 9800- Pro is 

puttering along with Home Basic; a Dell XPS 7QQ. 

armed with an Intel Core 2 X6S(X) CPU, 3G6 of 
RAM, and a 513 MB Radeon XigSOXTX, served as 

the main test rig for both Home Premuum and 
Ultimate. The third system, a tricked-out Voodoo 

PC, is the 'Micfosoft preferrecT system for test¬ 

ing Vista, [fd.“Microsoft provided a Vistartest 

Voodoo PC to GFW magazine and every major 
technology pubhcation. Nat everybody uses the 

same computer, let alone a trkked-out iS.OOO 
monster machine, so we conducted a majority of 

our tests on the other rigsj 
In every instance, installation operated on 

autopilot—no need to futz with RAID drivers on 

a Floppy disk, no worries about keeping extra CDs 
handy. The setup is relatively hassle-free, even 

compared lo that of XP, All the drivers either 

are on the Vista OVD or are downloaded during 

installation. Whether upgrading, doing a clean 

install, or creating a partition, it look at most 50 

minutes to see Vista's Welcome Center screen 

staring at us. With the network configured at the 

touch of a button, we logged onto e-maiL 

CONS; Some of you may be tempted to 

upgrade that current XP installation to Vista. 
We've done it. It works and is a painless pro- 

cess—bui there's a hitch once you try running 

* VISTA RTm 
When final Isn't quite final 

On November 30, 200S, Microsoft official¬ 
ly rolled out Windows Vista RTM (release 

to manufacturing) at a huge event in New 
York City. Gold code. Done. Fin. Right? 

Wrong^ Microsoft may have finished 

the job, but many hardware vendors now 
need to scramble double-time to get final 

working drivers. Case in point; Nvidia, 

Right now, we have a GeForce 8S&0' GTX, 
DirectX Ip-ready hoard sitting in a cor¬ 

ner, teasing us until Vista-friendly driv¬ 

ers magically appear. That's OK, though. 
Vista has online updating built into the 

OS framework—that potentially means 
nobody's hunting for driver discs in the 

future^ It also means that many of the 
hardware test results we'^re getting right 

now could be invalid by the time you get 

your hands on Vista. 

the OS, While ifs hardly a quantifiable differ¬ 

ence, Vis la boots and operates a hair slower 
from an upgrade than from a clean installL At 

[east create a Vista partition and try migrating 

files you need. 'While documents and MP3s make 
the move with little effort, some applications 

don't fare as well when vacating XP-land. It's a 

new OS—you didn't expect lOO-peceenl compat-* 

Ibility, did you? 
Now for some hardware fun: So here we ane, 

OS installed, ready to rock—but where the hell 
is the sound? Thai's right, as of the RTM (release 

to manufacturing) phase^ there are no drivers 
for Creative Labs' Sound Blaster X-Fi audio. This 

is only one of the most significant soundcards 
to come along in a while, and Vista's not sup¬ 

porting El out of the box? [ don't care if it's 

Microsoft's or Creative Labs' fault—someone 

needs a boot in the asS. Until then, we're stuck 
with onboard audio and dialirvg out those cool 

EAK-filtered screams of fragged fools. 

Then there's this freaky fluke; Go on—com¬ 

bine the unholy trinity oF the XPS 700's nforce 

S90 motherboard, any ATI graphics card, and 

Windows Vista. If the graphics card isn't in the 

primary PCIe Slot (the one farthest from the 

CPU). Vista will operate so slowly you'll think 

you've entered bullet time. God willing. Vista's 

retail release will plug this hole, if not XPS 700 
owners; You have been warned. > 

A ON 
The pros and cons of Microsoft's new OS 
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□Tech Windows Vista 

THE BIG PICTURE 
‘What about gamesP" you ask? That's a huge part 

of the mew OS, and VSsta's Games folder be<onnes 

the main hub of a player's PC, From hertj you'll 

be able to access all the parts of the OS that mat¬ 

ter hardware tweaking, cuitomiiing how you 

launch games, deleting games, parental controls, 

you narrie it. Check out the big screenshot for the 

dime-store tour—here's what sticks out to us: 

IDLOT’PROOFING WINDOWS 
PROS: You probably have a PC-cunous console- 

gamer friend who's scared of PC games because 

the 'minirnurri/required spec’ part of the game 
boJC reads like Sanskrit. For him. the Windows 

Experience itKlea; could remove plenty of head¬ 

aches, Mot only will it simplify the process by rat¬ 
ing systems on a 1 to S scale, it'll clue him in as to 
which games will work cm his computer. 

ftijn Vista's quick system test, and it'll rate 

your rig in several categories: CPU, RAM, graph• 
ics, gaming graphics^ and primary hard disk. If 

your PC scores in the middle of the road with a 

1, Vista will automatically tweak game settings 
to optimize the performance—maybe dropping 

3 game's resolution to lG24i(768, for ertample. 
Rocking a benchnnark-busling S means the OS 

automatically switches on all the anisotropic filter¬ 

ing bells and whistles at l&OOxliOO resolution. 

COMS: More nOObs could soon populate 

your online games. Senously, though, this will 

most benefit people who are intimidated by PC 

game5,..and lazy bastards who don't want to 

monkey with settings. The only real problem with 

the WEI'S rating system? Time. A PC that may 

rale a solid S right now is n-eKl year’s 4.'Whoever 

is monitoring the game requirements had better 

update that database regularly, because Comporty 
o/ Heroes will work great on a 1 at some point in 

the not-too-distant future. 

SOMEONE CALL SECURITY 
PROS; Beefed-up security in 'v^ista's Games section 

prevents kids from seeing inappropriate materiai. 
You can follow the ESRB rating system to block 

M-rated games, for example, or specifically forbid 
your children from playing games after 1 a.m. that 

promote alcohol use, Besides, that's yowr playtime! 
CON& What's handy for blocking kids from seeing 

porn also keeps you from doing something as mun¬ 

dane as changing the desktop background without 

getting admin approval—and even if you are an 
admirt you Still need to approve the event. That's 

exactly what we need! Another layer of red tape. 

What can you do about these User Account 

Controls? Approve every single action you start 

after clicking the launch icon, or turn off the UAC. 

feature altogether. Many will appreciate the extra 

levels of security not found in Xf, Others will just 

find these measures to be a paranoid pain in the 

ass. But better safe than sorry, I suppose. > 

VNnPC-CURIQUS 
l7/7 CONSOLE 
GAineRS WILL 
APPRECIATE THE 
WINDOWS EXPERI¬ 
ENCE INDEX SCORE 
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HTechX Windows Vista 
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* Where the hell diif I doumliudl all there il*in<H 
to on the PC? i) Hit the itart circle to do a quidi 
search for downloadL. 2) I found fllei 
by the time I l^ped ~De." 

GAME PERFORMANCE 
Since our bare-bones machine wasn't powerful 

^nou^h to run a mnaJorUy of our tests (or test 

we're reiying on the XPS 700 to show 
how well Vista runs. Here's what's inside the 

beast; CPU: Intel Core 2 X0800: Memory: 3GB 

DDfi2-667 RAM: GPU: ATI Radeon mSO XTX: 
Primary Hard Disk: lOjOflO-rpm Western 
Digital Raptor WOT^OGD: Audio: X-Fi Fatality 

^welt, if the drivers worked): Optical drive: 
Bony DVD-ROM DDU1615. 

To test Vista's performance, we ran a 3DMarkC6 
benchmark five times. Without final release driv¬ 

ers, take any of the results listed in the chart 
above with a grain of salt of course—but almost 

every game from Hoff-Ufe 2 to World ofWorCraft 

worked flawlessly within Vista, That's at least 

a small victory forcompatibilfty. Games using 

V^CiSEE A PATTERN 
^7£7here? vista runs 
□X9 APPUCATIGNS 
ABOUT FIVE PERCENT 
SUOWER THAN WIN¬ 
DOWS XP DOES 

OpenGL nol-so-hlgh-profile freeware games, and 

the ever-puzzling Dark Messfsih of Might and Mogk. 

however? Well we'll get back to you once they stop 
crashing or stable OpenGL drivers come along—■ 
whkhever comes first Despite an ''Unapproved 
Driver"' warning in SOMarkOSn we press on. 

See a pattern In the chan above? Vista runs 

DirectX 9 applications about five percent slow* 

er than Windows XP does. At first, we were just 
chalking this up to an early driver Issue. One 

tipster, however, told us that Microsoft always 

knew that Vista wouldn't be able to run DirectX 

^ games as fast—originally anticipating a per¬ 
formance drop of 10 to IS percent I guess 

maintaining system stability doesn't come free. 

What does Microsoft have to say on the 
subject? Grand pooh-bah (Group Manager for 

Windows Graphics and Gaming Technologies) 

Chris Dottahue says, "The graphics drivers are 

not up lo full speed yet and are most likely 
not optintized.' Recalling the early days of 

"i/Vindows XP, Donahue adds, “There were tons 
of people saying not to upgrade from Win9x 

since its performance was better—but by the 
time hardware vendors got their drivers tuned, 

XP ran many games faster.' However, he points 
out that 'Vista has an entirety new driver model 

and the desktop now runs a DirectX instance. 

Whatever the case, we're holding off on pub¬ 
lishing full test results until our full review. 

Assuming drivers iron out most of the issues 

we've run into with these initial tests, Vista still 

stands up as a significant advance for Windows. 

At least the glass remains half-full until the 

retail copy and final drivers release in late 

January, Despite a couple of boneheaded omis¬ 

sions {DOSBox? X-Fi drivers from the get-go?), 

Vista is off to a good start, for now. the only 

question left is, 'Which of the five versions of 
Vista is right for us gamers?' 

A 30-SeC0ND HI STOP V OF WINDOWS 
Take a quick looik back at spirits of OS past (except MS Bob—that was just a bad 

dream); Windows 9S brought MS-DOS users kicking and screaming into the 32- 
bit era. With it came countless blue screens of death. 'Windows 98 opened up the 

possibilities of USB devices and AGP cards. Windows XP shed its DOS-y roots and 

switched to a more stable NT/2i>00 base, XP begat several children—XP Home, XP 
Professional, Media Center—effectively setting the stage for Vista's tiered OS. 

FIVE?!?! 
Veah, five versions of an QS can sound a 

little confusing, but it's not as though you're 
looking for an enterprise solution. 5o we're 

gonna make this easy. Tvwo versions of Vista 
are business-c^ntric (Business and Enterprise), 
so that knocks 'em right off the top. Starting 

from the bottom of the lineup is Vista Home 

Basic ('$200 full: $100 upgrade from XF). Basic 

is just that—corvstructed for gimpy machines 

that maybe the flintstones used to calculate a 

brontosaurus'miles-per-gallon rating. Lacking 

the slick 3D interface that really sells the new 
OSt Vista Home Basic requires an BOO MHz pro¬ 

cessor and $12MB RAM. If you're reading this, 

you probably scrapped that system about two 
years ago. pr you're stubbornly sticking to hex- 

based war games and don^i give a damn. The 

only reason for buying Basic is to dtp your foot 

into the Vista pool and maybe upgrade later 
(you can unlock Ultimate if you want it). Basic, 

though, doesn't really show what the OS has to 
offer over XP. Don't buy it. 

This leaves you with the two realistic options: 
Vista Home Premium^ ($240 full: $16C upgrade 

from XP) and Vista Ultimate (S4Q0 full; 5260 
upgrade from XP). Either one is a lot of money, 

eipecially considering you can buy a Nintendo 

Wii for jus 110 bucks more than the price of a 
full Vista Premium edition. 5o is either worth 

the cash? Thet depends on the features you're 

looking for, but the short version is this; Think 

of Home Premium as the refined version of 

what you're already seeing on Media Center 

PCs. If you care even a little about Media 

Center, you’ll be happy to know it got a great 

overhaul. Those not already familiar will appre¬ 

ciate the built-in Xbox 0.xt0nder support. 

That means a thin-client device is awaiting your 
PC's video and audio in the living room. Vista 

Ultimate? Let's just call this what it really is; 

XP Professional Pimp Edition, it loops in all the 

features of Vista's business editions (even more 
emphasis on reliability with disk image backup, 

full drive data encryption, and advanced 

networking functionality) while adding some 

nebulous 'Ultimate Extras." Dori't ask. We don't 

know what those extras are just yet either. 

Maybe the ability to run every DOS game ever 

made? Hey, we can dream.eDartan Gladstone 
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HARD 
The bleeding edge of tech 

TOO ZONE 
PROOUCT: ZUM MPl Playitr MANUFACTURER 
PRICE: $2» URU wmjMHJwt 

it all Slick'bolcinig hardvifane with a gorg^oui 

5cre^ mind-bogglingly oblique adS Crafted to 
make you feel uncoal If you don't have ore, a 

new iTunei-l'ike service that rocks a modified 
Media Player 11—the worts. 

Sharing a similar form factor to Creative's awe¬ 
some Zen Vision: M, Zune handles the major tasks 

one expects of an MP:^ player (musk, dur!) and 

throws in a iJOiiZ-IO-resolution, J-inch display br 
watching video. The big-deal feature—viral A/V— 

is sweet as hell. Switch on the battery-killing Wi-Fi 

transmitter, and you can share your nriusic and 

videos with other Zune owners. This is the future 

of portable music. 

But what sounds good on paper has a single 

hole so big you could drive a truck through ifL the 

3OG0 Zune idiotical^ doesn't support Microsoft's 

own big video initiatives. It vyon't transcode or 

play video files created in Media Center (or Vkstat 

What an. amazing waste of an amazing screen! 

The Zune also makes people hack the device to 

make it viewable as a hard drive. While we're at 

it podcast support in the software wouldn't suck, 
either—it's a pretty tiamn popular phenomenoa 

whether it's Apple's or not. 
All it'll take is a firmware/softwane update 

to battle these beefs (more codec support!J, 

Mkrosoft Just rushed this out the door too Zune, 

Sorry. • Darren Gladstone 

0 Go on, say it with me—■'Zooooon!' 
Microsoft's much-hyped "iPod killer^ has 
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GEEKED AT BIRT)I. J 

4X4 HAmmBRBD 
I PfWDOUtT, Quid FK‘74 CPU MANUFAaLmER; AMD 

MtiCL Sl.UH (Mid Mi tWA CPU*} UftL 

REVIEW 

□ Intel, you can breathe easy for a minute, 

AMD's rsew quad-core CPU, the Quad FJt-74 
(code-named "'4)t4T doesn't stack up. You need 

at least a EQOW power supply—and some head¬ 

phones—to get the new processors lunningi up to 
speed. Oh, sure, it's a great deal, seiling two CPLfs 

for JX,000 (cton't bother asking for just one. how¬ 

ever: they sell In pa(rs]i, but the results say it dC. 
In the battle of the quad cones, Intel's 2.€6GHi 

Core 2 Extreme QX6700 beats two 3GHz AMO f X- 

74s in multiple tests. Unforturrately. the CPL^ got 

to us at the last minute and we ran out of room 

here, dumber-hungry for the full analyse? It's all 

on ExtiemeTechLCom • Loyd Case 

, 3.DMarkC>6 
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©Games 
for Windows 

You can talk the talk. 
Can you walk the walk? 

Here’s a chance to prove it 
Please geek responsibly. 

CAME BESIGN COMPUTER fORCNSICS 
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P^End GameXGreenspeak 

PURPLE HAZE 
One gamer stares ^nto the great loading screen in the sky 

L'ij:.v.J[TiN 

|RS "Dad, do you know what you sp-end mo^ of your life dcung?^ 
My 12-YMr-cild dsught^t' hi&d just Walked into the room, holditig a Kelly 

Clarkson CO. I was behind my PC making my way through A.ct 3 cjf Titan Qoesl. 

Accompanying snack food a bowl of Cap'n Crunch and an Anchor Steam. 
‘Hmrnmm, t don't know," I saidL as my level 32 Conqueror continued to pound 

on a group of Tigermer. "Work haid to make sure you have food, dothing. and 

a place to deep?' 
'Sheeyah. Right No, Dad. You spend your life staring at colored lights and 

clicking a button.' 

I Stopped clicking. 

'Anyway good' luck with those Tigermen,' she said, flashing me the "loser' sign 
on her way out. 

Let me just say^ for the lecordL that it's h*d enough to balance one's potion- 

quaffing and monster-bashing without having one's very own offspnng reduce 

your entire existence to such a pathetic and uncomfortatoly accurate bottom line. 

Gut what my smarty-panls, now-gnounded-fdr-life kid didn't realze, in any evenL 

was that die wasn't telling me anything I hadn't heard before. I've been heanng 

the "games are a waste of time'" argument since like the second I popped out of 

the womb. OK, maybe not the first second because that would've been kind of 

weirdl and I wouldn't have understood it anyway—nor really been in any mood 

to hear it giveri that I was one second old, crying, and covered irt mucus. But Cm 
sure it was pretty soon after. 

Actually kidi I can trace my own first e^^istential crisis over my gaming habit 

to an exact place and time while 3 was a student at UC Berkeley many years 

ago, Place: The Silver Ball Arcade on Durant Avenue. Time: pm. on a rainy 

Wednesday, when I was supposed to be in my ISth-Century American Lit class. 

Mental state: Not sober, for reasons not pubhshable in a family magazine. 
Howeven please reroember, befone judging me, that this was the 1970s. and 

there was a bt of 'ej^jerimentatioi' going on—plus some really good Pink 
Floyd albums to listen to. Expanding your mind was kind of like going to Pilates 

classes now, minus the exertion. 
Anyway, there 1 was. at Sitver Ball, hanging with my friendi quarters piled up 

on the 5poce Jmtxfen machine—when suddenly rt hit me. like -a garbage bag 

full of hammers right ini ihe head; I was totally wasting my tirw. Ati anound rme 
were productve people doing productive thirvgs. I was attending one of the 

finest academic institutions in the world—briliarit minds, hch libraries ripe for 

the picking. And here I was at an arcade, staring at colored lights and press¬ 

ing a button. I was not a useful member of society! I was a drooling monkey! 

Obviously, something had to be done. 1 had to leave this arcade. But to where? 

The Peace Corps, A farm. Ghana. Somewhere with a purpose. Somewhere in 

touch with the lard. Somewhere where people were working together to help 

other people. Sadly, by the time I had gotten back to my domX I was distracted 

by a seriously intense craving for cheese pizza—and then, after that someone 

down the hal put on Dork Sitiie of the Moon really bud, so I totally had to hang 
out there. Thus ended my brief affair with ahLruism 

In any event it all worked out for the best. Sure, my grades suffered. Sure. I 

kind of squandened my chance of getting into e good grad schooi and becom- 

ir<g a Supreme Court Justice or brain surgeon all because of videogames. And, 
sure, despite that, I couldn't even get the high score on Specs Snvatfers, thus ren¬ 

dering all my effort (and quarters) even more meaningless. The ironic net result, 

and the great triumph of yours truly, as that I was somehow (and by 'somehow" 

Af/ynjotl&^ 

H'' 

I mean dumb luck, backstabbing, and in one case, blackmail) able 
to parlay my barely better-than-average gaming skills into a pro^ 

fessional career here at a national gaming magaane. In other words, 
instead of spending my money to stare at colored lights, someone now 

pays me to do It I win! Moral for those rnterested in a career in game}ou mat 

ism: Screw class—crank the Floyd, 

Still, though, there's an element of truth to what I realized at Silver Ball that 
day and what my daughter said to mo sonne 2S yeai^ later, i mean, lets face 

it—those nightly sessions bashing monsters on the PC aren't really doing a whole 

lot to further the cause of humanity. I mean, where would any of us be today if 

inriportanl thinkers like Socrates or Ben Franklin or the guy who invented M®Ms 

had spent their nights (eveling up their gnomes rather than thinking important 

thoughts? HI tell you when?: up the freaking wazoo. And seriously, how much 

further are we going to take this? Aren't we ait just beoomiiig pods in the matrix 
now? A century from now, will we give up our physical lives entirely and just live 

in Jars as big brains with eyes and fingers for looking at those colored lights and 

ckking buttons? Or what if that's already happened arid vi^jLisf don't know it 
yet? Dude. Great. Now I'm 

freaked out again. There's 

only one possible solution. 
Yeah, ihat^ right. 

Its time for pizza. 

• Jeff Green 

JeFF Green 
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ASUS Recommends Microsofr' Windows^ XP 

The ASUS G1P nofebook redefines mobile gaming wilh 
advanced graphics, unique design defails, and ferocious 
speed powered by Inter Cenlrino'^ Duo Mobile Techndogy 

^ mwr Canrnrtcr PuQ hkitrf* 
•InM* Duo noc#UOr t720d 

Won* J945*SO N*f»orti ConnocBon 

* NVIGIA* ^afOrc*' Go T7m Mi VRAM 
*2GflDmSRAM 
-15.4“ WSltGA 
* 16QGIKH> 
* DVD SupAr-MuDi 
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* RlUAlOaiin V3 EDfi 
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KNOW YOUR OPPONENTS ARE FINISHED BEFORE THEY DO. 

INia* CORE™2 EXTREME DESKTOP PROCESSOR. 
THE WORLD'S BEST GAMING PROCESSOR. 

It's your chance to multiply everything you love about gaming. Learn more about the 

world's best gaming processor and how all Intel* Core"'^ Duo and Intel* Ccire'*^ Extreme 
custonners may obtain free Half-Life* Z content at www.intel,cofn/go/Qanning 

For more information on why Intel* Core"? Duo pnotessors are the world's Iwst overall processors, please visit wvAv.inei.coim/cQfeZfluo 
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